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PEEFACE.

A PEW words stand here by way of explanation and

acknowledgment.

The biography (in which the quotation of authorities

or reference to them would have necessitated a doubling

of the allotted space) is founded on Schubert’s life of

Kant, and on the early memoirs, which have been

largely corrected and added to in accordance with more

recent information. Special mention on this head is

due to Professor Benno Erdmann’s essays on Knutzen

and the ‘Kritik;’ to Dr Emil Arnoldt’s sketch of

Kant’s early life^ and to several articles in different

numbers of the ‘ Altpreussische Monatsschrift.’ Eor

the communication of the last I am indebted to the

kindness of Dr Eudolf Reicke of Konigsberg, whose

devotion to Kant is known to all brethren of the craft,

and whose promised edition of the philosopher’s corre-

spondence will enable the last thirty years of his life to

be \vritten with more fulness than heretofore.

The account of Kant’s philosophy is founded directly

on his own worka Chapter viii. gives glimpses of his

scientific theories; chapter ix. notes the more salient

points in his metaphysical views up to 1766; chapter
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XL analyses the first quarter of the ‘ Kritik der reinen

Vernnnft;^ chapter xii sums up the results of the rest

of that work
;
chapter xiii deals with the first part of

the ‘ Ekitik der Urtheilskraft/ the second part of wliich

is connected in chapter xiv. with the two chief ethical

treatises. The ‘ Prolegomena ’ and the ‘ Metaphysische

Anfangsgriinde der Naturwissenschaft ’ are passed by

;

the ‘Eeligion innerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Yer-

nunft’ is briefly alluded to in the life; and the later

essays, like the lectures, are only mentioned.

There have within the last five years been published

in England many works on Kant. The present little

book has been partly shaped by the desire not to tread

more than was inevitable on ground they had abeady

occupied with greater plenitude. Those who %vish to

study Kant more profoundly will find a penetrating

exposition of his central doctrine in Dr Hutchison

Stbling
;
an eloquent and suggestive account of the first

‘Kritik' in Professor Caird; a well-reasoned risuird

of the theoretical and moral philosophy in Professor

Adamson
;
and an able and elaborate review of current

English opinion on Kant in Professor Watson. And
these are only the works of larger dimensions on this

topic. Those who may wish to read Kant in transla-

tions may be safely referred (in addition to older

versions by Semple, Heywood, and Meiklejohn) to Pro-

fessor Mahafiy^s translation of the ^Prolegomena^’ &c.

;

to Professor Abbott’s rendering of the Moral treatises

;

and to Professor Max MtQler’s centenary translation of

the first edition of the ‘Kritik.’
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KANT.

CHAPTER L

KONIGSBBRG.

In the records of philosophy it is a rare thing to find

ranch said of the local habitations of philosophers. The

world in which they are supposed to be most at homo *

is an abstract world—the invisible kingdom of ideas,

'

freed from the limitations of particular place and par-

ticular time. They work their achievements by the

impersonal agency of hooka In the crowd which pur-

sues the several avocations of a complex civilisation,

their individuality leaves no trace. No single place is

associated with the names of Aristotle or of Descartes,

of liOcke or Leibnitz. It is only in very special circum-

stances that the city of a philosopher has interest for his

biographer.

There are, however, exceptions. In the ancient

world the life and work of Socrates would be barely

intelligible without some picture of Athenian society

p.—V A
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in the fifth century B.o. And the city of Konigsherg

forms an almost equally significant background in the

life of Kant. It was there, on the 22d April 1724,

that he was born
5
there in its schools and university

that ho was educated
; there that he was for nearly fifty

years a public teacher; and there, on the 12th Fobiaiary

1804, that he died, in his eightieth year. For about

nine years only of this period was his lot cast outside

Kbnigsberg
;
and even in those years ho never crossed

the frontiers of East Prussia, the province of which

Kbnigsberg is the capital Kant is therefore in a special

sense the philosopher of Kdnigsberg : and that city may
to the imaginative enthusiast have some claim to be

called the City of the Pure Eeason, His name and
fame still cling to the place which, while ho was alive,

looked up half in admiration, half in curiosity, to Pro-

fessor Kant as its hero and ornameui

Even at the present day Kbnigsberg has somewhat
of an out-of-the-world situation. It stands about 360
miles to the north-east of Berlin, and about 100 miles

from the Eussian border, in a province where the Ger-

man element is flanked by the Lithuanian nationality

on the one hand and by the Slavonic on the othon

The river Pregel, on which it stands, falls into the

shallow waters of the Frisches Haff a few miles below

;

and comniunication with the Baltic is found at Pillau,

where the Haff joins with that sea, about thirty miles

from Kbnigsberg. The town, intersected by the teanojxes

of the Pregel and by the Schlossteioh, gradually rises from
the river to the north and north-west suburbs, jErom

which a view of the Haff can be obtained. It is a forti-

fied, town, with a population of more than 120
,000, with
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a garrison of aboiit 7000, and a university attended by

about 700 students.

But in the middle of last century, Konigsberg, thougb

a smaller place, was probably a more important factor

in the intellectual life of the district north-east of the

Vistula. The Russian Colossus had not yet thrown its

fatal shadow over the Teutonic borderlands. Poland

liad not yet been partitioned between its powerful

neighbours, and Courland still owed a certain allegiance

to the Polish throne. In fact, there still seemed to

survive a sort of spiritual image of the union which,

under the Grand-masters of the Teutonic Order at Marien-

burg, had embraced the lands between the Oder and

the Gulf of Finland. Konigsberg in this period gravi-

tated towards the Baltic provinces—os they are now
styled—of Russia, more than towards Brandenburg,

Riga, Mitau, Libau—^the chief towns of Courland

—

again and again appear in the lives of the scholars of

East Prussia. It is to Courland and Livonia that Hamann
and Herder—^not to mention others of Kant's contem-

poraries'—^betake themselves when their Lehrjdhre are

over. Hartknoch, the bookseller of Riga, who published

the ‘ Kritik der reinen Vemunft,' was a worthy instru-

ment in promoting the enlightenment of the whole

country. And on the other hand, the province of East

Prussia—^tho old duchy of Prussia, of which Konigsberg

was the chief town, and from which the electors of

Brandenburg had borrowed the title of their royalty—

was then cut off from the other lands of the Pmssiani

crown by an intervening tr^t of alien ground. TTp to

tire year 1772, when the first partition of Poland was

the district south of Danzig and Elbin^

—
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wliat was subsequently formed into the province of

West Prussia—was still included among the territories

belonging to the anarchic kingdom of Poland. Por two-

thirds of what is now the railway route from Berlin to

Kdnigsberg the traveller would have been on Polish

soil Friedrich Wilhelm I. had done his host to cherish

and develop the economy of East Prussia : ho had set-

tled its deserted lands with exiles from other parts of

the empire. About 20,000 Protestants, for example,

who had been obliged for religion’s sake to quit Salzburg,

were introduced by his forethought to fill up in part the

enormous gaps made in the population of East Prussia

by the plague of 1709 and 1710, when nearly 250,000

are said to have fallen victims to its violence.

East Prussia was governed by a ministry in Kbnigs-

berg, under the superintendence of the Council of State

at Berlin, At the beginning of every now reign, the

sovereign visited the to^vn to receive the homage of

his subjects in the court of the grand old castle. But
for a long period during the eighteenth century Ejist

Prussia lost the favour of its Idng, and was denied the

grace of his presence. During the struggles of the

Seven Years’ War, the province was for about five years

—from January 1758 till the autumn of 1762—in the

possession of the Russians. Konigslierg was adnxinis-

tered by a Russian governor, and the groat hall which
the Muscovites added to the Schloss seemed to indicate

that in their opinion the connection between the Pms-
sian province and Brandenburg was severed for ever.

Frederick the Great never forgave the East Prussians

for what he seems to have considered a defection
; and

though the Russians quitted the province in 1766, after
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fcho peace of HubertuwLurg, he never sol foot in it for

the remaining twenty-one years of liis life. In the year

1786, when the homagings to the new king, Friedrich

Williclm 11.
,
took place, we shall see Kant as rector

of the university for the year taking part in the pro-

ceedings.

In 1544 Albert Duke of Prussia (Hinter-Preussen),

wlio also introduced the Eeforniation into these parts,

founded at Konigsberg a university, hence known as the

Alheriinu. About the year 1780 it numbered thirty-

eight professors. The university buildings were then

situatetl in the vicinity of the cathedral, in the Kneip-

hof, an island surrounded by two arms of the Pregol.

The professors, however, mainly taught in their own

rooms or houses in different parts of the city : thus, as

we shall see, Kant’s lecture-room was first in his lodg-

ings and later in his house. Konigsberg, which in 1781

had a population of 54,000, exclusive of garrison and

foreigners, was esteemed a large town; and “largo

to^vns,” says the historian of the University of Konigs-

borg, “ have the advantage that the professors, by their

services at the churches or the courts, or in medical

practice or otherwise, have some opportunity of making

up for their defective stipends, and are not compelled

for the sake of bread to burden the learned world with

useless and superfluous writings.” An advantage of a

somewhat dubious character 1 At least one professor in

the end of the eighteenth century could say that to hold

a professorship in Konigsberg was as good as taking a

vow of poverty.

There were two ways of looking at Konigsberg as a

home. By the literary man, turning with eager yearn-
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ing towards Leipsic, whicli, for tlit* earlier two-thirds of

the eightcentli contiiry, was the mtcllcctual and csjjo-

cially tliG literary centre of Germany, Kdnigsberg was

not unnaturally described as a Scholnr^s Liberia (viu

gelelirtes Sihlrien)] and with some pardonable exag-

geration, it might be assorted that books, like comets,

allowed years to elapse between one appearance in

Leipsic and a second when they managed to reach East

Prussia. Kant himself could feel this isolation from

the world of letters; yet, on the other hand, lui havS

given expression to the oj^timistic view of the situation.

A large town,” he says, “the centre of a kingdom, in

which are situated the ministries of the local govern-

ment, which has a univemity (for the culture of the

science^), and which, moreover, possesses a site suitable

for maritime trade,—which by meaus of rivers favoui’S

intercommunication with the interior of the country

not less than with the remote lands on the frontio!*,

lands of different languages and customs,—such a town,

hko Konigsberg on the river Progol, may be taken as a

suitable spot for extending not merely a knowledge of

men, but even a knowledge of tlie world, so far as it is

possible to acquire the latter without travelling,”

The Kdnigsberg of last centmy is redolent of a free

democratic air. The town and the university, the luor-

chant and the scholar, the teacher and the statesman,

meet on the same platform, and interchange their ideas

as a common currency. There is less of the separation

of ranks, less of the isolation of professions, than one is

prepared to expect. Man meets man on the universal

field of intelligent human interests. In the mlons of

the highest Kdnigsherg society, the sons of the people,
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like Kant, Ilumann, and Krans, meet and mingle freely

with the rich and the high-hom of the land. The result

is seen in the noble independence of SchefTner,—in the

lofty republicanism of Kant. There have been few

cities where the mayor has been a successful cultivator

of literature
;
whore an excise officer has been a half-

prophetic sage, the friend of Jacobi and Lavator; where

its commercial magnates have been intimate associates

of its philosophic teachers. Eemoved by its distance

from the malignant atmosphere of the Court, Kbnigs-

berg, unlike most of the universities of Germany, fos-

tered among its citizens a sense that they formed a

united republic, including as rival but friendly forces

the interests of commerce, learning, and civic adminis-

tration.
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CHAPTEE II.

KANT AT SCHOOL AND OOLLEOE.

Kant, who has repeatedly acknowledged the powerful
stimulus by which the Scotcliman, David Hume, shook
him from his dogmatic slumber in pliilosophy, was also,

according to family tradition and his own belief, himself
of Scotch descent. His father, Johaim Georg Kant,
who was born at Memel in 1683, but afterwards settled
at Kdnigsberg, spoke of his ancestors as having come from
Scotland. Kant himself, towards the close of his life,

when his fame had spread abroad, one day received
from the Bishop of Linkdping, in Sweden, a letter

informing him that his father was a Swede, who had
served as a subaltern officer in the Swedish army in the
beginning of the century, and had afterwards emigrated
to Germany. In his draft for a reply to tliis letter
Kant states his own belief as follows ;

« That my grand-
father, who resided as a citizen in the Prusso-Dithuanian
town of Tilsit, was of Scottish descent

; that he was one
of many emigrants, who for some reason or other left
their country in great crowds at the end of the last and
the beginning of the present century, and of whom a
considerable part stopped by the way in Sweden, whilst
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otli(‘rs spiHvul ilunnsclves in PruHsia, particularly about

iMeniel and 'J'ilsit (us is proved by tlio family names,

sucli as Douglas, Simpson, lEamilton, &:c., still found in

Prussia)—of this I was perfectly aware.

A direct and detailed confirmation of the belief which

the philosopher thus expressed in his seventy-third year,

cannot be given, but there can be no real doubts as to liis

Scotch origin. It is said even that he, like his father,

at lirst spelled his name with a C (Ciuit), and only

changed it to prevent his to^vnspeople calling him Tsant.

But this can scarcely })e right. As a matter of fact, his

name is entered on the books of his school (the OolU-

ghmh Fmlcrlcmmm) spelled as Kant, Cante, Candt, not

to mention other variations.^ There is' indeed no direct

trace of his ancestors in Bcotlorxd
]

bxit that, considering

their probable position in life, is not to ho wondered at,

Tlie only Scottish Cant known to fame is tlie Kev. An-

drew Cant of Aberdeen, an energi'.tic and zealous adver-

sary of the Episcopalian iimovatioiis, and one of the

northern leaders of the Covenanting paiiiy in the nxiddlo

of the seventeenth century.

But though precise indications aiu wanting, numerous

facts serve to coufinn arid explain the connection. One

x)f Kant’s younger contomi>oraries, a Professor Kraus,

had, as he tells us, for grandmother, tho widow of a

Scotch cmigiunt named Sterling. In the seventeenth

century Poland scorns to have ofiorod to Scotch emigra-

tion the same opimrtunity as is now sought further afield

in America. There was at that period a considerable

1 Wbat is more ;
oven liis grandfather is entered (1678) as Hans

Kand or Kant in the vestry-hook at Memel. The philosopher himself

3Diatriculated at the university as Emanuel Kandt,
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Scotch colony at Danzig. In 1624 (August 30), Patrick

Gordon, a sort of Scotch consul or agent tliero, brings

the disorderly state of the immigrants under the notice

of James I. ;
and several Scotch merchants of the place

at the same date complain of the “ exorbitant numbers

of young boys and maids, unable for any service, trans-

ported here yearly, but especially this summer. Tlie

Danzigers threatened to expel their disorderly colo-

nists; and the old historian of the town denounces

Old-Scotland {Alt-Sdliottland, still the name of a southern

suburb of Danzig) as a true ^‘scathe or scaud^^ to the

place (as a Seliad4md), Another Patrick Gordon, who

subsequently became a Russian general, landed at Danzig

about thirty years later to seek his fortune, and found

his compatriots abounding not merely there, but at

Braunsberg, Posen, and in Poland generally. It is tlius

that a Scotch traveller of the period, William Lithgow,

speaks of Poland: “For auspiciousness I may rather

term it to be a mother and nurse for the youth and

younghngs of Scotland than a proper dame for her own

birth, in clothing, feeding, and enriching them with the

fatness of her best things, besides thirty thousand Scots

families that live incorporate in her bowels.” Another

writer puts it less favourably when he tells how “ Scot-

land, by reason of her populousness, being constrained

to disburden herseh (like the painful bees), did every

year send forth, swarms, whereof great numbers did

haunt Pole with the most extreme kind of drudgery (if

not dying under the burden), scraping a few crumbs

together,” Scotch merchants also settled largely in

Sweden in the same age. Amd if we turn from com-

merce to mercenary warfare, we find more than seventy
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8cutcli naiuosj from tlic grade of culoiicl upwards,

in the aruiy-iists of Gustavus Adolphus.

Kant’s father, like his grandfather, was by trade a

strap-maker (a belt and tliong cutter, distinct from the

saddler’s business), and worked for liimseK in a small

way in his house in or near the Saddler-Street in the

Fore-Sxiburb. He married in 1715 Anna Eegina Ecuter,

daughtcir of jniuther strap-maker in the town ; and from

tliis union spVcing nine children, of whom, however, only

fiv(^ survived the years of infancy. Of these, Immanuel,

born in 1734, \vas the second. He had three sisters, one

olde.r than himself, wdio diednnmarried, and two younger.

Th(i latter marrit‘.d humbly in Konigs])org : one of them,

who -vvas left a widow shortly after her marriage, became

in the closing months of his life the nurse and attendant

of her elder brother. Immanuel had also a younger

brother, eleven years his junior. We hear of this

brother (Johann H(5inrieh) attending the lectures of

Immanuel at the uuiv(U‘sity, and of the two brothers

being sometimes seen exchanging a word after lecture.

After Ixis university career was ended, tlie younger

brother spent his next years as tutor in vaiious Cour-

land faiuilios, and died in 1800 as village pastor at

Ikdidcu.

Immanuel Kant was born on the 22d April (which in

the East-Prussian calendar figures as the day of Emanuel),

at five o’clock on a Saturday morning, and baptised next

day. There is but little to bo told of his parents.

** Hover, not even once, have I had to hear my parents

say an unbecoming word, or do an unworthy act,” was

the witness of the son in after years, Ho misunder-

standing ever disturbed the harmony of the household”
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He remembered how, when his father had to mention

trade disputes between the guilds of the saddlers and

the strap-makers, his words breathed nothing bxat patieu(‘c

and fairness. Honesty, truth, and domestic peace charac-

terised this home. Of his mother in particular Kant

always spoke in terms of reverent tenderness. Shu

seems to have been fairly well educated ;
and it was her

delight to take her son, her Mamlclwi (Httle 'Manuel),

into the country, and teach him the names and pro-

perties of plants, and to explain what she understood of

the mysteries of the skies and stars. Above all, she

was a deeply religious woman. There were fixed hours

for prayer in her household. Like many others, rich

and poor, in Germany during this period, she had been

caught up in the current of a religious revival, which,

hke all such movements, has had much evil as well as

much good said of it. Its good side was, that it sought

to be a vital religion, and not a mere system of dogmas

:

it tried to carry out in the conduct of life what the current

orthodoxy was content to recognise in word and form.

Its evil side was to attach an exaggerated importance to

certain prescribed attitudes and feohngs towards God,

and thus to produce a morbid, over-sensitive, and even

fanatical habit of mind. As the protest of religious

emotion against ecclesiastical indifferentism, it hail de-

servedly won adherents throughout the land
; and per-

haps the ciceumstanoo that Friedrich ‘Wilhelm I was

decidedly in sympathy with its rigorous moraHty and

earnest faith, might not be without effect in increasing

the numbers of its adherents.

This new movement, known in history by the name
or nickname of Pietism, had mad© considerable progress
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at Xonigsbcrg. Thin success was chiefly due to two

men, both of them educational leformers* The earlier,

J. EL Lysins, was the first director of a new school

which had been set iip at Kdnigsberg under Pietistic

influence. Endowed by special privilege with the title

of a royal school, the Friedriclds College (QoUegium

Fmhriclitmm) soon became a power in the city. But

the I'oligiouB tone which, as might have been expected,

characterised it, was not its only novel feature. It is

said to have been the first in the town to give instruc-

tion in liistory, googi*aphy, and mathematics. Lysius,

after an active and reforming career, died in 1731, and

about a year afterwards was succeeded as director of the

school ])y Eranz Albeii Schultz. Schultz must have

boon no ordinary man. Tliis was the man of whom

Kiuit in his last years said :
“ Almost the only thing I

regret is not to have done something, left some memorial,

to show my gratitude to Schultz,” At Halle, the Inuid-

quarters of Pietisni, Scindtz had boon carried away by

the <5UiTent of evangelical rtdorm. But at the siime

pLu;e he also came under the influence of Wolf, The

philosophy of Christian Wolf, dim and uniiiterosting as

it has now hecomo to all Init professed adtq>ts in the

history of philosophy, was then in the zenith of its fame.

It led, with the reciuisiie academical decorum, the liberal

thought of the tiinc
;
clothed the thoughts of Lfdbnitz

in the terms familiar to the hereditary guardians of the

schools of philosophy
;
and drew the youth of Germany

to Hidle and Marburg to learn wisdom Amongst Wolfs

clis<dplt»s was Schultz : in fact, there was a rtimoui* cur-

rent that the great man had said, If any one has under-

stood me, it is Bchultz iir Kdiugsberg.”
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When Schultz in his thirty-ninth year hecame pastor

of a church in Konigsherg, he came in the double capa-

city of evangelical and philosophical reformer, combining

the logical and scholarly training of a disciple of Wolf

with the zeal and fervour of a religious apostle. Alike

in the church and in the town, in the school and the

university, he was active and influentiai Through his

efforts Konigsherg between 1730 and 1740 was largely

won over to the banner of the Pietistic Church; and

the Gollegium Fridericiarmm flourished under his pa-

tronage. The old king looked upon him and his cause

with favour. A royal order of 1736, specially excmj)tr-

ing Konigsherg students from the rule by whicli every

Prussian student of theology was required to take two

years at Halle, showed how completely true religion ,was

assumed to be in the ascendant in the theological faculty

of the Albertina.

The parents of Kant were among the attendants on

the religious ministry of Schultz. In material no less,

than spiritual services he was their friend, and would

sometimes kindly send the poor saddler’s liousohold a

store of wood for their winter’s fire. Schultz began to

take an interest in the eldest boy. Immanuel had

been sent for his first schooling to the Hospital School

of his own quarter of the town. At about eight and

a half years of age, in Michaelmas 1732, ho was ont(u*f‘.d

on the books of the Gollegium Fvidenciamm^ where ho

remained tiU Michaelmas 1740, when he left for the

university. Of these eight years of school life there is

little to tell. Discipline scorns to have been strictly

maintained,—^more so than some of the boys likc<l. One
of them, a comrade of Kant in those days, the after-
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wards colobratoci philologist David Exilinlcen, wrote long

after to remind him of the times they had spent thhty

years l)eforc under the harsh hut salutary restraints of

their puritanical masters. Ivant seems to have worked

wcU, but not in the direction of philosophy. Whether

or not ho was iniiuenced by the fact that Heydenreich,

who taught him Latin, was a man of more ability than

tlie other masters, at any rate ho made himself familiar

with the literatiiro of Home, and to the end of his life

know hy heart long passages from the Latin poets, par-

tiimlarly Horace, Pm’sins, and Lucretius. Of Schultz,

who was director, and of Christian Schiffert, who was

tlic 'working liead-niastor of the school, wo hear nothing

in relation to Kant. One of his schoolmates, Euhiilv(»n,

has heim already naminl
;
Ciinde, who died in curly life

as an overworked schoolmaster, was another. The ihr(‘e

1)oys, equally enthusiastic for scholarship, <lroamed of

future fame as c]{issi(*.al philologists, and tried to fix

on the Latinised forms in which tluiir names xvt^re to

appear in the title-pages of their hooks.

Wliilo Kant was a B(‘hoolboy of thirteen ho lost his

mother. In 1737 she was cut olf suddenly by a rbeu-

niatic fever caught when attending a sick friend Hc^r

husband sirrvived her only nine years. It could not he

a very comfortable liome.^ The daughtciis ha<I to go

otxt into the world to sorvieo: Kant had, as host lie

could, to pick up enough to support himself at siihool

and university, Ilis father’s death, supervening on a

The form in -which the churchyard books enter the funerals of

Kant's parents tells the tale of poverty. The -wordy Arm**

(Siicnt
;
Poor)* added in each case, hIiow that there was no service at

the grave, aiwl that no burial duos were exacted.
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palsy-stroke eighteen inontlis before, was thus recorded

by Kant in the family Bible: “On the 24th March

1746 my dearest father was called away by a blessed

death. May God, who has not vouchsafed him great

pleasure in this life, grant him on that accoimt the joy

eternal !

”

But to return. In 1740, at the age of sixteen years

and a half, Kant entered the IJnivorsity of Konigsberg,

—the same year in which his great contemporary and

sovereign, Friedrich II., entered as King of Prussia upon

his life-long struggle against the house of Austria,

against superstition, intolerance, ignorance, and petti-

fogging. Kant may have been a spectator of the torch-

liglit procession of students in July to compliment

Friedrich on his homage-taking. It is impossib](‘. to say

what precise aim Kant had in view when he enttu’ed

the imiversity. Though the regulations required ('>very

student to enrol himself either for law, metliciiie, or

theology, he put his name down for no one of thii throe

whatever. Stories were in circulation to the olFect that

student Kant had attempted to preach in country

churches; but Kant himself apparently disowned the

impeachment, and the evidence of one of liis contempor-

aries tends to render the legend apocryphal. Kani», says

Heilsberg (who with Wldmer was one of liis most

intimate friends at the university), was never a professed

student of theology. The throe companions, as he ex-

plains, were prompted by laudable curiosity to attend

one session the public lectures of Professor Schultz (the

same Schultz already mentioned), and show(‘d them-

selves so proficient in examination, that the prohissor

called them up to question them as to their aims in life.
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Kant, to our wonder, expressed his intention of becom-

ing a physician. Wliatover trust we may or may not

place on the details of this narrative, it seems to show

that Kant had not begun to feel the need or the power

of definitely fixing on a vocation.

At any rate, his college studies behveen 1740 and

1746 ranged over the whole faculty of arts and

sciences,—or, as the Germans call it, philosophy. In

mathematics and physics he learned much from Uvo

men—^Teslce and Kmitzen, especially from the latter.

Martin Knutzen, professor exiraordinarins of logic and

mctaphysic, was a man whom local obstacles alone pre-

vented from acq^uiring a wider reputation. Only eleven

years older than his pupil Kant, ho had gained hi^ pro-

fessorsliip at the age of twenty-one. By excessive devo-

tion to the work of his i)Ost (he lectured four hours and

sometimes more every day on pliilosophy and mathe-

matics) he wore himself out, and died in 1751, aged

thirty-seven. Knutzen, like Schultz, was a follower of

Wolf in philosophy and of Spener the Pietist in reli-

gion
;
but, unlilce Schultz, he was a man of the study

and the lecture-room,—^no churchman or ecclesiastical

politician. His main interest lay in philosophy; and

his chief literary work, the ‘ Systema Gausaram,^ pub-

lished in 1735, treated of a question then much in dis-

pute between the older school of philosophors, who con-

tinued the dogmas of the Schoolmen, and the younger

school, who derived their ideas from Descartes and from

Leibnitz. Wliat philosophical ideas Knutzen communi-

cated to Kant we cannot toll; Init wo. know that in

general they were the current, somewhat mixed and

moderate., theories of metaphysical character which ]n‘e-

p.—V. B
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vailed tlirougliout Germany. But wc do know a service

wLicli lie rendered that was of more iiiduence in open-

ing and forming Kant’s mind than iiny formal instruction

in abstract philosophy. He lent to the young student

the works of hTewton, and when he saw those w^ere

appreciated, allowed him to have the run of his exten-

sive library. Two things wore thereby brought about

One was, that Kant acquired that appetite for books

which so characterised him. The other was the intro-

duction to the methods of natural knowledge, of experi-

mental philosophy. From Kewton he learned tlie use

of the sling which was to slay, or at least to stun, the

Goliath of um’easoned and uncritical metaphysics.

During the six years in which he ranked as stutlont,

Kant’s pecuniary means must have been but small. Ilia

father was too poor to give him help. An uncle on the

mother’s side natned Eichter, a well-to-do shoemaker,

sometimes, perhaps often, supplied the needs of his

nephew. But for the most part Kant had to help him-

self. Ho was, as has been said, on very friendly terms

with two Lithuanians—^Wldiner and Heilsber^—to whom
he seems to have acted as unpaid tutor. 'Wldmcr for

some period shared his room with Kant as a sort of

payment
;
and after Wlomer’s departure another frnuid

seems to have rendered him a similar service. Others

of these occasional pupik seem to have given according

to their abilities. One, a//., it is recorded, besides a

small subsidy now and then, would pay for the coffee

and the white bread (evidently a luxury), which formed

the simple refreshment at the hour of lesson. A certain

Triiramer, afterwards physician in Kdnigsberg (most

probably J. Gerhard Trammer, who died in 179.^), also
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paid for his lessons, and in later life continncd (not

altogether to Kant’s satisfaction) to address hiin in the

familiar ‘‘Dn.” Occasiontilly when an old gaimont

stood sorely in need of repair, a friend, who meantime

had to keep his room, would lend him pai’t of his own

wardroloo for the occasion. Hoilsherg even adds—hut

it must ho o^7ned one hesitates to accept every tittle of

the old man’s tales of his boisterous and impecunious

youth—that he and his friends sometimes earned a little

money by their successful skill at billiards or at Vhomhre.

To such straits wore then reduced three youths, Avho

afterwards became pillai’s in the academical or the

political world (llcilsborg became Kriegsrath in Konigs-

berg, and Wldinor, Pinanzrath at Berlin). But at twenty-

one, when hope still rules the imagination, and life

beats in vigorous pulses, such privations only serve to

call out the energies and temper the character.

Tn 1746 Kant’s father died; and the son, having

failed in an application for an assistant’s place in what

is at present the cathedral school of Kdnigsberg, bad to

look fm’ther outside for a temporary haven. His appren-

ticeship to learning was almost completed
;
and after an

interval of nine years, which is partly to be reckoned to

the preparatory stage, partly to the practical work of

teaching, he entered upon what was the business of his

life.
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CHAPTEE III

PROBITAS LAUDATUE ET ALGET.

Like many another student in a land whore few eiidow-

ments foster scholarship, Kant found his most obvious

resource was to take a tutorship in a well-to-do family.

His first post was in the household of Pastor Andorsch

of the Eeformed Church in Judschen. The village of

Judschen lies about sixty miles east of Konigsberg, not

far from the town of Gumbinnen. Here, according to

one account, he stayed three years. Hero, according to

the imagination of a French biographer, he sometimes

filled the pulpit of the absent clergyman. Out of liow

or what he taught, and who his pupils were, and how
he liked bis duties, we know nothing, and fancy is at

liberty to fill up the details with materials derivable

from the common story of a private tutor’s life. Kant
himself, speaking of these years, declared that there

could hardly be a tutor with better theory and worse

practice than himself. His second tutorship was at the

manor-house of Arensdorf, the residence of the squire of

the place, a Yon HtLlsen. Arensdorf is some miles west

of the town of Mohrungen (the birthplace of Herder), in

the hilly and lake-studded region to the soutli of Elbing.
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Of tliis eonnoeiioii with the liiilsuii family, wliicli, ii is

said, lasted a year and a half, Ave also know A^ry little.

One of his Hiilsen pAipils AAms afterAvards hoarded with

Ivant, Avhen he came of a^e to go to college
^
and it

may not he A\dthout interest to add that the Hidsens

Avero among the earliest of the Prussian landliolders to

earn honourable commendation hy liberating their peas-

ant dependants. Thirdly, Kant, it is said, was tutor

in the family of Graf Keyscrling at Pautenhiirg, a

manor-house near Tilsit, ilut this vstatement cminot

bo literally accepted. Graf Keyserlnig had no ehiliben :

and it seems probable that Kant’s pupils Averc the

tAvo sons of the Graf’s second wife, Gihfin von Trucliscss

Waldburg, by her first husband. It was to the kinsmen

of this lady that the Bautenburg estates originally be-

longed, and from them they had Ijeen bought by her

first has])and, Avho died in 17G1. If Kant, therefore,

Avas in 1752 the tutor of her tAVo sons, it must have

been Avhile she Avas still the Avife of Graf Johann Geb-

hard. The lady, the subsequent Griifin von Keyscrling,

Avhen her second husband retired from the diplomatic

service of Poland after 1772, settled Avith him at Kbnigs-

berg. Her house, luxuriously and oastheticaUy furnished,

became the resort of the best society in the toAvn, fre-

iiuented not merely by the wealthy and noble, but by the

intellectual aristocracy of the province—men like Kant,

Hippol, Hamann. The Graf died in 1787, and his wife

followed him to the grave four years later. Both of

them Avere of distinguished talents and cultura The
Graiin in particular seems to have combined a delicate so-

cial tact which knew how to respect worth and intellect,

Avith considerable taste and skill both in art and literature
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Uut wliatevor bo the exact fact about these yoai's of

country life and work, to which Kant in later age

looked back as a pleasing memory, sulHcient ovidmice

that ho had not neglected his own studies is given by

his published works. His first book, though 1746 stood

on the title-page, came out in 1749. The expense of

printing had been cliiefly borne by his uncle Eichter.

These ‘Thoughts on the Tme Estimation of Living

Eorces,^ treated of a question of mechanical theory,

agitated between Leibnitz and the followers of Descartes

—the question as to the law or formula of movement.

Two short papers on questions of cosmic speculation

appeared in a Kbnigsborg periodical in 1754. But

his first important essay—‘A General Katural History

and Theory of the Heavens’—was printed in 1755.

It contained a suggestive hypothesis on the origin

and constitution of the universe, and indicated a new

solution of the problems of natural theology. But it

had an unfortunate destiny. Frederick the Great, to

whom it was dedicated, never set eyes upon it. The

publisher through whom it was to appear failed, and tho

copies of the book never reached the Leipsic Fair.

Though printed, it was hardly in any true sense pub-

lished.

It was equally on a subject drawn from physical

science that he wrote the dissertation ‘ Do igno,’ which

led the way to his admission to the degree of Doctor in

Philosophy {Anglic^ Master of Arts) on the 12th Juno

1755. At Michaelmas in tho same year he “habili-

tated” or qualified himself as ;pnvat - docent by Ids

^ Hew Exposition of the First Principles of Metaphysical

Knowledge ’ (‘ Principiorum primorum cognitionis meta-
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physical nova dilutiitlaiio '). .Viid witli tliu wintoi’ scission

(seuicfifcr) of 175/) he began Inw career of licensed but

unsalaried lecturer at Ivdnigsberg, a career in whicli he

had tf) linger for hfteen years. Inevitable circumstances,

and not any wish to keep Kant out in the cold, led to

tliis result. In 1756 he applied for the extraordinary

prohtssorship of philosophy, which had remained vacant

since his teacher Knutzen^s death : but unfortunately

the llorlin Government, in the all but certain prospect

of a combined Austro-Ilusso-rolish attack, had resolved

to economise by paring down the educational budget to

the lowest limits. Two years, later, in 1758, when a

vacancy occurred in the ordinary professorsliip of logic

and metaphysics, Kant was a candidate for the post.

The Eussian governor (it was during the Eussian occu^

pation) appointed the nominee of the faculty, another

oat-doccMj named Euck, senior in standing to Kant.

In 1764, after peace had been restored, the Govormnont

board at Kunigsberg received a missive from the TMinistry

of Frederick, asking whether a certain maejisier Kant,

already known for some scholarly work in the world of

letters, would, so far as concerned his acq^uaintanco mth
German and Latin poetry, be a siiitable person to hold

the professorship of poetry, which had been unhllod

since 1762. Kant, who probably did not need to be

reminded of the Horatiau maxim to see “what the

shoxilders refuse to carry,” did nf)t put himsdf forward

for tlio post
;
and the first result of the gracious disposi-

tion of the Government towards him Wiis ins appoint-

ment in February 1766 to the sub-libraiianship in the

Schloss Library, with a yea^* stipend of sixty-two

tlxalers (about ^10). Thus ^ ' the age of forty-two he
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received his first official post, and with such an amount

of income. Almost at the same date ho undertook the

superintendence of a rich merchant’s private collcctioJi

of natural history and ethnography, but soon resigned,

as not long afterwards he gave up the librarianship,

finding the duties of showman and cicerone little else

than an ungrateful waste of time.

These years which he spent os,privat-docmi from 1755

to 1770 must have been uphiU work to Kant. Without

private means on which to fall back, he was obliged to

look fortune in the face and trust to nothing but liim-

self. Early in life he made it his principle to owe

nothing to any man
;
to be able, as he said, never to

tremble when a knock was heard at his door, lest it

might be the call of a dun. His solitary coat grow so

worn, that soiiie richer friends thought it necessary to

offer him in a discreet manner money to pxirchaso a new

garment. Kant, in his deep sense of independence, de-

clined the gift He had set aside a reserve sum of

twenty Friedrichs-d’or,—only to bo touched in case ho

should bo laid up by illness. During this period, and

even later, he lived in various lodgings, obliged, like

other studious souls, to quit the neighbourhoods where

intolerable noises preyed upon his nerves. Five several

houses are mentioned by one of his biographers as his

successive abodes before he finally in 1783 settled in

the house in the Prinzessin Strasse, which lie occupied

till death. One of these was in the Magister-gasse, near

the river, and from it he was driven by the noisy boat-

mem For some years after 1766 he lodged with the

bookseller Kanter, where he suffered much from a

screaming cock. The Konigsberg directory for 1770
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iuf('>rins Tis iluii Ulo wagistvr Irpetis and bnhhihUoiliecavhu^

Ilerr Inujuuturl Kamlt lived witli the Bndfuhrcr 5.

Ivanior in Lbbenicht olmwelt dcr hrimimen Gruhe.

Kiait’s lectures at tirst dealt with the subjects of

iiuitheiuatics and pliysics, the topics with which his oavu

studios liad evidently been iii the main eiiga.gcd. For

the lirst ten yearn ho carried on simultaneously courses

on logic and the other dej)artinents of pliilosopliy. But

about the year 17G5 he begaii to abandon the mathe-

matical and confine* himself to the strictly philosophical

branches of knowledge. In some of the earlier years,

idong with the programme of his lectures, he had pub-

lished a short essay on some physical question. The

announcement of his courses for the year 17G5-66 em-

braces logic, metaphysics, ethics, and physical geograidiy.

The hictures on physical geography, which he had begun

to give about 1757, always continued one of his most

poptdar coxu'SGS, and wore attended by many outsidei's,

especially military men, belonging to the Eussian garri-

son. Another not less frequented course was that on

antliropology—a sort of gossiping and elementary psy-

chology. Both of those courses were pxiblished : those

on Physical Geography, by Dr Eink, from Kant^s manu-

script, in 1802; and those on Anthropology, by Kant

himself, in 1798. It was the last work he prepared for

the press
;
and sxich was the demand for it, that the

first edition of two thousand copies having been disposed

of in less than two years, a second edition of equal

amount was issued in 1800. Military pyroteclmics and

the art of fortification were also subjects on which ho

had classes composed of army men.

One of his biographers has told us of Kant's
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ance at Hs first lecture in 1755. It was given in a

ground-fioor room in the liouso of old Prpfessor Xypke,

with, whom Kant then lodged. When the hour struck,

a crowd of students had occupied the entrance hall and

steps, as well as filled the room j
and Kant, put out hy

fche sight of his audience, seemed to lose his head, and

uttered some almost inaudible remarks, correcting him-

self again and again. At the next hour of lecture he

showed himself more at ease. Put with his delicate

organisation he was always easily disturbed in lecture.

Every one probably has hoard of his habit of fixing on a

particular pupil as the ideal butt of his remarks, and

oven on a particular button on that pupils coat
;
and of

the dire collapse which ensued one morning in the lec-

ture, when, instead of the button, the coat presented

only the rudiments of its attaclmient. lie objected, too,

to the student who took down hivs utterances varhatlm^

much preferring to see an attentive face trying to grasp

the lecture on the spot.

His method in these courses of lectures was to employ

a text-book as the basis of his own remarks. Thus in

logic and metaphysics he followed at first the Manuals

of Kaumeister
]
in later years he used Meier’s Logic and

Baumgarten’s Metaphysic. “Wolfs Logic,” ho would

say, “is the best we have. Baumgarten meritoriously

concentrated Wolf, and Meier once more commented on

Baumgarten.” This method extended to the lectures on

mathematics and physics. Kant always refrained from

teaching his own system as such, and insisted upon the

distinction between his duties as teacher of the young,

dnd his other duties as an author and thinker, writing

for the learned worldL In his lectures ho aided his
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memory by inargimil notes, often pasted on to liis o^vn

(’Opy of tlie text-book, mul by loi)se papers on wLich

were jotted tlie lieads of Ms cxpUvsition.

His pupils in those years were often enthiTsiastic ad-

mirers of tlieir teacher. Herder, the poetic and theo-

logical philosoplier, attended JCant’s lectures between

1762 and 1764, and was once so delighted that he tlircw

the ideixs snggestetl by the lecture into verse, and handed

the poem one morning to Kant, who read it aloud to the

class. About thirty years later, when youthful enthu-

siasm had given place to coolness and antagonism,

Herder penned a glowing picture of his old teacher.

**His open, thoughtful brow was the seat of unfailing

cheerfulness and joy
^
the profoundost language fell from

his lips
;
jest, wit, humour stood at his command ;

and

his instructive address was like a most entertaining con-

versation With the same originality as ho tested Leib-

nitz, Wolf, Ilaumgarton, Cinsius, Hume, and traced the

natural laws of Kowtun, Kepler, and the physicists, he

made allusion to the books wdiich then appeared,—the

^ Emile ’ and the ' Heloise,—as well as to every new dis-

covery in physics of wluch he became aware, estimating

their value, and always coming hack to the disinterested

study of nature, and to the moral dignity of man. The

history of man, of nations, of nature, physical science,

matliomatics, and experience, wore the sources which

gave life and interest to Ms lectures and conversation.

Ko knowledge was indifferent to Mm ;
no cahtd, no sect,

no advantage, no ambition, had ever tlie least attraction

for him as against the extension and elucidation of truth.

By his encouragement and a compulsion welcome to his

hearers, he tamdit them to tMnk for themselves/^
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The secret of Kant^s attractiveness as a lecturer ^vas

evidently the reality of his knowledge—the way in which,

with all its extent, it was concentrated and unified. Ho

was a wide, if not a very thorougli, reader in the fields of

literature, and particularly in the concrete sciences—^thosc

which treat of human life in all its phases, and of the

phenomena of the physical world. The productions of

every part of the earth, the manners and customs of dis-

tant and harharous tribes, every outline of the more notable

constructions of man, were familiar to him. The English

stranger who heai'd him describe Westminster Bridge

could scarcely believe that the speaker had not been on

the spot. He lived himself into what he read till it

became as it were a part of his own experience. Wlion

tlie great earthquake at Lisbon occuiTcd in the end of

1755, Kant was ready and willing to enlighten liis

townspeople on the conditions, known or supposed, of

phenomena which had excited such intense interest

throughout the country. When Eousseau^s ‘Emile’ ap-

peared in 1762, Kant was so entranced by his perusal of

the work, that he, for that day alone out of thousands,

omitted his usual afternoon walk in order to read it to

the end. Another proof of liis widespread interest in

all things human and divine was the attention he gave

to the study of the mysticism of Swedenborg. But the

best of all evidences of his broad human sympathies, of

profundity combined with grace and tact, wore liis ‘ Ob-

servations on the Eeeling of the Beautiful and Sublime,’

published at Kdnigsberg in 1764.

Kant was no mere metaphysician, no mere man of

science: he was both, but he was a great deal more

besides. In the period of which we are now speaking
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ho had not meroly a good deal of loctnring io do hotli

before and after noon, Init also imdcrtook the supervision

of some young men committed to his cam in his lodging.

In the vacations ho saw a somewhat dilTerent soci(‘ty.

(Occasionally at Capiistigall, a seat of the Keysoxlings,

about ten miles south-west of Konigsberg, ho passed a

few weeks in the earlier years, giving lessons io the

younger memhers of the Grafin’s family. With these

there alternated other visits in the holidays. One of

these houses was the hospitable mansion of Baron von

Schrbtter at Wohnsdorf (between Allcnbnrg and Bried-

land) ;
and to tlie end of his life Kant retained a ehannod

memory of a summer moining which he had spent, with

pipe and cup of coffee, conversing with his host and

General von Lossow, in an arbour on the high banks of

the river Alio. Von Lossow’s country-house, near In-

sterburg, was another, and the most remote point to

which his holiday trips carried him. To Pillau, too,

and its sandy do-wns, spreading pleasantly between the

Haff and the Baltic, ho made occasional tours. But the

favourite retreat of Kant m those years of middle life

was at Moditton, about eight miles west of Konigsberg.

At the house of the chief ranger (Oberforster) Wohscir

and his wife, Kant, like other Kbnigshergers, used some-

times to spend a pleasant week in the woodland neigh-

bourhood, There he wrote his ‘ Observations on the

Boeling of the Beautiful and Sublime,’ the host liimself,

it is said, standing for the typical Gorman described in

the chapter on the characters of nationalities,

Kant had already made acquaintance with several of

the prominent inhabitants. One of tlie.se was the Eng-
‘

lish merchant, Green, who had settled in Konigsbea’g.
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An anecdote records how Kant one day in a public garden

had been vehemently maintaining the rights of the

American colonists as against the attempts of the British

Government to enforce taxation upon them, -and how
Green, then a stranger to Kant, had sprung forward in

indignation and demanded satisfaction from the maligner

of his nation Kant, adds the story, only replied by

quietly explaining the grounds for his position, and ulti-

mately so succeeded in convincing Green, that the latter

shook hands with him, and the two wore ever after the

closest friends. Unless the incident refer, as has usually

been supposed, to the American war, it puts the com-

mencement of Kant’s friendship with Green in 1765

—

the date of the passing of the Stamp Act and the oppo-

sition against it raised in Virginia We thus clear the

story of any mythical imputation—for Kant was cer-

tainly a frequent visitor of Green’s in 1768, as wo know
through Hamann, Every Saturday evening ho spent at

Green’s house till the latter’s death, and after that he
went to evening parties no more. With Green he had
invested his money, receiving six per cent interest ori-

ginally, and subsequently five when the investment was
changed. Motherby, Green’s partner, was another close

friend, with whom he dined regularly every Sunday (but

this, of course, belongs to a later period)
; and Ilay, a

Scotch merchant, may be added to the number of tlioso

commercial intimacies.

In another class comes John George Uanrann, who
now returned to his native place in 1759, six years

younger than Kant. The apparent contrast betw<’.en

the two men was great Hamann, the “Magus in the

Korth,” discontented with all abstract reasoning, yearn-
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ing after sonic faith nnd imif.y Avliicli lie naturally could

never formulate, uttering in a fjmsi ^Scriptiuul language

the dicta of a satirietd wisdom
;
and Kant, the patient

continuatox of the work of rational enliglitonincnt, ap-

pciding only to the nudorstanding, and never indulging

ill the blind denunciations which How from iiTitalilo

conceit. The relations hetween the two remind one of

those hetw<'eu Ilume and Konsseau,—the sumo benevo-

lent tranquillity on one side, the same passionate inten-

sity on the other. And yet there must have been

points of connection. They even seem in 1759 io have

entertaiiKHl the i<lea of a joint work—a natural philo-

sophy for children (Kmlor’-phfji<ik). It was partly duo

to the advocacy of Kant that llamann got a post in the

custom-liouso at Kbnigsbei'g, .which he luld till 1787,

the year before his cIoatL

A few words wU suffice on the literary labours of

Kant during these fifteen years. Beyond an occasional

essay accompanying the public announcenuait of his

lectures, and an article now and then in Kiinigsberg

pa}>ers, published hy his fricaid Kanter, nothing of any

importance appeared by his hand during the greater

part of the period of the Seven Years’ War. With the

year 1762 begins a period of greater intellectual produc-

tion, so far at least as concerns external results. ‘ The

False Subtlety of the Four Syllogistic Figures ’ in that

year is followed in 1763 by the ‘Attempt to Introduce

into Philosophy the Conception of Negative Quantities’

and the ‘Only Possible Ai^ument for Demonstrating

God’s Existence and in 1764 by the ‘Observations on

the Feeling of the Beautiful and Sublime,’ and the

‘Inquiry into the Evidence (Perspicuity) of the Prin-
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ciples of Natural Theology and Morals.’ The plan of

lectures, which Kant published in 1765, shows that

his mind was at this period passing through a crisis.

Hitherto he had been, on the whole, occupied in prob-

lems of a scientific rather than a purely philosophic

kind, and had been vaguely resting in the traditional

metaphysics. His study of Newtonian physics and kin-

dred topics had gradually thrown doubts on these pre-

suppositions. It was reserved for this period (1760-65),

by bringing him into acquaintance with the moral phi-

losophy of Shaftesbury, Hutcheson, and Hume, to throw

at least temporary discredit on the theories of the

rationahst school The prize offered by the Berlin

Academy of the Sciences in 1763 for the best essay on

the question of the ground of our belief in the first

principles of morals and theology, served as an occasion

for him to draw out formally some of his views on tho

contrast between the method of mathematics and that

of metaphysics. His essay failed to gain tho prize,

which was awarded to Moses Mendelssohn. Lastly, in

1766, appeared his ‘Dreams of a Yisionary Explained

by Dreams of Metaphysics,’— a somewhat uncompli-

mentary parallelism between the ideas of Swedenborg

and the theories of the Leibnitian metaphysics. Tliis,

after the ‘Observations,’ is one of the best written and

most brilliant of his -writings. It marks tho extreme

point in his dissatisfaction with tho existing methods of

philosophy, and is tho last work of any extent address(‘d

to the larger public which came from his hand up to

tho appearance of the ‘Criticism of Pure Eoason’ iu

1781, fifteen years later. The data to tho questions of

spiritualism must, as ho saw, be sought for “ in another
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world than that in which our sensations lie.” In other

words, scientific data there were none. The unanswer-

able problems suggested by the conception of immaterial

souls in relation with each other and with material bodies,

suggested the need of a metaphysical system which
should be “ a science of the boundaries of the human
reason.” Kant in 1766 had in short anticipated in a

rough way the results which he was afterwards, in the

‘Criticism of Pure Eeason,’ to establish on their true

premisses by an analysis of the conditions of knowledge.
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CHAPTEE IV.

PROFESSOE KANT IN PUBLIO AND PRIVATE.

In 1770, at tlie age of forty-six, Kant rcacliecl tlie office

which was the snnanit of his ambition. Already in

1769 negotiations had been begim by the university of

Erlangen, with the view of securing Jvant for the pro-

fessorship of logic and metaphysics
;
and a similar offer

came about the same time from Jena. But as it hap-

pened, it was now possible to retain Kant at Kbnigs-

berg,—a course which to his mind far surpassed possible

advantages elsewhere. By the death of the professor of

mathematics a vacancy arose
;
and an arrangement was

effected by which Buck succeeded to the mathematical

chair, and resigned to Kant the very profesvsorship of

logic and metaphysics for wliich he had been twelve

years before an unsuccessful applicant. On the 20th

August 1770, accordingly, Kant read liimself into his

chair by a Latin dissertation “ On the Eorm and Prin-

ciples of the Sense-World and the World Intellectual,”

—an essay which, in a scholastic and unequal form, laid

down, almost in its very title, the lines wliich, in tlie

subsequent * Criticism of the Eeason/ determinti hovr
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far knowledge by the mere intellect is a possibility.

The post of respondent in the discussion was taken by

his young Jewish friend, Dr Marcus Herz, subsequently

a well-known physician of Berlin.

From 1770 to 1804 Kant continued to be professor

at Kdnigsberg. He was not, indeed, without temptations

or inducements from other quarters. A more lucrative

post at ]\ritau, in Courland, was declined by him. Zed-

litz, the minister for schools and churches under Frede-

rick, had been a great admirer of Kant’s, whose lectures

on physical geography he studied in manuscript notes,

carried to Berlin by Kraus, one of Kant’s younger

friends. Zedlitz was now anxious to secure Kant for

Halle, then the principal university of Prussia; and

besides offering a double amount of income, appealed to

tlie professor’s sense of diity to confer the inestimable

advantages of liis teaching upon the more numerous

body of students. Kant, however, could not bear the

thought of quitting the old familiar faces, and made
his stipend of 400 thalers (about .£60) suffice, when
added to the other emoluments, for a frugal degree

of comfoit In 1780 he became a member of the

Sonatus Academicus, involving the small additional

sum of twenty-seven thalers. In 1786, the date of the

new king’s accession, the professors received a general

increase of stipend, which in Kant’s case raised his

income to 440 thalers. Azid in addition, Kant in 1789

received notice in very complimentary terms from^ the

Prussian premier (Wdllnor) that he would henceforth

receive a further yearly supplement of 220 thalers, thus

making his income in the last decade of his life reach

the sum of 660 thalers, or £100 sterling— doubtless
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purchasing much more than the same sum at the

present day.

Kant took his turn as Eector or Vice-chancellor of the

University. On the first occasion, in 1786, it was his

part to present the respects of the Albertina to the new

sovereign, on the occasion of his receiving the homage

of his East Prussian subjects. In^l788 he again hold

'the rectorship—both times only for the summer half-

year. As dean of the philosophical faculty he had

several times to test the candidates for admission to the

university, and gained in this function the reputation

for laying more weight on the scholarly solidity of

foundation than on the mass and extent of the acquired

facts. As a disciplinarian he was inclined to the view

that liberty does less harm than excessive restraint and

hothouse forcing.

Kant as a professor continued to lecture very much

as he had done as a p^ivat-docent except that he some-

what restricted the number of his hours. Henceforth

he habitually lectured for two hours daily during six

days in each week, adding on Saturday a tliird hour for

catechetical purposes. On Monday, Tuesday, Thursday,

and Friday his hours were from 7 to 9 in the morning,

on Wednesday from 8 to 10, and on Saturday from 7 to

10. Year after year for twenty -five years he con-

tinued with unexampled regularity to discourse for one

hour daily either on logic or metaphysic ; for the other

on some branch of applied philosophy, or on such a

subject as physical geography or anthropology. One of

his hearers assures us that during the nine years over

which he attended Kant’s prelections, the teacher never

missed a single hour. Another testified to the fact, that
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during five years Kant only failed to lecture once, and

that this single absence was due to indisposition.

Some idea of his style of lecture may be gathered

from the following eyewitnesses. Jachmann, one of

his biographers, thus speaks of his lectures on meta-

physic :

—

Discounting, as we may, the difficulty of the subject for

the beginner, Kant may be said to have been always clear

and attractive. He evinced a special skill in the exhibition

and definition of metaphysical ideas. He conducted, one

may say, an experiment before his audience, as if he himself

were beginning to meditate on the subject. By degrees new
conceptions were introduced to specify the initial idea ; step

by step explanations which had been tentatively offered

were corrected ; and finally the finishing touch was given

to the conception, which was thus completely elucidated from

every point of view. An attentive listener was in this way
not merely made acquainted with the object, but received a

lesson in methodical thinking. But the hearer who, un-

aware that this was the procedure of his teacher, took the

first explanation for the correct and exhaustive statement,

and neglected to follow the further steps, earned home only

half-truths. Sometimes in these metaphysical speculations

Kant, carried away by the current of thought, pursued

single ideas too far, and lost sight of the main object, where-

upon he would suddenly break off with the phrase, ‘ In short,

gentlemen ’ (‘ In sumnia, mdne Herrm ’), and return without

delay to tlie point of his argument.”

This account by a genial admirer may receive its

proper pendant in a somewhat cold-blooded description

drawn from a later data In 1795, in Kant’s seventy-

first year, Graf von Purgstall, then in his twenty-second

year, came to Kdnigsberg to see the “ patriarch of the

Critical philosophy, which he had abeady studied under
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Eeinliold ^ Jena. He tliiis gives his impressions of

Kant’s le6tnre to a student friend :

—

" His delivery has q^iiite the tone of ordinary conversation,

and can scarcely he called elegant. Imagine to yourself a

little old man, bent forward as he sits, in a b^'own coat with

yellow buttons, with mg and hair-bag to boot
;
imagine fur-

ther that this little man sometimes takes his hands out from

the close-buttoned coat where they lie crossed, and makes a

shght movement before his face as a man does when wishing

some one else quite to understand him. Draw this picture

to yourself, and you see him to a hair. Though all tliis can

scarcely be termed elegant, though his words do not ring

clear, still everything which his delivery, if I may say so,

wants in form, is richly compensated by-the excellence of the

matter. . . . Kant lectures on an old logic, by Meier, if I

mistake not. He always brings the book with him into

lecture. It looks so old and stained, he must, I think, have

brought it to the class-room for forty years. On every page

he has notes written in minute characters. Many of the

printed pages are pasted over mth paper, and many Hnes

struck out ; so that, as you can see, almost nothing of Meier’s

Logic remains. Hot one of his hearers brings the book to

lecture : they merely mite to liis dictation. He does not,

however, appear to notice this, and follows his author with

much fidelity from chapter to chapter, and then corrects

him, or rather says quite the reverse, but all in the greatest

simplicity, and mthout the least appearance of conceit over

his discoveries.”

The extraordinar}^ uniformity of Kant’s life renders it

possible to draw a picture of one day which may serve as

a type of thousands. Every inorning about five minutes

before five o’clock his servant Lampe entered tbe bedroom

and called Kant with the words, “It is time” Eh ist

Zeit ”). Uniformly, and without exception (on the testi-
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mony of th.e Roi'vant liimself), tlio call was obeyed, and at

live o’clock Kantwas in his sitting-n >oin or study. His sole

refreshment was one cup of tea (sometimes unconsciously

increased to two) and a single pipe of tobacco. Up to

seven o’clock he continued to prepare for his Icctoes.

At Severn o’clock he descended to his lecture-room, whence

he returned at nine. Thereafter he devoted himself

during the rest of the morning to his literary labours.

At a quarter before one o’clock he rose and called out to

the cook, It is three-quarters!”—whereupon she brought

the liquor which ho was to drink after the first course

had been served At dinner, for the last twenty years

of his life,—during which he occupied a house of his

own,—^he always had guests—never, if possible, less

than two, and seldom, if ever, more than five. (The

limit of six was due to the fact that his plate, c&c., was

provided for a party of that number.) These guests were

invited on the moniing of the day on which they were

to dine; for Kant either knew the rudeness of mere

general invitations, or did not wish his friends to feel

themselves bound by a lengthened and formal engage-

ment. But one thing Kant expected from his guests,

and that was punctuality. As soon as the number was

complete, Lampe entered and announced that the soup

w’-as on the table. The guests proceeded to the dining-

room, talking of no subject more profound than the

weather. Kant took his napkin, and with the words,

“ISTow, gentlemen” (*‘iV?m, onelne Jhrmi”), set the

example of helping himself from tlio dish set in the

midst of the table. The dinner usually consisted of

three courses—in which fish and vegetables generally

formed a part—and ended with wine and dessert.
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The dinner and its concomitants lasted from one to

four, and sometimes even to five o’clock. Politics was

a frequent subject of conversation, but anything of the

nature of metaphysics was rigorously excluded. Kant

was always an eager reader of the newspapers, and

welcomed the post which brought them to Kdnigsberg.

The fortunes of the French Eevolution were among his

main interests in later days, as the American War of

Independence had been in his middle age. He sympa-

thised with the efforts of a nation to shape the forms of

its social life. When the news came of the establish-

ment of tlie French Eepublic, Kant, turning to liis

friends, said, with tears in his eyes—“I now can say

like Simeon : Lord, let Thy servant depart in peace, for

mine eyes have seen Thy salvation.”

According to Kant, the conversation at dinner goes

through three stages—^naiTation, discussion, and jest.

When the third stage ended, at four, Kant went out for

his constitutional walk. In later years, at least after

1785, this was a solitary promenade. He had never

been strong—^never ill, and yet never thoroughly well.

His chest was flat, almost hollow, with a slight deform-

ity in the right shoulder, which made his head stoop a

little on that side. All his life through he had managed

to keep himself in health by persistent adherence to cer-

tain maxims of diet and regimen. One of these was,

that the germs of disease might often be avoided if the

breathing were systematically carried on by the nose;

and for that reason Kant always in his later ycal's walked

alone with mouth closed. He was also careful to avoid

perspiration. His usual stroll was along the banks of the

Pregel towards the Friedrich’s Fort; but this so-called
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Philosophen - damm lias in modern Kunigsbcrg given

place to the railway station and other alterations. Other

walks were to the north-west of the town, where his

friend Hippel, the chief magistrate (Oherbilrgermcistor),

had done much to enihollish the environs by new paths

and gardens.

On returning from his walk he set to work,—perhaps

first of all arranging any little matters of business,

reading miy novelties in the way of books, or possibly

the newspapers, for which his appetite was always keen.

As the darkness began to fall, ho would take his seat

at the stove, and with his eye fixed on the tower of

Lbbenicht church would pondiu* on the problems which

exorcised his mind. One evening, however, as he looked,

a change had occurred—the church tower was no longer

visible. His neighboiu’^s poplars had grown so fast that

at last, without his being aware, they had hid the turret

behind them. Kant, deprived of the material support

which had steadied Ids speculations, was completely

tlii’own out. Fortunately his neighbour was generous

—

the tops of the poplars were cut, and Kant could refiect

at his case again. About 9.45 Kant ceased working,

and by ton o’clock was safely tucked in his eider-down

cover. Till the last years of Ms life his bedroom was

never heated even in winter, though his sitting-room is

said to have been kept at a temperature of 75^ Fahrenheit

—a statement which one lias some difficulty in accepting.

In these years of his professoriate anotlier set of friends

gathered round Kant. Ilaniann, it is true, still contiimed

in some degree of intimacy with him
)
but the tie be-

tween the two men, never very strong, had been decidedly

weakened as years showed the radical divergency of their
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ways of thinking. TL G. von Hippel (1741-1796), the

hUrgermeiater of Konigsberg, the author of some works

which throw considerable Hght on the social history of

Konigsberg in last century, was one of these friends of

maturer life. In one of these books, the ‘ Lebenslaufe

in Aufsteigender Linie’ (1779), Hippel had introduced

so many ideas of Kantian character, that in 1797, after

Hippehs death, Kant had actually to publish a formal

disclaimer of the authorsliip of this as well as of another

work of HippeFs (‘TJeber die Ehe’), both published

anonymously. He added, to explain the similarity of

opinions, that Hippel had dipped largely into the note-

books of students during the years 1770 to 1780, and

had frequently conversed with him on philosophic topics.

One instance of the relations subsisting between the two

men may raise a smile. Kant, whose house stood not

far from the castle, was disturbed in his studies at' one

period by the noisy devotional exercises of the prisoners

in the adjoining jail In a letter to Hippel, accord-

ingly, he suggested the advantage of closing the windows

during these hynui-singings, and added that the warders

of the prison might probably be directed to accept less

sonorous and neighbour-annoying chants as evidence of

the penitent spirit of their captives. What was the re-

sult of Kant’s application we know not.

J. G. Scheffner (1736-1820) was another of Kant’s

friends. The best known period of SchefTner’s life,

however, comes later. His patriotic and liberal con-

duct in the dark days of Prussiii, his connections with

Stein, and his frank yet courteous friendship with

Queen Luise and her husband when they took refuge

in Konigsberg, belong to the history of his country.
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A nearor friend of Kant was Cliristiau Jakob Kraus

(1753-1807), oncG liis pnpil, afterwards professor of

moral pliilosopliy, and favourably knovm for Ids lec-

tures on political economy. Kraus, like Kant, liad

been an inmate and an Instructor in the bousebold of

the Koystu-lings. In the pbilosoplier’s declining years

there were few of his friends vso devoted and self-for-

getful as Kraus, who would sometimes refuse an in-

vitation to the country and spend his holidays at home,

rather than leave Kant to a solitary table. Tn his walks,

too, he was a fr<‘,qu<mt and welcome companion to Kant,

who had a higli opinion (apparently well justified) of

his junior^s talents. This tendm* friendship subsisted

unbroken to the end of Kant’s life.

Of the othta* knights of Professor Kant’s table it may

suffice to give the names. There was Sommer (1754-

182G), a clergyman in Konigsberg: in early years he

had joined in those hai)py country parties which met

at the cottage of forester Wobser in Moditten, and in

later year’s ho hccame a weekly guest There were the

brotliers Jachmann—the younger a medical man, the

older a sort of director of educatioir in Danzig and

Kdnigsbei’g; Wasianski, pastor of the Tragheim church

in Konigsberg, the friend of Kant’s declining years;

and Borowski (1740-1831), the son of a sexton in the

town, who finally became archbishop (an isolated in-

stance of the title) in the Evangelical Church. The

last three have especially come down to posterity for

their interesting memoirs of the philosopher. The

names of Jcnsch, town councillor and criminal magis-

trate
;
Vigilantius, another civic dignitary, who attended

Kant’s lectures whilst occupying his official post ;
Hagen,
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an authority in natural science; the two brothers

Motherhy—the elder a merchant, the younger a physi-

cian—the sons of Kant's old friend of youthful days:

such are some of the names recorded to us by Eeusch,

the last of the band. Eink, another of the writers of

biographical notices, and editor of some of the lectures

by Kant, may be added to the list.

Kant lived a bachelor all his life. Some of the touches

in his ‘ Observations on the Sublime and Beautiful ' might

suggest the idea that in early years he liad not been

insensible to the attractions of love. But the rigours

of poverty had denied him the indulgence of these

dreams
;
and as years went on and brought competence,

though not wealth, he probably felt that the proper

season for wedlock was over and gone. Probably his

own circumstances had impressed upon his mind the

contrast, to which he has more than once given ex-

pression, between the date wliich nature suggests for

the union of the sexes, and the time fixed for marriage

by the conventions and necessities of social life. Still

even in his later years, according to more or less well-

founded gossip, he was the hero of two inchoate and

fragmentary love-affairs. A prepossessing young widow

of gentle ways had touched the philosopher's heart so

sensibly, that he had begun to balance his accounts to

see if he could afford the luxury of a wife. But ere

his calculations were completed, and his plans fixed,

the prospective bride had left Konigsberg, and found

a prompter claimant for her hand somewhere in the

Prussian Oberland (to the south). On another occasion,

if we believe these idle tales, tlie same story repeated

itself—only this time the heroine was the fascinating
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companion of a Westphalian lady on a visit to Konigs-

berg. Here, too, Amanda departs for her home before

the scmpnlous forethought of Kant permits him to make

his election. More authentic is the story of a simple-

hearted pastor of the town, whose compassion for Kant’s

solitary state led him to print a dialogue exliorting to

matrimony as a duty and a blessing. The septuagena-

rian smiled gravely at his foolish friend’s importunity,

paid the costs of printing the ‘ Eaphael and Tobias ’ dia-

logue, and retailed the jest at table. But he disliked to

hear allusion or remark made concerning his celibacy.

Probably tlio temperament of Kant was more disposed

to the freedom of friendship in general society than to

the comparative bondage of the conjugal life. The long

years of probation had certainly stamped him with sev-

eral peculiar habitudes, and had made him specially im-

patient of any interference with his liberty. Once, it

is told, he had accepted the invitation of a noble friend

to take a seat in his carriage, and had in the sequel

been driven, much to his o^vn disgust, far beyond the

time and distance originally intended. Prom that time

he made a vow never to enter a carriage unless he should

himself be supreme to fix the hour and the road. A
like impatience of control made him his own physician.

By a variety of hygienic precepts, which he had evolved

from his own refiections, he endeavoured to steer clear

of the doctor. Hie care of health, and his own rules to

that end, were subjects on which he was always ready

to converse. He devoted to medical questions consid-

erable attention. His papers show that in the closing

years of his life he had brought to him the weekly list

of births and deaths in Kbnigsberg. He was in the
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habit of discussing the merit of innovations in medicine

—such' for example, as the Brunonian theory (John

BroWs ^Elementa Medicinse' first appeared in 1780)

and the vaccination doctrines of Jenncr, which were

promulgated only in the last years of the century. Up
/to the time of his last illness, the only medicine which

Kant accepted at the hands of the profession was the

aperient pills prescribed by his old college friend, Dr
Trummer.

If Kant distrusted or eschewed the medical faculty,

he was little less inclined to give a wide berth to the

lawyers and the clergy. Of the Church he had a noble

idea ; but he did not find it realised in the Churches of

his day. Sacerdotalism, even in its mildest forms, was

as abhorrent to him on the one hand as a superstitious

and sensuous supernaturalism was on the other. It is

a point in their hero's life which causes the deepest pain

to some of his biographers, that during his manhood he

never entered a church door. On the special day, when

the professors, with the rector at their head, made their

procession to the cathedral, Kant did once take his posi-

tion in front
;
but at the church door he turned anotlier

way, and retired to his rooms. To the free soul of Kant

the' sectarianism which had an eye for nothing higher

than professional interests in its performance of the

sacred duties of keeping body and spirit sound could

only be abhorrent in the extreme. Like his king

and contemporary, he was above aU things impatient

of the pettifoggery on which the legal profession so

largely depends, of the intolerance by which priests

often claim to guide and govern tlie consciences of

men, and of the conventional
,
methods by which medi^
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cal tradition seeks to palliate disease. Every man his

own doctor, every man his own lawyer, every nnin liis

own priest,—that was the ideal of Kant.

A man with these lofty visions of independence is not

likely to find many women to sympathise with him, or

even to understand him. "Wliat, to them, would life be

without its conventionalities—without the doctor and the

clergyman? Kant, besides, was in a mild way some-

thing of a beau. In his younger days the ]pivat-doeen%

little man though lie was (just over five feet), had

always tried to dress like a gentleman. With his

frock-coat of brown or bright sand -colour, his frilled

front or jahof^ his three-cornered hat, silk stockings,

a cane (in earlier days, when fashion so prescribed, a

sword had swung at his unwarlike side), he made a well-

becoming appearance in the streets : a wig and hair-bag

completed his costume. One of his barber^s accounts

still survives (the back of the paper having been used

for notes) to show how moderate wore the charges for

coiffure in Kunigsberg, Kant had also dressing arrange-

ments of his own ; the mechanical contrivance by which

his stockings were suspended has been described in detail

by Wasianski. He was apt also to discourse on the

philosophy of dress, no less than of conversation. He
would touch upon the comparative effect of white and

black stockings in giving an appearance of stoutness to

the ankle
;
and would remark that we may take a les-

son in the proper harmony of colours for our apparel

from the common auricula.

All this was the natural result of long years of bachelor-

hood. Since 1762 Kant had been attended by a faithful

servant named Martin Lampe, a native of Wurzburg.
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Like Corporal Trim, Lampe was an old soldier, and pro-

bably added an additional touch to the pipe-clay and

misogynist tendencies of the establishment. Kant grew

deeply attached to his servant. When some of his

friends said jestingly one day, that they feared Kant
would leave them in the next world and seek more

congenial society among the departed philosophers, he

replied; ‘‘Kone of your philosophers; I shall be quite

happy if I have the society of Lampe.” But Lampe,

who one day surprised Kant by presenting himself in

a yellow coat instead of his livery of white with red

trimmings, and by informing his master of his intention

to be that day married, grew less satisfactory as years

went on. He dranlc occasionally, and had fits of obsti-

nacy -and quarrelsomeness, which his old master was less

and less able to bear with. At last, two years before

Kant’s death, he had to be dismissed; but the name
of his ancient domestic would not leave Kant so easily

as his bodily presence had been disposed of, and the

veteran sage found it needful to write on his note-book,

‘‘The name Lampe must be completely forgotten.” He
did not, however, forget Lampe’s interests, and took

means to soften, by a small pension, the hardships of

old age.

Trom his celibate vantage-ground Kant made his ob-

servations on womankind and the relations between the

sexes. His remarks are not unkindly or on the whole

unfair, but they suffer from the effect of distance and of

antithesis. He had a keen eye for the foibles of the

sex, and a strong sense of the illusions and convention-

alities which throw a “beautiful sham”—a spiritual fig-

leaf—over the nakedness the natural attractions. His
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remarlcs are all from the exclusively masculine stand-

point. Unlike Plato, he directs his view almost solely

to the diversity hetween the sexes, instead of to the

identity of human nature, to the douhle-s(‘xed being of

which Ihey are coniplemeutary halves. Hence vra are

not surprised to hear Iiim impress on his lady friends tho

supremo importance of cookery as a feminine accomplish-

ment He cherished tho current prejudices of tho mas-

culine world against blue-stockings. “Human nature

sums up the grand science of a woman, and in hnman

nature especially tlie man” (Her Tnhalt dor gi’osseii Wis-

sonschaft tier Prauen ist vielmelm der !Hensch, undunter

den jronschen tier ISFanii). “A lady, who has her head

full of Ch’eek like iradame. Uacier, or who engages in

serious mochanicai controversies like the Ifartpiise de

Chattdt^t, may as well havt» a heard to the bargain : it

would possildy give better expression to tho character of

profundity at which she aims.”

Tlio ago of Kant w'as an ago of match-making, and not

an age of mstludic or passionate love-making. It looked

upon marriage jus an arrangement for the liappiness of

human beings,—a mode of making one’s way through

the world easier and ph'asanter. The foremost intellects

of the time were engageil in a continual warfare against

fanaticism and superstition, against the fantastic extrav-

agances of passion and instinctive lielief. Keason was

tlieir watchword
;
lieason was their deity. Unreasoning

faith, undisciplined imagination, were the enemies they

most abhorred. Enlightenment of the mind, iliuiuin-

ation, freedom from the prejudices of feeling and tra-

dition, wore gimter aims in their eyes than any mere

enthusiasm for learning for its own sake. Here was a
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grand and noble idea, but because of its limitations it

easily assumed a prosaic and utilitarian aspect. If

Kant^s age was the age of criticism, it was not the ago

of historical insight, or of sympathy with the past. The

thinkers of whom we speak were too acutely sensible of

their duty ecraser Vinfdim to see any beauty in tlie

structures of old belief and traditional authority wliich

they hoped to destroy. To get rid of the incubus of

governmental, legal, sacerdotal oppression, was a task

that hardened the sensibility to the beauties of art and

the delicacies of sentiment.

And yet there was another series of currents of opinion

even in Kant’s time. Already in the middle of the cen-

tury the investigations of Winckehnann had revealed

Greece as the true school of European cultoe. His con-

temporaries, Hamann and Herder, had reiterated ihe

doctrine that human history was not an abstract philo-

sopliical process, but a poem instinct with feeling and

faith. They had called attention to the mysterious

double nature of language as an incarnation of reason in

sense and materiality. A sympathetic historical ai->pre-

ciation of the past and the uncultured was rising up
here and there, to modify and beautify the too anxious

devotion to the claims of utility and reasonablem^ss its

the one thing needful But of all this new light Kant
saw little, and what little he saw he deemed a Will-o’-tlie-

wisp. In the complex and irregular beauties of the

middle ages, he, like the average of his contemporaries,

saw only disorder and fantastic folly. Gothic architec-

ture seemed caricature,—^the fruit of a perverted tast(3

and of a barbarous age. Monasticism and cliivalry were

unnatural and fanatical aberrations, Hre graml old pile
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of ’Marietihnvg, tlie ancient seat of the Teutonic knights,

the edifice which Kant’s scholar, Theodor von S{*,hdn,

restored to some of its old ningnificenco (and wliich, as

ho said, had never failed to impress every visitor save

two, and of tln^m one was suspected of being a parricide),

—of this pile Kant, like bis cumteinporarics, liad prob-

ably bandy beard. The. name of Shakespeare does not

occur ill Kaut^s works ; and when h(‘ speaks of Homer,

he suggests Popi‘’s translation more directly than the

original. Probably lie know little Greek. “The old

songs from Homer to Ossiim, and from Orpheus to the

Prophets,” ho. says on one occasion, “ owe the brilliancy

of their stylo to the want of proper means to express

the ideas.”

This limitation of IvanVs mind on the aesthetic and

emotional side is 1‘specially seen in the domain of litem-

tnre and art. H(*. had seen no pic,ture-galleries. He
speaks of print-colh'etors merely to ([note an illustration

of an amiable w^eaknesa The only print which adorned

the walls of his room was a portrait of Iioussean, and

that was probably a present. In the works of art which

the accomplished Countess Kcystn-ling had gathered in

her mansion, ho was never observed to lake any special

interest Tn music liis favourite strains were the stirring

notes of a military liand : he warned his pupils against

the entirvating eflijcts of plaintive and languishing aim

In poetry hi.s had probably been formed on the

model of th(' elasvsic bards of ancient Pome, Of both

I'yUlUm and Pope he speaks with respect, although for

different reasons; yet Milton, like Ifoiuor, seemed to

him to transgress the limits of well-regulated inmgina

tion, and to border on the fantastic. Haller he liad
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early learned to admire ;
Biirger and Wieland are also

mentioned among the poets he had read But piohahly

he found the sallies of the comic and satirical muses

more to his mind. Amongst these Liskov, and at a

later period Lichtenherg—especially the comments by

the latter on Hogarth’s pictures—afforded him relaxation

and amusement. The better known poets and novelists

who cluster round the reign of Queen Anno,— such as

Swift, Fielding, Addison, Butler, Richardson, Sterne,

Young, and Pope,—seem to have been tolerably familiar

to him. But, on the whole, it may bo said that what

Kant sought in literature was the relief of contrast, re-

creation in the hours when he qititted the stern studies

of ethics and metaphysics. The world of art as such

—

except, that is, in so far as it ministers to the pleasure

or ease of the natural and untaught sensibility—was to

Kant almost a terra incognita.

This externality to the inffuence of art is to be

ascribed partly to Kant’s early upbringing, and partly to

the provincial atmosphere in which his lot was cast.

Konigsberg lay too far outside the general current of

human progress and interests. It had not yet entered

into the full light of the culture which at this epoch

radiated from Paris and Central Germany. But if art

had not become a habitual sphere in which his mind
could float as in an azure sky, the influences of nature

which, either from their grandeur or their witness to in-

telligent adaptation, iall pleasantly on the common mind,

were to Kant peculiarly impressive. ^*The starry sky

above me, and the moral law in me,”—these, he says,

“are two tilings which fill the soul with ever new and

increasing admiration and reverence.” For the little
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glimpses wliich the ordinary phenomena of nature permit

into the operations of an mtelligence, he had a perception

no less keen than was his sense of the suhlimer aspects

of the universe. He told liis friends one day how, as he

passed a certain building in his daily walk, he had

noticed several young swallows lying dead upon the

ground. On looking up, he discovered, as he fancied,

that the old birds were actually throwing their young

ones out of the nests. It was a season remarkable for

the scarcity of insects, and the birds were apparently

sacrificing some of their progeny to save the rest.

“At this,” added Kant, “my intellect was hushed: the

only thing to do here was to fall down and worship.”

Once, he said, he had held a swallow in his hand,

and gazed into its eyes
;
“ and as I gazed, it was as if I

had seen into heaven.” All tlirough life he had never

lost sight of the lesson of mind in nature which he had

learned at his mother’s knee. And in the last of the

three criticisms, the ‘Criticism of the Judgment,' He

gave his systematic account of the faith in reason which

strengthens and guides the inquirer in the search after

natural order.
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CHAPTEE V.

THE AGE OP OEITiaiSM.

With his entrance upon professorial life there is a con-

temporaneous change in the character of Kant’s literary

activity. For the twenty years between liis earliest work

in 1747 and his comparison of Leibnitz to Swedenborg

in 1766, the writings of Kant had indicated an advancing

and tentative intelligence, grappling in apparently casual
j

order with some of the fundamental problems of humanj

thought. The true nature of our conceptions of move-

ment
;
the primitive origin and constitution, as well as

the final aim, of the cosmic system; the ideas which it is

possible to attach to the current beliefs in a spiritual, in-

visible, and immortal world; the place of God in the

plan of natural existences
;
and the relation of thought

(as especially shoTO in the case of negatives) to reality,

—such had been some of the more significant topics on

which he had from time to time attempted to gain syste-

matic and consistent conclusions. The ideas thus sug-

gested had procured for their author throughout Germany

a reputation for originality and profundity
;
and kindred

spirits, engaged in similar researches, were prompted to

enter into correspondence with him*
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,
Of these contemporaries the first to hail Kant as a

fellow-lahonrer for the cause of truth was Lambert.

Johann Heinrich Lambert, who was only four years

younger than Kant, had at an early period distinguished

himseK by his mathematical acumen. In 1764 he settled

at Berlin, and in the following year became a salaried

moiuber in the Academy which Lrederick had been

gathering in his capital His introductory address, “ 8ut

la liaison ties connaissances qni sont Vohjet de cliacum

des qmtre Classes de VAcademie^^* struck the keynote of

his philosophical efforts. His aim was to unfold the one

true method of the sciences,—the method which com-

bines experience on the one hand with the demonstrative

certainty of the calculus on the other. The words of

Kant, that “ in every branch of natural science there

is only so much strict and proper science as there is

of mathematics,” are exactly conceived in the spirit of

Lambert. His ^Cosmological Letters on the Arrange-

ment of the Cosmos’ (1761) traverse in part the same

ground as Kant’s work on the ‘ Katural History of the

Heavens,’ which made its unregarded appearance in 1755.

His ‘Keues Organon,’ published in 1764, was an attempt

to bring the abstract laws of thought to bear upon the

conditions of experimental knowledge.

It was this man who in 1765 wrote to Kant, and

suggested that the communication of their respective

ideas, and combined action with di^udod labour, might

bring them with greater rapidity to the results in which

they were alike interested. In his reply Kant states

that after many and many a tack he has at last reached

a firm conviction as to the method which ought to be

employed if escape is ever to be made from the illusorir
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and pretended knowledge known as metaphysics.” “All

liis efforts culminate,” he says, “ in a search for the pro-

per method of metaphysics.” IMeanwhile he proposes to

begin with two minor works of a more real use, * Meta-

physical Elements of iJ^atural Philosophy,’ and * Meta-

physical Elements of Practical Philosophy.’ In 1770

(about a month after his dissertation) he again tells

Lambert :
“ It is now nearly a year since, as I flatter

myself, I reached a conception, which I feel sure I shall

never change, though I may extend it : a conception

which enables us to test all sorts of metaphysical ques-

tions by perfectly certain and easy criteria, and to obtain

a decision as to how far they are soluble or not.” “ It

seems,” he adds, “ that metaphysics should be preceded

by a special, though merely negative, science, in which

the first principles of sense have their autliority and

their limits fixed, to prevent them introducing confu-

sion into judgments about objects of pure reason, as

has hitherto almost always been the case.”

It would thus appear that in the year 1765 Kant had

in his eye a work on the ‘Proper Method of Meta-

physic.’ It is preserved for us only in the somewhat

negative chapters of the ‘Dreams of a Visionary.’ To
accoimt for the non-appearance of the work, or for its

prolonged delays and final issue in a different shape in

1781, some critics have referred to the publication of the

‘Kouveaux Essais’ of ^ Leibnitz. That work, which its

author intended as a confutation of the views of Locke,

had been kept back, originally in consequence of the

English philosopher’s death, and did not ultimately see

the light till 1765. It is no doubt probable that the

problems suggested by Leibnitz had much to do in
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determining the direction of his thoughts. But if -vvo

depend upon the evidence to be drawn from references

in his own writings, Locke's Essay had almost as much

to do as that of Leibnitz in giving form and tone to his

speculations.

According to a remark of Kant himself in a letter to

Mendelssohn, the ‘Kritik,' though ‘Hhe product of rc-

dection of a space of at least twelve years, was 'written

in the course of between four to five months." Of the

course of preparation for the ‘ Kritik ' thus indicated to

have begun in 1769, Kant's letters to Marcus Herz of

Berlin give a faithful record in occasional glimpses.

On 7th June 1771 he writes, that in consec[uence of the

difficulties raised by Mendelssohn and Lambert a^propos

of the doctrines of his dissertation, he is engaged upon

a work on the ‘ Boundaries of Sense and Eeason,' the

materials for which he has gone through during the past

winter, sifting, weighing, and adjusting, so that he has

only lately arri^md at a definite plan. He adds, how-

ever, that the state of his health only allows him to

employ for this purpose moments of good humour, and

obliges him to devote the rest of the time to comfort and

slight recreations. In February 21, 1772, it appears that

the prospect of a speedy realisation of these plans had

increased. “He is now,” he says, “in a position to

propound a criticism of the pure reason, including the

nature of theoreti(ial as well as of practical knowledge,

so far as the latter is intellectual and of this he “pro-

poses first to complete the earlier part, dealing with the

sources of metaphysic, its method and limits, within the

space of three months.' But those -who looked for the

book in the lists of the Lcipsic Easter Fair of 1772
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would be disappointed Towards the end of 1773 bo

offers excuses for bis failure to put in an appearance, on

tbe ground that a new science, wbicb is to giye a new

turn to philosophy, and which, while it makes philos-

ophy do better service to religion and morals, will also

make it strict enough to satisfy the sternest mathe-

matician, cannot be the work of a short time. Again,

on the 24th November 1776, describing his essay as “a

criticism, a discipline, a canon, and an architectonic of

pure reason,” which will tell with certainty whether we

are on the soil of true reasoning or false subtilty, he

adds: “With this work I do not expect to be ready

before Easter, but look forward to spending on it a por-

tion of next summer, so far as the constant interruptions

from bad health will let me work.” On the 20th

August 1777 he again speaks of the criticism of the

pure reason as a stone in the way of all other enter-

prises ; ' that winter, however, he hopes to have got over

all difficulties, and to present his views in a clear and

distinct form. And so on during the years 1778 to

1780 he continues partly to excuse to his correspondents

the continued non-appearance of the promised work,

partly to name a near day for its publication.

At last, in the beginning of 1781, the manuscript was

sent to the printer at Halle. By the end of March

Kant had received in proof some thirty sheets,—more

than half the work ;
and in the beginning of June

there appeared at the Easter Fair of Leipsic the ‘ Critik

der reinen Vernunft, von Immanuel Kant, Professor in

Konigsberg.’ The volume, published by Hartknoch of

Eiga, consisted of 856 pp, 8vo, costing in ordinary

paper 2 thalers 16 silbergroschen, and in better paper
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{Bchreihpapier\ 4 thalers. Kant asked no fee for his

Avork
;
hut Hartknoch gave him 4 thalers a sheet, which

Avoiild make in all less than 200 thalers, or about £30,

for the first edition of the work. The later editions

Avere paid for separately. The book was dedicated to

Zedlitz, the celebrated Minister of Frederick and patron

of liberal culture in Prussia. And in the Avords of

Schopenhauer : It is certainly not the least of the

merits of Frederick the Great, that under his rule Kant

coi^ld develop and publish the ‘ Criticism of Pure Eea-

son,’ A salaried professor would scarcely have dared

to do anything of the sort under another Government.”

Of Zedlitz himself and his relations Avith Kant some-

thing has already been said. Their first pubhc relations

began in a way rather characteristic of the despotic

methods current with the liberal reformers of the period.

In 17 ITS the Government of East Prussia received a

mandate from Berlin, in which Zedlitz, referring to

certain statistics Avhich had been furnished as to the

condition of the Kbnigsberg Univemity, commented in

severe terms on the general backwardness and obsolete

methods of the professors. “ Excepting a few teachers,

notably Professors Kant and lieusch, they use text-

books long since shelved by more able modem works.”

Certain lectitrers are infomied that if they are doter-

miiied to adhere to the system of Cmsius (the more

orthodox antagonist of Wolf), they should betake

themselves to other subjects than philosophy. Professor

Braun in particular is directed to make his courses less

prolix Great must have been th€^ stinging among the

dry bones by this dictatorial edict of the Prussian min-

ister of education.
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At the first publication of the ‘Kritik* in 1781, the

full significance of the work was unfelt. To minds

steeped in the prejudices of the current metaphysics, as

well as to minds imbued with the current prejudices

against metaphysics, it was a sealed book. To the

latter it seemed like killing a dead dog, and the former

believed it to be only another of the idealistic theories,

of which specimens were already too common. Except

a few friends of the author and a casual reader here and

there, the book found no demand, and the publisher

began to feel anxious. Kant’s long abstinence from

literary labour had not been favourable to the main-

tenance of a style which even at his best had wanted

simplicity and directness. And now he was no longer

in the same living contact with his pupils as in the

days of his imvat-docenisMjp, He writes to Herz in

1778, “I have almost no private acquaintance \vith my
hearers.”

It was about haK a year after the appearance of' the

book that the first review of it was published. The

‘Gelehrte Anzeigen’ of Gottingen for the 19th January

1782 contained a nine-page notice of the ‘Kritik.’ It

began }vith the statement :
“ This work ... is a system

of the higher or transcendental idealism,—an idealism

which embraces both mind and matter, transforms the

world and ourselves into ideas, and represents the ob-

jective world as derived from appearances which the

understanding combines in the interdependent whole of

experience. . . . The cause of these ideas is to us un-

known and unknowable.” It compared the first chap-

ters, in which Kant argues for the phenomenal character

of space and time, with the idealistic theory of Berkeley.
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Tlie review, originally written by Professor Garve of

Breslau (a well-known essayist on ethical topics), and

subsequently curtailed and modified by J. G. Feder, aii

eclectic philosopher of the day, was probably as good as

could have been expected. It classified tlie new pheno-

menon under the customary labels of the pliilosophical

reviewer, showed how similar things had been said

before, and called attention to tlie old metaphysics

which lurked under the new and awkward terminology.

The attacks on metaphysical and natural theology,

which formed the main theme of the second and larger

half of the “ elementary ” theory, seemed to be wasted

labour for those who, while not directly rejecting the

scholastic methods, still declined to take them au

shleiix.

It was difficult for ordinary minds to imagine that

here at length had come a man who was in earnest

about philosophy. His was a mind of which the main

attribute was thoroughness and consistency. The con-

scious or unconscious sophistry by wlxich the majority

of men, then as always, can accept a doctrine and yet

implicitly deny it, was to Kant an impossibility. To

him half-truths were an abomination. ‘‘Wliatever on

rational grounds is found good for theory is also good

for practice. The bxisincss of philosophy, in the true

sense of the word, is to answer three questions—(1)

What can I know? (2) What ought I to do? (3)

What may I hope for? Towards answering these ques-

tions, the highest qixestions which can interest human

beings, Kant directs his whole efforts in those great

Critical essays.

Kant, therefore, severely as he often speaks of meta-
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physics, is a lover of metaphysics after all. l^ot, indeed,

of the dogmatic metaphysics of the schools—“ the matron,

cast off and desolate”—hut a younger metaphysics which

is the dream of his own fond hopes,—a mistress of whom
he says, his fate is to be enamoured, though he cannot

boast of any favours he has ever received from her. A
metaphysical system, he says in one place, has never yet

been witten ; and then, in another, he tells us his con-

viction that on metaphysics depends the true and per-

manent welfare of the human race. This antithesis in

Kant's own mind is constantly reflected in his exposi-

tion, where he seems at once the enemy and the devotee

of metaphysics. In his eagerness to save metaphysics,

however, he seemed to have laid disproportionate em-

phasis on the means.

It would naturally be said :
“ Thus, then, all reality

is maintained to be reality in our consciousness. Here

is a new system of idealism, according to which all things

have an existence only in the mind of the thinker.''

This idealistic interpretation of his work annoyed Kant

considerably. He saw his supplementary thesis stated

in a one-sided manner, and presented as the chief dogma
of the book. The extent 'to which this feeling went is

evidenced by the numerous passages of notes, written on

scraps of paper and backs of letters, still preserved in

the University Library of Konigsberg. A Large number of

them bear the heading, “Wider den Idealism ” (“ Against

idealism ”). Again and again ho had to westle with the

enemy which he had thus unwittingly evoked against

himself. Tire final precipitate from the effervescence

thus produced was the chapter entitled “ Confutation of

Idealism,” in the second edition of the ‘ Kritik.'
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Previously, however, the “ Prolegomena to every

future metaphysical system wliich lays claim to a scien-

tific character,” had appeared in the beginning of 1783.

Originally intended as an extract, or perhaps abstract, of

the original work, the ‘Prolegomena’ had gradually

grown to have a substantive purpose of their o'vvn. They

accentuate the question as more distinctly a critical one.

Is philosophy, as the science of what is beyond mere

experience, possible 2 Is all knowledge an intelligent

aggregation of sensations ? And if there be a knowledge

which anticipates and even regulates experience, how is

this knowledge' to be accounted for, and on what condi-

tions or within what limits has it independent validity ?

The ‘Prolegomena,’ whilst forming an introduction to

the more prolix work, tend at the same time to give an

imperfect, and occasionally a misleading, conception of

its fundamental aims.

But from the publication of the ‘ Prolegomena ’ early

in 1783 to that of the ‘ Criticism of the Power of

Judgment’ (‘Kritik der Urtheilskraft
’)

in 1790, Kant

was incessantly issuing instalment after instalment,

intended to complete in detail what had been already

laid down in its larger outlines. Feeling the shades

of the night already creeping over him,— that night

in which no man can work,—he was eager to leave

nothing unaccomplished of the edifice which in his

mind’s eye had been gradually assuming grander pro-

portions and clearer lineaments. Between the first

‘Kritik’ and the last, the ‘Foundation for the Meta-

physic of Ethic’ ill 1785, the ‘ ]\rctaphysical Budiments

of Natural Philosophy’ in 1786, the second edition

of the ‘Criticism of Pure Beason’ in 1787, and the
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‘Criticism of Practical Eeason’ in 1788, along with

the ‘Prolegomena' in 1783, form the prinoiiml works of

the intervening period. But these important works do

not exhaust the list of Kant's writings during the period

named. The Berlin * Monatsschrift ' between 1784 and

1786 contained seven papers by him on questions of gen-

eral philosophy, aaid a smaller number appeared in other

periodicals. Considering that Kant at the beginning of

this ten years' period was fifty-seven years of age, one

cannot but admire the energy which the old man showed

in the elaboration of his system.

Por from the publication of the ‘Kritik' dates the

existence of a Kantian system of philosophy. At first,

indeed, ho claimed to do no more than to prepare the

ground for a system of philosophy which is hereafter to

come. But ere long the critical attitude and analysis

began to take the rank of a critical system in the mind

of the author himself. Criticism became the Critical or

Transcendental Philosophy. And with its assumption

of the rank of a system, the Kantian theory gathered

adherents and opponents. Kant welcomed even a mild

attention to his book. A review in the ‘ Gclehrte Zeit-

ungen' of Gotha (August 1782) pleased him, though it

was hardly more than a collection of extracts from the

beginning of the ‘ Kritik.' “ I am obliged to the learned

public," he says towards the close of the ‘Prolegomena,' <

in a passage where the consciousness of genius mingles

with the offended vanity of the author—“ I am obliged

even for the silence with which it has honoured my
‘ Kritik ’ throughout a considerable time " (mdelicet^ more

than a year) : “for this silence at any rate evinces a sus-

pension of judgment, and a suspicion that after all, in a
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work willoh ahandons ovory aocnstnnicd path and s^trikcs

into a new one wliieh at first feels strange, there may ho

soinetliing cahailated to give new life and fertility to an

important, Init now dead, branch of human knowledge,

—evinces, in short, an anxiety not to break off and to

destroy the yet tiaider shoot ])y a premature judgment.”

Wlnm re>viewers did appear, tln^y were not less casual

and unsatisfactory than they genemlly are. Few pt‘rha]>s

wore so inept as a critic of 1784, who remarked : “It

were in he wished tliat the author liad mitten in French

or Latin; ])erhaps he would have succeeded in being

more intelligilde in style, and by becoming knowm to

fortsigners, wouhl Ining honour to G(Tmany.” Another

critic (Meiners), irritatiul hy the scholastic tenuinology'

and diale(‘<ticnl subtilty of Kant’s W’’ork, comparted him
to this indolent and corrupt Greeks in the time of the

old sophists and later dialecticians.

Oil the other liand, there ai>pcared in 1784 ‘Explana-

tions of Professor Ka.nt’s Orii.icism of Pure Itcason,’ from

tlic- hand of Johann Bchultz, at that time chaplain to the

Court in Kimigsberg, and subsequently professor of

mathematics. The elucidations (‘ Erlauterungen
’)

had

had the benefit of Kant’s assistance and approval
;
hut

after all, they were only an aid for dull or indolent

n^-aders, and adiled notliing of independent value. The
newly established ‘ Allgemcinc Literaturzeitung ’ of Jena,

with Bidiiitz and Hufel.and at its lie.ad, helped to spread

abroatl the new doctrines. An «article in the heginning

of 1786 pronounced the puhlication of the ‘Kritik’ the

advent of a new epoch of philosophy, the ]>eginning of a

revolution. And in thi^ ‘ X)e*utschcr Mercur ’ of August

1786 there appeared the first of a scries of papers, in

p.-—V. B
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wHch Eeinhold constituted himself the expositor of the

new system in its moral and religious aspects.

Tlie publication of tbe ‘ Foundation of tbe Metapliysic

of Etliics,’ in tbe spring of 1785, had been looked for-

ward to with much interest, as it was known that Kant

had been engaged since the year 1782 in the preparation

of such a worlc To the general public, and indeed to

many of his special disciples, the etliical portions were

by far the most attractive in the system. The * Criti-

cism of the Pure Eeason ’ had been cold, ahnost sceptical

in tone : it was positive only in its logical system or its

theory of knowledge
;
in its application to metaphysics

it was negative, and oven destructive. The moral treatises

were in a more enthusiastic and insjiiring mood. Tf man

as a phenomenon was but part of the blind chain of

cause and effect, as an intelligible being he was member

of a world of freedom, of self-determination, possessed of

an absolute faculty of initiation. The august ideas of

duty and the moral law were presented with a power

and conviction wliich came like fresh bracing air among

the close and relaxing latitudes of an age accustomed in

morals to hoar nothing but a commonplace oudsemonism.

And the hopes which crave for God and eternal life

found themselves in a kindred atmosphere, when they

heard of the presuppositions required for the realisation

of the idea embodied in the law of duty. We need not

be surprised, therefore, to hear that the first edition of

the ' Grundlegung zur Metaphysik dor Sitten ’ was ex-

hausted in a few months, and that a reprint (or almost

such) was issued in 1786. It is, in fact, with the ap-

pearance of this work that public attention was first

called to the new philosophy, and from that students
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tiiTiUHl hank to the hitherto noglected ‘Kxitik der rcinon

Vornmxft.’

The other work of Kant’s belonging to this period is

the ‘ ]\retaphysischo Anfangsgnmde der Katurwissen-

schaft.’ Written apparently in tho summer of 1785, it

was jmhlished in 178C. It tlirows incidental light on

some points of Kant’s general philosophy, hut is not

very closely connected with the systematic develo]nnent

of liis thought. More <liivet hearing in that line may

he found in the shorter essays of tho years between

1784 and 1786, which have reference to the theisiic

philosopliy of Mendelssohn. '

In 1787 appeared the second edition of tho ‘Criticism

of Pure lleason,’ By April 1786 the stock of tho first

edition had, his publisher informed liiin, been exhausted

Probably th(‘. duties imposed upon Kant by his r(‘ctor-

ship in that year dehiyi‘.d the appearance of a now

edition. By April 1787 tho manuscript was, liowevor,

rtiady. In the Konigsherg ITniversity Libraiy iliere is

preserved Kant’s own copy of the last edition of the

‘Kritik,’ containing numerous marginal notes ])y his

own hand, partly corrections and partly additions, which,

however, are only to a small extent identical with tlie

alterations actually found in tho second edition. These

explanatory remarks, recently puhlisliod by Professor

Bcniio Erdmann, show the secrets of Kant’s workshop,

and indicate tho patient energy which led him, with

absolute devotion to tho completion of tlie edifice of liis

philosophy, to grudge oven time for correspondence and

for tho lighter pleasures of society. With tho issue of

tho second edition, however, Kant’s interest in the text

of tho ‘ ICritik ’ was at an end. Only ,in the fifth edition
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(1799) did he allow the insertion of certam corroetions

wMch a friendly eye had suggested.

His attention hereafter was directed almost exc’hi-

sively to crowning the work of criticism in morals and

sosthetics. He felt that there was still Avork to bo dom^

which he alone could do. “ I am now well up in years/'

ho writes to Professor Schiitz of Jena in September

1785, “and no longer possess the same facility as for-

merly of sxiddenly diverting my thoughts to Avorks of

dilTeront' kind. I must keep my thoughts togetlier

without interruption, if I am not to lose the tliread

Avhich connects the whole .system.” And in 1787,

whilst declining to Avrite an article for the same editor,

ho adds, “The time fails me, because I must Avithout

delay proceed to the foundation of the criticism of

taste.'’ The ‘Kritik der Praktischen yernunft,’ pub-

lished in 1788, ended his labours so far as the ethical

question is concerned. And with the ‘ Criticism of the

Judgment-Power' (‘Kritik der TJrtheilskraft
')

in 1790,

carrying out in an extended lorm the intentions of a

criticism of taste, which had occupied liim at least since

the close of 1787, the Critical pliilosophy may bo said

to have been complete.

At the time of the publication of this last ‘Kritik,' Kant

had reached the ago of sixty-six. Other oAndenc.os cor-

roborate his own impression, that his versatility was

diminisliing—that he was groAving less and loss able to

-enter into the Auews and criticisms of others. Occupied

in exemplifying in various departments the principles

defined by the first ‘Kritik,' he seldom read the lucu-

brations either of adhe'rents or of adversaries. “About

two years ago,” he writes to Eoinhold in January 1791,
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“ my hoalili, witliout visible cause and real ilbicss, suf-

fered a sudden revolution, wliieli speedily threw ruy

appetite out of its ordinary daily eiijoynient; and in

this way, though my bodily forces and feelings sus-

tained no injury, the capacity for brain-work and even

for reading my lectures sullered a great alteration. It is

only for between two and three hours in the forenoon

that I can persistently devote myself to head-work;

then, however well I may have slept at night, sleepiness

is sure to come on, and I am compelled to work only

at intervals. Tims work makes 2)uor progress, and I

must wait for a happy mood and make the best of it.’^

Yet in 1790 he was still able to oher a vigorous retort

to the attempt of Ebcrhard to show that Kantism was
’

only the repetition of an old doctrine, instead of being,

as its admirers claimed, the inauguration of a new phil-

osophic era. And when the Berlin Academy, perhaps

with insidious allusion to Kantism, j)roposed a prize (in

1791) for the best essay on the question of the real

advances made by metaphysics in Germany since the

days of Leibnitz and Wolf, the veteran sat down to

criticise the problem, and to answer it from the point of

view which his own development had reached. The

fragments of his essay, pieced together by his editor,

Kink, have a peculiar interest as the last and most dis-

tinct utterance })y Kant of his own conception of what

he claimed to have done for philosophy. They form a

valuable aid to the study of his more detailed work.

Eeligion,” says Kant repeatedly, “is the recognition

of our duties as Divine commands. Morality is the

foundation, — religion only adds the new and com-

manding point of view.” With such presuppositions,
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took to test the moral content in the dogmas of religion,

—to expound how far unassisted reason can determine

the relations between God and man. In all public religi-

ous observance there is, according to him, an element of

accommodation to the weakness of the multitude,—there

is a tincture of superstition. Even the sacred books, in

which the statutes fundamental to any creed are con-

tained, are marred by weaknesses and imperfections.

It ought to be the object of the philosopher to submit

these complex systems and bodies of doctrine to an

examination, which shall show the true gold of moral

truth free from the dross accumulated by the human
passions which have burned in the fire of reason. Every

established religion—and Christianity among the num-

ber—^must for the scholar and the thinlcor undergo such

a criticism. The result is, that Kant finds in the Chris-

tian Bible a pictorial, but on that account probably mis-

leading, exposition of the religion of morahty and

reason,—he finds the ideas of reason personified in ideal

forms, and the universal laws of human nature and

development presented as individual incidents in the

history of individual men. He finds a belief commonly
held hy the religious world, that a direct and sensuous

interference takes place between God and the world;

a belief in the efficacy of special ceremonies, in the

quasi magical power of rites and forms
; and a failure

to recognise that there are no other duties specifically

distinct from the duty of man to man, and entitled to

rank in a higher category as duties towards God.

These doctrines, which are implicit in the Kantian

writings previous to this date, were first publicly and
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separately annotmeed in an essay on tlie “ Eadieal Evil

in Human ISTature,” wliich appeared in 1792 in the

‘ Monatsschrift ’ of ilerlin. Its publication, however, wns

not without obstacles. In 1786 a new king came to

the throne with sensualities, unctuous rchgiositios,

ostentations, imbecilities.” Two years after, Zedlilz, tlic

patron of philosophy and liberalism, was forced to retire,

and was replaced by J. C. Wollner, an ex-])reacher, not

without ability or dispositions towards learning, but

prejudiced in the interests of orthodoxy. The fii’st

energies of the new administration were directed to-

wards stemming the rising tide of ciiticism in matters

of faitL Deposition from ollico was the penalty for

any religious teacher who gave expression in his post to

unorthodox or sceptical opinions. There followed this

an edict establishing a censorship of the press. IMattej's

became more serious when, in 1791, a commission of

three members—Hermes, Woltersdorff, and Hilnier

—

was instituted to test the doctrines and o])inions of <3V(iry

nominee to an educational or ecclesiastical appointment,

as well as to supervise churches and schools throughout

the country. Erom the very first Kant and liis philo-

sophy wore objects of suspicion to the new censorship

;

but with the development of the Erench licvolution

the reactionary party in Prussia gathered strength, and

increased their precautionary measures. Eriends of

liberty and admirers of the Erench nation were treated

as enenoies of Prussia and traitors to her king. In 1792,

an edict forbade, under penalties, any depreciatory refer-

ences to the administration of the country. In the same

year appeared Humboldt’s essay defining the limits of

state actioru
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Kant's article on the “Eadical Evil in Human
Hature," submitted by its author's request to the Berlin

censorship, was passed by Hilmer with the remark that

“ Hone but jjrofound scholars read Kant." The second

' article, “On the Eight of the Good Principle against

the Bad for the Dominion over Man," similarly destined

for the Berlin ‘ Monatsschrift,' met a different fate. The

imprimatur was refused. Kant resorted to another

method for securing publication. He submitted his

essay and two others, in continuation of the theme, to

the theological faculty of his own university, which

granted the requisite permisssion, and in 1793 the work,

composed of the four papers, appeared at Konigsberg as

‘Eeligion within the Boundaries of mere Eeason’

' Eeligion iunerhalb der Grenzen der blossen Vemunft ').

In the preface to the work ho explains the grounds of

his procedure. “A treatise," he argues, “ wliich is of the

nature of a purely scientific inquiry, and has no direct

bearing upon edification in religious life, falls naturally

under the censorship, not of a body appointed to guard

the welfare of the unlearned multitude, but of a body

specially intrusted—such as a university faculty—with

the maintenance of scientific culture."

Such reasoning did not find acceptance %vith the cen-

sors at Berlin. Angry at this attempt to escape their

authority, and not conciliated by the appearance of a

second edition of the work in 1794, they solicited the

intervention of the Government. On the 1st October

1794 a Cabinet order reached “the worthy and liigh-

learned our professor, also dear liege, Kant."

“ Our gracious greeting first. Worthy and biglidcarned,

dear liegeman, our highest Person has already since con-
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siderable time observed with much dissatisfdction how ye

misuse your philosoi^hy to dishgiire and depreciate inuny

head and foundation doctrines of the Holy Scripture and

Christianity : whicli thing ye have especially done in your

book, ‘ Eeligion within the lloundtines of mere Eeason,’ and

likewise in other shoiter treatises. We had expected better

things of you ; for ye must see youmelf how little yuiu' action

herein answers to your duty as teacher of youth, and to our

paternal interests in the land, whereof ye are weE awjire.

We desii'e at the earliest your imjst conscientious conformity,

and expect of you, if ye would avoid our higliest disfavoui’,

that ye henceforth be found guilty of no such acts, but rather,

as your duty bids, apply your inlluence and tiilents so that

our paternal intention may be more and hiore athiined : con-

trariwise, with continued obstinacy, ye have infallibly to ex-

pect unpleasant measures.”

The document, signed by Wollner, was. presented to

Kant on October 12tL Kant said nothing about it

at the time
]
and it was not till the publication of his

essays on the ‘‘ Quarrel between the Faculties ” (“ Streit

der Facultaten”) in 1798—four years afterwards—that

he made this “ Eetract or ” order known. His reply

to the charges was—1st, that as a teacher of youth (/.f'., in

his academic lectures) ho had never meddled either with

the Bible or with Christianity; 2d, that the incriminated

book was not work destined or suitable for general read-

ing ; 3d, that it treated of natural religion, and only by

way of illustration of revealed dogma; 4th, .that ho had

always called attention to the liigh morality contained in

the Bible.

“ Finally,” he said, as I have always recommended others

in confessing their faitli to he always and above all things

conscientious and upright, and never to state more about it,

or impress upon otlu^rs as articles of faith, more than they
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are themselves certain of, so I have always conceived this

judge in myself as standing by my side during the composi-

tion of my writings, so as to keep myself free not merely from
every soul-destroying error, but even from every carelessness

in expression which might cause offence. And thus even
now in my seventy-first year, when the thought will often

arise that I may very likely have to give account of all this

in a short time before a world-judge who knows the heart, I

can undismayed hand in the present answer as one made in

full conscientiousness. As to the second point—to be guilty

of no such (alleged) disfiguring and depreciating of Cliristian-

ity—^in future, I think it my surest course, so as to prevent
even the slightest suspicion on the matter, to make my most
solemn declaration, as your Royal Majesty’s most faithful sfuh-

jcct that henceforth, both in lectures and in writings, I will

completely refrain from all public deliverances on the topic

of religion, natural as well as revealed.”

“ The words in italics,” adds Kant in a note, ‘‘ I chose

purposely, so that I did not resign the freedom of my
judgment in this religious question for ever, but only

during the life of his Majesty.” It is clear at least that

in Kant’s opinion there was in this reservation no quib-

bling,—^nothing which was morally unjustifiable. And
yet the language leaves behind in the reader a feeling

of dissatisfaction and disapproval There is sophistry

in the argument, and unnecessary surrender in the atti-

tude. The old man, so courageous in his books, was a

coward before his king. Let age and infirmity plead for

him; and let his teaching wipe away the evil of his

example.
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CHAPTER VL

THE OKITIOAL SCHOOL.

While tlie sage of Konigsberg bad been thus rebuked

and silenced for the time by a reactionary Government,

his name was spread far and wide by those who had

found new life in liis writings, or had been inspired

with zealous discipleship by his lectures. For the last

seven years—since 1786 or thereabouts—^Ixis pliilosophy

had made itself felt in that emphatic way in which a sys-

tem sometimes takes possession of the world lying out-

side of the schools of the philosophers. In the wonls

of Schiller, a new light was kindled for mankind, “ In

a hundred years,” said the enthusiastic Peinhold, Kant

will have the reputation of Jesus Clirist.” Baggesen,

the Danish poet, gave Kant the extravagant title of a

“Second Messias.” In 1788 Kicsewetter, then a young

man, ’wont from Berlin to Konigsberg to see face to face

the new prophet that had appeared, and to learn the

secret of Kant on the spot Every alternate day during

his visits in the closing months of 1788 and 1791 he

enjoyed the privilege of spending the hour between

eleven and noon with Kant, hearing and asking ques-

tions, and sometimes even carrying off a written state-
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ment in Kant's own hand on the topics which they

discussed. In 1789 Kiesewettor had begun to lecture

at Berlin on the Criticism of the Practical lieason, with

the express approval of his Excellency WoUner, but

with a hint from other quarters to be careful in his

allusions to matters of faith. Kiesewetter himself had

a 7iaiv6 confidence in the impossibility of conflict be-

tween Kantian philosophy and Christian faith. “ I am
convinced,” he says, in a letter to Kant (March 3,

1790), “that the principle of your moral system can

be distinctly shown to be compatible with Christian-

ity ; i}orhaps even, that if Christ had heard and under-

stood you. He would have said—^Exactly, that was the

very thing I meant by ‘Thou shalt love the Lord thy

God,' &c.”

In 1792 a similar mission brought Professor Eeuss of

the University of Wurzburg to Konigsberg to satisfy his

mind on some doubtful points in Kant's works. And
this is only a sample of the stirring among the younger

German professors to learn the new philosophy at its

living source. By the year 1792 the Critical philo-

sophy had adherents in the teaching staff of most

German universities. Catholic even more than Pro-

testant universities were among the scenes of its first

triumphs; for in Protestant universities, said Kraus,

every professor of pliilosophy imagines himself an

original philosopher. At Mayence, Heidelberg, Ingol-

stadt, Erfurt, and Bamberg
;
at Halle, Jena, Gottingen,

Marburg, and Giessen, one or another professor lectured

on the system of Kant.

Even in England Kantism attempted to sot foot. In

the beginning of 1794, Fr. A. Kitsch, a Lithuanian, ex-
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teacher in the CoUegmm Fridericianum^ a pnpil and

enthusiastic admirer of Kant, anxious also to advance

his own position, came to London, and in March

issued “proposals for a course of lectures on the per-

ceptive and reasoning faculties of the mind, according

to the principles of Professor Kant.” He began by

three gratuitous lectures introductory to the subject

—

the first of which, lasting for an hour and a half, was

delivered before an aristocratic audience, including some

ladies. His efforts produced so favourable an impres-

sion, that a subsequent course of thirty-six lectures at

a fee of three guineas was attended by a considerable

class, and. had to be repeated in the autumn of the sanio

year. The substance of the lectures was ultimately pul)-

lished in 1796, under the title of ‘A General and Intro-

ductory view of Professor KanPs principles concerning

Man, the World, and the Deity, submitted to the con-

sideration of the learned.’ In 1798 A. P. ]\t. Willich,

from Ermeland (the district near Elbing), publivshed a

book on the ‘Elements of the Critical Philosophy.’

But the Philistine public and its reviewers gave but

a sneering welcome to the enthusiasts of the new
philosophy. Its bristling nomenclature disgusted them

;

its teachings seemed doubtfully reconcilable with ortho-

doxy. They used to its advocate the same language as

the Saracen commander in the fable adopted when
asked what was to be done with the books of the great

library at Alexandria. If these new philosophic theories

.accord with the lessons of our Koran, what need of the

mystery and doubt under which they \vTap the plain

Bible truth % And if they disagree, why not leave them
to the obscurities of an unknown tongue % Hot less grudg-
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ing, probably, waa the reception accorded to a translation,

under the title of ‘ Kant’s Essays and Treatises ’ (in two

volumes, 1798), of several of the minor works. It was

the performance of a young Englishman named John

Richardson, who had studied at ITallo under Lock (a

translation of whoso Principles of the Critical Philosophy

he published at London in 1798).

In France an attempt was made to introduce the know-

ledge of Kant by Charles de Villcrs (1765-1815), at first

in some journalistic articles, in his ‘Lettres 'Wcstphal-

ionnes’ (1797), and latterly in Ms ‘PMlosophie de Kant,

on principes fondamentaux de la philosophie transcen-

dentale’ (Metz, 1801). The attempt was apparently a

failure. Thinkers like Lalande, trained in the mechan-

ical sciences, and explaining everything by ideas derived

from them, accused Kant of wishing by his ideas of

God, liberty, and immortality, to throw the world back

to the epochs when these mystical chimeras obtained be-

lief, The literary world in France, as in England, treated

the new speculations with persiflage or indificrence. Kot

till Cousin brought the support of his eloquence could

Franco begin to see that the philosophy of Germany

might be as well worth attention as its literature.

In the Netherlands Kant found adherents as early as

1792, who expounded his views. In Italy it was the

work of Yillers above mentioned, together with a French

translation of a Dutch work, containing an exposition of

the gist of the ‘ Criticism of Pure Reason,’ which in the

first twenty years of the present century gave the earliest

indirect knowledge of Kantism. In Austria, if we ex-

cept the Jew Pendavid, who published some treatises of

Kantian philosophy, the system made little impression
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on tlie schools. But it was from Austri«a that Kant hail

a strange experience of tho eiicct of his ethical doctrine

when so^vn on a rank and weedy soil. In 1792 ho

received a letter, ^vritten in complete neglect of tlie cus-

tomary laws of spelling and punctuation. It was tho

work of a certain Fraulein Maria von Herbert, from

Klagenfurth, in Carinthia, and began as follows : ‘‘Groat

Kant, to thee I call as a believer to his God for help, for

consolation, or for doom to death.” The lady had loved

and lost,—^both perhaps not wisely : she loved again,

and the disclosure of her earlier liaison (a disclosure

made by her enthusiastic self to the second lover) had

once more brought the loss of the intimacy and devotion

of her friend. Such is the story she tells in veiled lan-

guage
;
and she thus concludes :

“ Put yourself in my
place, and give mo consolation or condemnation

;
‘ IMeta-

physio of Ethics ’ have I read, together with the cate-

gorical imperative
j
helps me nought : my reason leaves

me when I need it most : an answer, I implore thee, or

thou canst not thyself act on thy' authoritative impera-

tive.” How Kant replied is unloio'vvn; but his reply

was evidently couched in generalities. In a second

letter of January 1793 she requests him so to “ turn his

answer that it may touch upon the individual, and not

merely the universal,” which she has already at her

friend’s side happily understood and felt in Kant’s works.

“If,” she says, ‘fwhon this unbearable emptiness is got

rid of, my state of health permits, I purpose in a few
years to take an excursion to Konigsberg. However, I

must first ask permission before presenting myself to

you. And you must teU me your history, for I should

like to know what style of life your philosophy has led
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yon to, and whether it would not he worth your wliile

to take a wife, or devote yonrsoK to some one witli your

whole heart, and leave an image of yourself behind.”

To this letter Kant made no reply, and in 1794 had tlio

pleasure of a third letter from the lady, full of Kantian

phrases, and rcipeating the statement about the proposed

visit to Kbnigsberg. In 1804, about six months Jift(‘r

Kant’s death, she put an end to her own life, carrying out

the idea of suicide which she had indulged and resisted

for more than ten years. Her brother made a similar end

about seven years later. The whole story is markcul by the

overdrawn sensibility, passionate abandonment, and mor-

bid sensuality depicted in so many romances of tliu p(‘i‘iod.

The fate of the Herberts leads naturally to speak of

their acquaintance, J. B. Erhard, known in later life as

a Berlin physician, whose memoirs were published by

Varnhagen von Ense. Erhard, who had begun tho

study of Kantism in 1786, paid a visit to Kant in 1701,

was very agreeably received, and continued over after-

wards a fervent friend of Kant and adhermit of the

Kantian philosophy. Here is the way in which he

speaks in his autobiography:

—

All the enjoyment I received in my life fades into nothing

when compared with the quivering emotion I felt in my whole

soul at several passages of Kant’s ‘ Criticism of the Practical

Keason,’ Tears of highest joy hurst forth again and again on

that book ; and even the memory of these happy days of my
life always moistens my eyes, and gives fresh courage, when
troubles of later days and sad thoughts shut out all choorful

outlook in this life. If my life becomes an event in the

history of men, and not merely a means for preserving the

human species : if I stand fast in the fight with the de-

pressing thought which the liistory of tlic^ time, like a hostile
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demon, breathes into my soul,—the thought that the belief in

the progress of inankind amid the weltering chaos of human
affairs is only a nursery tale, told to keep the child from

joining the crowded procession on the path of coarse enjoy-

ment, and only an empty consolation for missing the jubila-

tion of his comrades;—if I resist this soul-depressing idea,

it is thy work, my teacher, my spiritual father,”

Amongst the other arrivals in Konigsborg in those

years was the young J. G. Fichte. He arrived in the

b(‘ginning of July 1791, and introduced himself to the

know](^dge of Kant l)y a manuscript essay,—the ‘ Essay

in Criticism of all Eovelation,’—which proposed to carry

out witliout reserve what Kant liad as yet only done

implicitly, and for those who could read between the

lines. The aged Kant natnraUy did not respond to the

enthusiastic visions which the youth of twenty-nine had

fowned from the studies he had made in the philoso-

plier s works. Ho glanced at passages in the new essay,

and assisted Eichte to a post, but declined to discuss the

issues involved in his own deliverances. For several

years the two thinkers continued an intermittent cor-

respondenca Hut when the outspoken criticisms of

Fichte upon theological problems drew down upon him-

self the suspicions of Gorman Governments, and ulti-

mately led to Ms withdrawal from Jena, Kant, grown

cautious and cold with increasing age, sent to the

Intelligonzhlatt ” of the ‘AUgomoine Literatur-Zoit-

ung,^ Ko, 109 (1799), a formal disclaimer of any iden-

tity in views between himself and the bold critic :

—

“ I hold Fichte’s Wissenschafidehr^ to he a wholly unten-

able system. . . . The presumption of crediting me with

the intention of gi^^ng a mere propco<leutic to transcendental

]>hilosopliy, and not the very system of such a ]>hilosophy,

V.—V. F
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is to me inconiprelieiisible. Such an iilea could never

Lave occurred to me, for I myself had declared in the

^ Criticism of the Pure Reason ’ that the completed whole of

pure philosophy was the best guarantee of the truth of the

^ Criticism.’ . . . An Italian proverb says : ^ God preserve us

from' our friends
; wje can defend ourselves against our

enemies.’ There are so-called friends, good-hearted, well-

meaning people, but awkward and stupid in the choice of

means to promote our views,— others, however, who are

sometimes deceptive, crafty, bent on our ruin, and yet all the

time using the language of goodwill. Before such people

and the snares they lay we cannot bo too much on our guard.

Yet for aU that, the Critical philosophy, by its irresistible

tendency to satisfy the reason in theory as well as in, moral

practice, must feel that it has to fear no change of opinions,

no amendments, or a different body of doctrine ; hut that the

system of criticism rests on a perfectly sound basis, for ever

fortified, and for all future ages is indispensable for the

highest aims of humanity.”

'Of the groat men of his country’s literature on whom
Kant exercised an influence, Schiller should be first

named; and beside Schiller, liis friend Wilhelm von

Humboldt Goethe, too, took note of tho greater Kant-

ian works, as he did of other interesting phenomena

of his time. With the ‘Kritik der Tlrtludlskraft ’ he

was particularly pleased; but the ‘Categorical Impoi’a-

tive’ and the ‘Radical Evil in Human Haiure,’ wore as

thorns in his side. Jean Paul Richter found a kindred

spirit in Kant’s moral writings: tho Criticism of the

Reason was his abhorrence. But if these authors found

subject for admiration in Kant, to others his influenco

was liighly objectionable. Herder nicknamed tho whole

movement a St Vitus’s dance, and priestly fanatics gave

their dogs the name Kant,
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OHAPTEE VII

Kant’s last years.

In 1794 Kant had reached his seventieth year. The

work of criticism had, so far as he was concerned,

reached its culminating point. Further development of

his ideas was reserved for other liands
;
and the old

man, eager, as he said, saremas coWigeTe^—to paclc up

for the long last journey,—^retired in the summer of

1795 from all his private lectures, and restricted him-

self to the daily public hour on logic and metaphysics.

His leisure moments were henceforth occupied in pre-

paring for the press his lectures on moral and political

philosophy, as well as on anthropology, and to the elabo-

ration of what was to be the grand consummation of his

system—the application of his abstract principles to con-

struct a philosophy of nature. AU the while he continued

to take the liveliest interest in politics,—particiilarly in

the progress of the French Eevolution,—meditating on

the rights of subjects and of sovereigns. His essay, ^ Zum
Ewigcn Friedcn’ (^To the Everlasting Peace’), pub-

lished in 1795, was suggested by the transient appear-

ance of consummation in the Eevolutionary movomoni

The essay, of which a second edition was called for next
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year, was shortly afterwards translated both into French

and English. In 1797 appeared his lectures on moral

and political philosophy, under the title of ‘ Metaphysical

Eudiments of Jurisprudence,’ and his lectures on moral

philosophy, under the title of ‘ Metaphysical Eudimcmts

of Ethics.’ In 1798 a collection of three essays under

the common title of the ‘ Quarrel of the Faculties
’

(‘Stroit dor Facultaton’), gave expression to Eant’s

view that the so-called superior faculties—theology, law,

and medicine—^had to acknowledge philosophy as their

queen. The lectures on Antliropology appeared in 1798.

The rest of Kant’s lectures were arranged and prepared

for the press by the care of his younger friends and

pupils. If we add that Kant occasionally wrote shorter

papers for the magazines, wo can see that the four years

between 1794 and 1798 were not an idle time for the

septuagenarian sage. With Michaehnas 1797 he ceased

altogether to lecture, after forty-two years’ service as uni-

versity teacher. In the preceding June the students

had celebrated the last public appearance of their revered

professor by a/efe and procession in his honour.

The ‘Quarrel of the Faculties’ connects itself with

the ‘Keligion within the boundaries of mere Reason.’

The death of Friedrich-Wilholm II. in 1797, and the

consequent abrogation of the censorship of the press,

permitted Kant once more to utter the free word on
the pretensions of dogma and convention, which he
had, only in more metaphysical phrase, been preaching

all his life. The three great professional agencies—law,

medicine, and theology,—the great pillars of conser-

vatism, are reminded that they are only servants set

under authority. “ Admitting,” he remarks, “ the proud
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claim of tlie theological faculty to cull philoaopliy her

maid, we still ask whether the maid carries the torch

before her lady-mistress, or carries her train behind.”

The closing years of Ivant's life have been described

for us in a simple and toucliing imanoir by 'Wasianski.

Wasianski, who had attended liis lectures in 1773,

holding the poor student’s post of amanuensis, entered

the Church in 1780, and did not again meet Kant till

the year 1790. In that year he saw his old master at

a wedding, and thenceforth was a weekly guest at his

small dimier-pariies. To this circumstance we owe an

introduction to the minor details of Kant’s private

economy, the growing weaknesses of his old age, and

the immediate antecedents of his death. Sometimes

we could wish that the gossip had been loss micro-

scopic,—that the minutim of domestic life had been

more faintly touched, and the spectacle of a groat mind

losing itself in the imbecility of second childhood had

been wthdiawn from the vulgar gaze. Yet for those

who remember amid the decline of the flesh the nobhi

spirit which inhabited it, it is a sacred privih'ge to watch

the failing life and visit the sick-chamber of Immanuel

Kant.

It was, as has been said, in the close of 1797 that

Kant, feeling the heavy hand of ago upon him, relin-

quished active professorial service. Ilis memory licgan

to fail him, and he had to write on cards and scraps of

old letter-paper notes to refer to in conversation, lie

still continued, as he did till much later, his habit of

rising at five o’clock in the morning
j
but he began to

go earlier and earlier to bed. With the year 1799 a

change for the worse came over his healtli. For some
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years previously, since 1796, lie liad complained of a

perpetual feeling of oppression in the head. Kant him-

self, always hent on tracing the dependence of a variety

of phenomena on a common cause, attributed this feeling

to an excess of electricity in the air, and saw evidence

of the same iniluonce in an alleged pestilence which

killed the cats in some parts of Germany, No argu-

ments could dispel this conviction. Nor was this the

only fixed idea under which he laboured. He kept

his bedroom darkened for fear of bugs
;
because, as it

happened, he found this visitant installed in his cham-

ber on his return from his holidays, and learned that the

windows of the room had been left open.

But with 1799 he lapsed into greater feebleness of

body. He told his friends one day, “Sirs, I am old

and weak
;
you must treat me like a child. ... I am

not afraid of death. If I felt this night that I should

die, I would lift up my hands, fall down and say, (iod

be praised.” Instead of his usual walk, ho restricted

himself to a short stroU in the Konigsgarten, in the

immediate vicinity of lus house. Once he slip])ed and

fell as ho walked along the way thither. Two ladies

who happened to see him hurried up and set the frail

old man on his foot again, who, witli his accustomed court-

esy, presented to one of them the rose he held in his

hand At another time, falling asleep in his chair, ho
nearly set himself on fire.

As he began to make mistakes in the payment of

money, Wasianski from tliis time undertook the man-
agement of his aflhirs— calling for some time ev(*.ry

day, and making arrangements for his comfort. Ulti-

mately, in the end of 1801, Wasianski had to take
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possession of Kant’s keys, and do almost everything

for liim. But lie found it hard to get on with Kant’s

old servant Lampe, who was growing unfit to discharge

his duties, and was occasionally aggravating and un-

manageable. In consequence Lampe was dismissed in

the beginning of 1802 with a small pension, and his

place taken by a Johann Kaufmann. At lirst Kant
was grievously tried by the change; but ho gradually

accommodated himself to the now man, who seems to

have answered pretty well.

As sprhig advanced, ICant was persuaded to go out

into the open air—a tlihig which, to the detriment of

his health, he had not done for more than two years.

When taken to his own garden, ho declared In*- ftdt

himself as nonplussed as if he were on a desert island

;

but he soon came to like the garden, where he would

now and then drink a cup of colTeo—a beverage to which

he had latterly become addicted. But after all, the w(‘nri-

ness of old age incrc‘ased. He could not Ijeai* to w'ait an

instant for anything; and if the cup of coffee did not

punctually arrive, would say half peevishly, half humor
ously— I may die in the meantime, and in tlie other

world I will diiidc no coffee.” Ho took no interest in

the approach of spring
;
the old, old story of returning

sunshine and ilowers affected liiin not—“ Has ist ja alio

Jahre so, und gerade ebon so !” Yet he coxdd still look

longingly forward to the coming of a grassho]>per which

used to sing in front of his window.

Late in the summer, one warm day, they drove out

towards the country, and Kant had a pleasant excursion,

listening to the notes of the birds, and smoldng luiK a pipe.

As winter came on, however, lus old comiilaiiits began
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to vex him again—the Blahung avf dem MagcnmamU
(flatulence on the stomach), as he termed it Ho siillered

from had dreams—would often rise at night, and injured

himself by his falls, so that it was found necessary to

make the servant sleep in the same room with him, and

to introduce a night-hght. Still he would amuse him-

self by planning excursions abroad for the next summer
—excursions never destined to be carried out.

On the 22d April 1803 his birthday was celebrated,

but he had no enjoyment of the festival. And two days

afterwards he wrote down these words :
“ According to

the Bible our life lasts seventy yeai‘S, and at tlie most

eighty
;
and when it is at the best, it has been labour

and sorrow.” Still about midsummer he was able to

go with Wasianski a short drive to a cottage on the

KW. of Konigsberg, situated on a rising ground amidst

tall alders; but the short drive seemed to Kant too

long. And with autumn it became impossible with

safety to leave him by himself. Accordingly his young-

est sister—an aged widow, only six years junior to luu'

brother, but still hale and active—was introductnl into

the household from the almshouse where she had spent

so many years. The brother and sister got on very

well together. About the same time, however, lu‘, licgan

to lose the sight of liis right eye (the left had for about

twenty years been useless); and as ho could scarcely

walk, and forgot the names of familial’ tliingM, he was ^

unwilhng to receive the visits of strangers, to see what
he himself described as a “worn-out, decayed, feeble

old man.”

A bad attack on tlie 8th Octol)er 1803 was a prelude!

to the end. He would now often retire to rest immodi-
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aiuly after tlie mid-day meal; }Dui liis sleep was dis-

turbed. On common topics conversation was no lonyer

possible with him
\
and yet if the current of talk turned

to plxilosophic and scientific subjects, he still showed

occasional flashes of the old vigour of mind. Every-

thing had to be written do\vn for him in little note-

books, some of which are still preserved. The dishes

to bo served at table, his barber’s name, the little j*okes

or conundrums for after-diimer use, points under dis-

cussion in science or politics, arc noted on these papers.

Yet even during these years of slow decay and pro-

longed dissolution, Kant was the point to which many
in(j[uirors looked for light and comfort. Ho held strong

views on Jonner’s great discovery : he termed vaccina-

tion an “inoculation of bestiahty.” Twice in the year

1800—once by a Professor Juncker of Halle, and once

by a G-raf Dolma (whose bride desired to be vaccinated)

—^lie was asked wlictlier he considered this prophylactic

against small-pox a morally justiliablc one. The pub-

lication of liis works on Ethics had procured for him

a sort of moral directorship : cases of conscience wore

laid before him for liis decision. The number of let-

ters (not always prepaid) which reached him in these

later yearn came to be one of his grievances. Popuhuity,

ho foimd, brought penalties from which he would gladly

have been exempt. He had always been lax in answer-

ing his letters
\
but now, unless by the medium of some

of his younger friends, they were not answered at all.

Yet he would work at his proposed metaphysics of nature

after his intellect refused. But it was a treadmill task

:

he went roimd and round, and never advanced. His

manuscript, examined by Dr Heicke, shows a hundi'ed
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attempts to find a definition of transcendental pliilt)-

sopliy. Yet he still took an interest in the ollorts of

Yillcrs to bring the Critical Philosophy to the know-

ledge of the Prench; and no doubt still received Kiese-

wetter^s friendly letters from Berlin, along witli tin*,

hamper of Teltow turnips (Teltoiocr Ruhath)^ whitdi was

despatched by carrier every iJ^ovcmbcr. His official

life had wellnigh ceased. A final S2)ark was struck in

the jn'otest he raised in 1798, when a

made that liis place and that of another superannuated

professor in the Sonatus should bo filled by two adjunct

members appointed for the imrpose. Kant^s protest—
I refuse my consent to this now proposed 2

)laii, as the

old arrangement is at once wise and the most humane

—was backed by the authority of the East Prussian

Government, and the veteran retained Ms honorary post

with miabated dignity.

At length the end came. The beams of the ghul blue

eye were (|ucnchod; the cheeks which even in agti ha<l

been fresh and ruddy became pallid
;
the keen senses

grew dull
;
the bodily frame, which assiduous care had

maintained as a worthy organ for his mind, sank

into weakness. Up to the hist, however, liis thoughts

were kindly and noble. “There must bo no stinginess

or miserliness anywhere,” he told his comjianions. In

January 1804 he grew more and more restless,—his

necktie had to he tied and untied many times in a

minute. Ho ceased to recognise his friends. On the

3d February the springs of life seemed wholly dried up,

and he ate nothing more. On the 12th Fe])imiry, at

eleven o’clock in the forenoon, ho passed away. All

that was left was a poor skeleton,—a worn-out frame
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wliicli ngc and infirmity liad gradually oxliaustccL His

last words on tlio niglit boforo lio died, said in dccliuiug

tlic otter of a refreshing draught, when he seemed to

sulTer from thirst, were Ut guV*

The news of his death soon spread from mouth to

mouth through Kdiiigsberg. “The day,” says Eousch,

“was clear and cloudless,—a day such as Kdnigsberg

seldom sees in the year, and a small bright cloudlet

floated in the zenitli in the azure-blue sky. A soldier,

said the story, had called the attention of the by-

standers on the Smith Bridge to the circumstance by the

words: ‘Sec, that is the soul of Kant flying heaven-

wards 1
* ” During the sixteen days, whilst he lay

stretched on a bier in liis dining-room, crowds flocked

to see the remains of one who had been so famous.

Kant had frequently expressed a wish that he should be

buried quietly in the early morning. Bor some reason

this request was disregarded. His funeral on the 28t]i

of February was attended by a procession of the stu-

dents, by his intimate companions and table-guests, and

by a large concourse from the town and neighbourhood.

He was buried in the so-called Professors^ Vault, on the

north side of the choir of the Dont (the University

Church). Li this place five years later some changes

were made under ScheffneFs direction. The floor of the

cloister was paved with tiles, as a covered walk for the

professors residing in the rooms op}>osite. A railing

divided the eastern part—^in which the coffin containing

Kant’s bones was deposited—from the rest of the cloister.

The whole arcade received the name of Stoa Kantiana

;

and in 1810 a bust of the philosopher, executed by

SiSchadow in white marble, was placed above the stone
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which ScheJffner had set to mark the place of iiite.nuenfc.

But the Stoa Kaiituuia soon fell into a condition (d'

filthy decay, and the bust was removed to the h[cw Uni-

versity, where it still remains. Bor many years tliis

discreditable state of affairs continued, till about ten

years ago a conmiittee was formed to make the place

wortliy of its illustrious dead. Li 1880 the eastern end

of this arcade was transformed into a simple Ck)thic

chapel; and in June 1881 a bust of Kant was agJiiii

placed in the Stoa, and the well-known words of “Dm*

bestirnte Hmimel uber mir und das moralischc Gesetz

in mir ” inscribed on the wall. In the previous year an

excavation had been made under the iiispectiou of

several Kdnigsbergers interested in Kant, to didc]*-

mine exactly, if possible, the place where his bonus

were laic.1

More than a month after the fimcrtil a solemn con-

vocation of the university assembled on the 2od April

(the 22d, Kant’s birthday, happening to fall on a Sun-

day), to hear a memoiial atldress on the ileceased from

Dr Wald, the professor of eloquence. Shortly afttn*-

wards it occurred to William Motlu*-rby—one of the,

guests who sat so often at Kant’s table—that it would

be well to perpetuate the memory of the old hdlowship

by an anniversary festival Every year, from 1 805 on-

wards, tlie Kant Club which was thus called into cxist-

o]ice met on the 22d April, under its BoUmhlcbnifj or

Captain of the feast, to celebrate the memory of the

Master. The first meeting of those diseipl<‘,s, number-

ing between twenty and thirty from all ranks of suedeiy,

took place in Kant’s house. That house unfortunahdy

is now the depot of ready-made garments and other
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drapery, and unless the piety of modem disciples pre-

vent, will inevitably be pulled down and replaced by a

large modern shop.

The rigid economy of his mode of life, and judicious

investments on the advice of his friend Green, the mer-

chant, enabletl Kant to leave behind him what was for

his circumstances the considerable sum of 21,539 thalers.

Yet Kant had been liberal during his lifetime. He
indeed gave nothing to the casual beggar who impor-

tuned him on the street
;
yet every year for some time

before his death he paid out about 200 thalers, partly to

support his poor relatives, partly in general charity, not to

mention smaller donations. Since 1800, when his

broth(5r died in Courland, he paid a. yearly pension of

200 tliali'TS to the widow and children. In his will ho

first of all distributed several legacies,—about 3000

thalers to his faitliful administrator and executor Wasi-

anski, his library (which consisted of 500 volumes) and

500 thalers to Professor Gensichen, 666 thalers 29 sil-

bergroschen to his old cook, a smaller sum to his ser-

vant Johann, and something to Lampe over 40 thalers

yearly. His childless sister who had nursed him re-

ceived a life -pension of 100 thalers. The remaining

12,000 thalers of liis property were to be divided equally

—one moiety to the children of his deceased brother,

and another moiety to the surviving children of his

sisters.

There are several likenesses of Kant in existence.

One of the best known was done in 1791 by a Berlin

painter named Ddldor, after which an engraving by

Karl Bai’tli was made for Schubert’s biography in the

collected edition of Kant’s works by Posenkranz and
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Sclmbert. The original pictnro may bo scon at Kiinigs-

berg in the Freemasons' Lodge ’Zmn Todtaiko-pf und

Flioenix, A medallion likeness in clay by a friend of

Kant's, named Paul Heinrich Collin (1748-89), the

director of a porcelain-work established in Konigsberg,

after the model of Wedgwood, was considered successful

at the time. It is the basis of a well-known priiit by

Pause, after Schnorr, published at Loipsic in 1791. A
Berlin painter named Yernot also painted Kant about

the same time as Dbbler. This portrait, which is not

thought good, was photographed some years ago. A
portrait of Kant in his 44th year was painted for the-

publisher Kanter, in 1768, by an artist named Becker.

A good photograpliic copy of tliis last was issued in

1881 by Grafe und Unzer, the present representatives

of the Kanter firm. Another portrait by Beclccir exists

in the possession of a German in London, and is probably

of the same date. Li 1864 a statue (a copy of that in

the Friecbich monument in Berlin, by Eanch), rejiresent-

ing Kant out walking, and stopping to speak (to Les-

sing), was erected on the slope between Kant's houses

and the castle.
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CHAPTEE VIII.

SPECULATIVE PUYSICS AND BIOLOCT.

Even before Kant had passed away, the currents of

thought which he had tried to turn into the fields of

experience were sweeping past him into new and dan-

gerous latitudes. In 1802 Schelling and Hegel estab-

lished a Critical Jotirnal of Philosophy
;
and in the third

number of their magazine they had the opportunity, in

reviewing Yillers, of stating the estimate the new school

had formed of the philosophy of Kant In their opinion

the first question for one who aims at presenting Kant-

ism to a cosmopolitan public, is to ask whether the

system is really adapted for universality, and not merely

aimed at a local and temporary frame of mind. And
they have no doubts that the latter alternative is the

true one.

“ It is evident,” says Schelling, “ that in this case the lan-

guage is inseparable from the thing ; that if we are to phil-

osophise on Kant’s lines, we must use his language
; and that

any attempt to abandon the letter at once carries us across

the narrow line that bounds what may be called his philos-

ophy. Kant, as every one knows, referred all his followers

to the clear letter of his writings; and Kantians of the

strictest sect have always been on their guard against depart-
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ing from the master even in the words and outward form.

. • . It can be proved by history that Kant liad never

studied philosophy in its grand and comprehensible iypo ,

—

that Plato, Spinoza, Leibnitz even, were known to him only

through the medium of a metaphysical doctrine, which about

fifty years ago was dominant in the German universities—

a

scholastic metaphysic which, through several intervening

stages, derived its origin from Wolf. . . . And thus

although, within the circle in which his mode of approach-

ing philosophy has placed liim, the persistent tendency of

his mind to reach totality in its science may inlluence our

opinion of his personality, and of the high r('S])ect he de-

serves, it cannot alter our estimate of his philosophy. That
remains what it was—a secondary derivative, not a native

and original growth. His philosophy is a budding which at

the best rests upon the empirical earth, but m part also on
the rubbish-heaps of forgotten systems—no universii] sysbmi,

self-originated and self-subsisting.”

There is truth in these remarks by the young lions of

Jena. Kant was no student of the history of philos-

ophy, except where ho found in other thinkers ideas

and problems congenial to those which exorcised hiinscdf.

His reading, generally scrappy, was especially w(‘ak in

the old metaphysicians. Yet one may doubt whether

the faults which they find in Kant may not claim some-

times to rank among his merits. There is a goo<l deal

to be said for a system which rests on tli(3 empirif'al

earth,” or the facts of real experience.

An ancient philosopher laying down a course, of edu-

cation for the would-be metaphysician has insisted upon
the advantages for this end possessed by matluuiuiticss,

pure ajid applied In geometry, in theoretical asi.ronomy,

and in the application of mechanics to the several branclu^s

of physical science, lie found the stopping-si,ones liy
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which, the mind could most easily rise to discern that

aU existence was in unity, bound together by permanent

relationships or laws. It was according to this plan

that Kant became a philosopher and a metaphysician.

Ko doubt, like other students, he was fed on the husks

of logic, and gained such furtherance from a formal

training in the habit of distinguishing and defining, of

proving and disproving, as it is able to give. Like them,

too, he listened to the arguments of natural theology, to

the discussions of free-will and immortality, which formed

the cuhninating efforts of reasoning to reach ultimate

and fundamental truth. But he found no satisfaction

in' the technicalities of the one, or the show of de-

monstration in the other. It was in mathematical and

physical science that he felt himself on real and secure

ground. But on that ground again his interest con-

verged even from the first on a special question,—the

question of method and evidence. Katurally, therefore,

his first approaches towards the field of strict philosophy

are hesitating, and proceed from different, and almost

casual, points. There is no preconceived goal towards

which he is hurrying. We may almost say, he is a

metaphysician in spite of himself. He has no definite

system ready in his head, and is in no haste to concoct one.

Certain loading ideas soon begin to command the tenor

of his thought And after about twenty years these out-

lines begin to group themselves together in a theory,

which on the one hand attempts to show the nature and

‘constitution of human knowledge, and on the other,

to exhibit the reality of a region from which science

is inevitably barred.

In his earliest work, the * Estimate of Living Forces,'

V, Q
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mostly written when he was twenty-two, we see indica-

tions of the coming man. The doctrinal results estab-

lished in the essay are of little direct value at the present

day. It deals with one of those questions which may often

be set aside as a mere war of words, because they raise

disputes over an imperfect and ill-defined term, and fail

to set clearly forth the real difficulty concealed under the

verbal puzzle. The quarrel lay between Descartes with

his followers on one hand, and Leibnitz ivith his on the

other. The Cartesian theory had asserted that the sum

of movements in the world was always constant "With

this thesis, Descartes had combined the formula tliat

the force is proportional to the velocity. Leibnitz had

pointed out that the two positions were somewhat incon-

sistent, and had introduced the new formula by whicli

a force was declared to bo in proportion to the squai'o of

the velocity. The battle was waged by numerous com-

batants, many of whom, including the learned hlarquise

de Ch^telet, Kant mentions and criticises. But ho

seems unaware that in 1741, the friend of the Marquise,

the great Voltaire himself, had presented to the French

Academy ‘‘ Doutes sur la mesaro des forces motrices et

sur leur nature, and that in 1743 {i. tf., three years before

Kant wrote) D’Alembert had set the question aside as a

theoretical quibble, to which mechanics was indifferent.

So remote was Konigsberg from the main stream of

European letters

!

In his examination of the question, Kant is only

moderately successful lie admits that the Cartesian

formula is, for the purposes of mathematics, correct and
satisfactory. Mathematics, as he remarks, assumes that

the bodies of w}iich it treats are always set in motion by
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an external cause, and tliat tlie force they may exercise is

always due to external impulse. But in the real bodies

of nature there is more than this mere communication of

motion. There is in physical bodies an original “ inten-

sion,

a

germ of movement which only needs to be

excited in order to gather vigour, and in free or un-

impeded inoven^nt develop increasing energy. It is to

the real bodies of concrete nature—2.e., to those move-

ments which, he says, have the property of maintaining

themselves in the body to which they have been com-

municated, and of continuing for ever if unchecked—that

the Leibnitian formula applies. Descartes, he holds,

states the truth for the abstract mathematical theory

;

Leibnitz for the concrete facts of experience. The an-

tithesis thus suggested is no doubt an important point

;

but Kant fails to prosecute it far enough, and to give a

satisfactory definition of vis viva^ or living force itself.

Indeed, apart from the modem discoveries of the trans-

formation of energy, and its conservation in its various

modes, the question was doubly difficult.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature in the doctrine

of the book is the acceptance given to the Leibnitian

dictum, Est aliqtdd ^preeier exteTmonem, imo extensione

prius: there is something more than extension, ay,

something piior to extension, in what we call a body.

Kant begins by adopting the dynamical theory of

matter, which he afterwards expounded in detail in the

Metaphysical Elements of Physics. The primary ele-

ments out of which matter is constructed are points of

force, and the space which they occupy is a result of the

antagomsm between their forces. In short, the world

is not a mere dead mass, of which the movements are
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maintained by any extra-mundane God. In all its

parts it, is instinct with an active force, of which move-

ment ,is a manifestation.

B4t even more notice is deserved by the general

spirit and tone of the writer. It is marked throughout

xby a generous confidence in honest thought, and some-

thing of the feeling is ever breaking^hrough, which

says, Ed io sono pensatore. Even thn motto quoted

from Seneca is significant, being much to this effect

—

“ Be not like dumb, diiven cattle

!

Be a hero in the strife !

”

“I am inclined to believe,’’ says the author of

twenty-two, as he enters upon a field strewn with

the bones of controversy, “that it is sometimes not

without its uses for a man to place a certain noble

reliance on his own powers. Such a confidence gives

new life to all his efforts, and instils into them a certain

stimulus which much conduces to the discovery of trutk

When a man is in the way of believing that some de-

pendence may be put on his studies, and that it is pos-

sible to catch even a Leibnitz in mistake, he will leave

no stone unturned in order to coiToborate his conjecture.

Again and again he may go astray in his undertaking :

yet, after all, the profit which thus accrues to the ser-

vice of truth is much more considerable than if he had
always kept to the main road. It is on this considera-

tion that I take my stand. I have already fixed upon
the line which I am resolved to keep. I will enter on my
course, and nothing shall prevent me from pursuing it”

Here is how this courageous, and withal sententious,

youth speaks, from his speculative look-out, of the atti-
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tade of the combatants. “ Both the partisans of Des-

cartes and those of Leibnitz have felt for their opinion

all the conviction which in human knowledge it is for

the most part possible to feel. On both sides sighs

have been drawn for the sheer prejudices of opponents

;

and either party has believed that its own opinion could

not possibly ad^i^it of doubt, if the other side would but

take the trouble to look at it in the proper equilibrium

of mind and temper. A certain notable difference,

however, may be detected between the way in which

the party of living forces {vires vivm) tries to keep its

ground, and that in which the evaluation of Descartes

is defended. The latter appeals to simple cases only,

in which the decision between truth and error is easy

and certain : the former, on the contrary, makes its

proofs as dark and intricate as possible, and saves itself,

so to speak, under cover of night from a contest, in

which, with a proper distinctness of light, it would

always lose. Still the Leibnitians have almost all the

experiences on their side ; this is perhaps the sole point

in which they have the advantage of the Cartesians.”

This judicial attitude, not without a secret predilec-

tion for the Leibnitian doctrine (which, as we have seen,

he supports with qualifications), appears in a severer form

in his estimate of metaphysical knowledge. “ It is ap-

parent,” he admits in one place, “ that the first and

primary sources of the operations of nature must im-

doubtedly fall under the scope of metaphysics.” But

alas for its performances 1

Our metaphysics is really like many other sciences—only

on the threshold of genuine knowledge : God knows if it

will ever get farther. It is not hard to see its weakness in
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miicli that it imdertakes. Prejudice is often found to he

the mainstay of its proofs. For this nothing is to Idanio hut

the ruling passion of those who would fain extend hmnnn
knowledge. They are anxious to have a grand philosophy

;

but the desirable thing is, that it should also he a sound

one.”

We need not devote more than a brief notice to two

tracts on physical geography published in 1754. In the

first, Kant engages to demonstrate that there is a real

external cause modifying the rotation of the earth on

its axis, and that this cause, which gradually diniinishos

that rotation, tends in an immeasurably long period to

destroy it altogether. The cause suggested is the con-’

tinual friction of the ocean against its solid bottom, duo

to the attraction of the moon.

The other paper dealt with the physical gi’oxinds for

holding that the earth was growing old, “ It is one of

man’s greatest mistakes,” says Kant, “when ho applies

as a standard on the grand scale of the Divine works

the lapse of human generations. . . . Wlicn we consider

the durability shown by cosmic arrangements in the

grander members of the system,—a durability little

short of infinity,—we are inclined to believe that in

respect of the duration destined for the eartli, a lapse of

five thousand or six thousand years is probably less than

one year in the life of a human being.” Kant contents

himself with showing that physics does not give suffi-

cient data to answer the (pestion, especially if the soii

of changes supposed to indicate age in the oartli is not

clearly specified.

The ill-fated essay (p. 22), which came out in 1755

as a ^ General Physiogony and Theory of the Heavens,’

consists of three j)arts, with prologue and final doxology.
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The first j^art, heralded by a summary of the I^ewtonian

theory of the planetary system, propounds the hypo-

thesis that there is also a system of the stars. Here

Kant owns his debt to a self-taught Enghsh astronomer,

—^Thomas Wright of Durham,—with whose ‘ Kow Hypo-

thesis of the Universe ’ he was indirectly acquainted by

means of an abstract from it in the Hamburg ‘Freie

Urtheile’ of 1751. Doth speculators agree in thinking

that the fixed stars may be treated as suns, * and held

subject to the same general conditions as prevail in our

system
;
that these stars (our sun included) form some

sort of system, which is aggregated in the line of the

milky-way. The milky-way, in the vicinity of which

the vast majority of the stars is found, holds in the

stellar system the same place as the prolongation of the

solar equator holds amongst the planets. Kant, how-

ever, goes beyond Wright in insisting upon the infinitude

of the systems of stars
;

treats the ncbulEe as indications

of other stellar systems lying on a different plane from

that of the milky-way
;
and uses Bradley’s observations

on the proper movements of the stars to corroborate his

suggestions. In the seventh chapter of the second part,

not content with 'a central star (perhaps Sirius) for our

system of the milky-way, he suggests the probability

of a central body regulating the revolutions of all the

star-groups (nebuhe and milky-way) which (ixist amid

immeasuralde space. It is needless to 'add that obser-

vation confirms neither the hypotlresis of the lesser nor

of the greater central sun, and that modem theory does

not regard a central body even as indispensable for the

existence of a systeiu^tic interdependence of all the

astral movements.
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The second part, or Cosmogony proper, treats ‘‘ of the

first state of nature, the formation of the celestial bodies,

the causes of their movement and systematic connection,

not merely in the planetary sphere, but in the creation

as a whole. ” Here Kant rivals Epicurus, and in some

ways anticipates Laplace. Taking one instance to ex-

emplify a process continually repeating itself in tlie

extended spaces of the Cosmos, he assumes as provi-

sional starting-point a time when all the matter, now

condensed in sun, planets, and comets, was with all

its generic differences dissipated in a gaseous state

over the whole space in which these bodies now revolve.

Even then the eternal idea of the Divine mind was

the fimdamental cause of certain active forces in those

molecules, by which they are a source of life to them-

selves, and which keep them ever tending to enter into

new orders and create complex unities. Especially two

forces have to be attributed to the elementary corpuscles

—attraction and repulsion. Somewhere or other there

will be a preponderance of particles, of a denser species

than elsewhere; and thither, in consequence of the

properties of matter, there will be a tendency in the

other particles to fall. A central body thus arises from

the agglomeration in this point of the various sorts of

particles, especially the denser. As we recede from thi.s

body, we come to a region where the re].mlsion between

the particles is free to originate lateral movements.

These, by composition with the central attraction, issue

in a mazy dance of molecules, liither and thitlior, but

all in a general way in circles round the central mass.

Gradually these bands of circling molecules, witli inter-

secting orbits, settle into the position which involves
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least mutual interferencoj and form extended rangw^^
strata of revolving matter, decreasing in density as the

distance from the centre increases. In each such stra-

tum a local nucleus may be formed, and repeat on a

small scale for that range what happened ^vith the

whole mass. The central nucleus became the sun,

the other local nuclei became the planets, some of which

again have satellites, the product of other separate re-

volving masses, partially dependent upon the subordi-

nate local centre.

Such an origin has several consequences. Being

originally parts of a common mass of revolution, the

planets should all lie nearly in the plane of the sun^s

equator : their density, seeing that the heavier particles

are most attracted sunwards, ought to diminish in pro-

portion to their distance from the sun
;
those furthest

from the sun, having the largest circles and being freest

from solar interference, ought to be generally of great-

est bulk; and their excontricity should on the whole

increase Muth the distance. Unfortunately there is in

this too great demand for synunetry. To take the last

consequence—excentricity. There is no such regular-

ity as Kant expects
;
and when he goes a step further,

and seeks to apply his law to the comets,—when lie says

that the last of the planets is also the first of the comets,

he abolishes a difference which modern astronomy still

retains. There is an approximation to tlic truth in his

inferences
;
and perhaps that is all we have a right to

ask. And while in one point, by declaring tlie great

probability of planets beyond the orbit of Saturn, he

seems to anticipate the discovery of Uranus and Kep-

tune, in another point, from his opinion that the large
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gap TDetweGn Mars and Jupiter might fairly ho attributed

to the mass of the latter, he entertained no suspicion

of the existence of the asteroids. After all, prophetic

power is but a vulgar recommendation of science
;
and

defects in the available data should be remembered,

when we lay blame on the imperfect correspondence in

detail between’ liis hypothetical consequences and the

subsequently observed facts.

In the close of his ‘ Exposition du systeme du monde/

Laplace, unacquainted with Kant’s efforts (which intlcod

could only be known to a select few), gave a physical

explanation of the origin of our solar system which has

sometimes been paralleled with that of Kant. But the

differences are considerable. Kant had made the ring

of Saturn a special case, and explained it with much
ingenuity and detail. It is this special case which is

the type and foundation of Laplace’s theory. Laplace,

too, puts the 'comets in a class of their own. Beginning

with the sun, he supposes it surrounded (like Ratum in
' Kant’s theory) with a gaseous atmosphere, which spread

far beyond the present limits occui)ied by the solar sys-

tem. Erom this atmosphere, endowed with a primary

rotation of enormous rapidity, first one ring of vapour

and then another broke loose. In course of time these

vapour -rings parted into fragments tending towards

globular form : these in most cases were annexed by the

largest of their nixmbcr, bnt sometimes (and this would

be the case of the planetoids) the seVenil globt^s retained

a separate existence. Clearly this is a narrower hypo-

thesis than that of Kant: it is also worked out with

greater precision.

There are throughout the essay glimpses of an imagi-
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nation which is checked in the birth by sane reasoning,

and of a keen perception of the frailties in pseudo-

science. Thus, speaking of the time when the earth

may, like Saturn, have rejoiced in a ring, and showing

how it may be employed to explain the “ waters of the

firmament ” and ISToah’s rainbow, by those “ who believe

that, instead of desecrating, they rather heighten the

honour of revelation, by making it confer respectability

on the extravagances of their fancy,” he adds,— “ Yet I

hold it wise to sacrifice the passing applause excited by

such correspondences [between miraculous events and

the results of natural law] to the true pleasure derived

from observing the regular consilience by which physical

analogies combine to indicate physical truths.” Or

again, when he remarks how the perfection of reasoning

beings is bound up with the superior flexibility of their

organism, and recalls the gradually more refined matter

of which the planets consist as they lie farther from the

sun, he lets his imagination “ place the lowest species,

the very beginning of spirit -kind, on what may be

called the earliest and rudest spot of the whole universe,

so that by regular progression therefrom it may extend to

fill the whole infinitude of time and space with infinitely

increasing grades of perfection of intellectual faculty,

and so step by step approach, wuthoiit ever actually

reaching, Deity, the goal of supreme excellence.” “May
it not be written,” he asks, “that the immortal soul

shall one day become closer acquainted with those dis-

tant orbs of the luiivcrse, and behold the excellence of

that plan which so arouses curiosity even here ? May
there not bo globes in the planetary region oven now

forming, destined, after the time appointed for our sojourn
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here has ended, to prepare for us new mansions in other

skies'? Who knows whether the moons of Jupiter are

not one day meant to yield light for us h It is harmless

and fitting ” (he replies to these questions of selfish curi-

osity) “ to please ourselves with such ideas
;
but no one

•wiU rest his hopes of the future on these unstable pic-

tures of fancy. After mortality has claimed her duos,

the immoi-tal spirit will soar away in swift career over

everything finite, and continue its existence in a new

connection with the whole nature which arises from a

more intimate union with the Supreme Deing. . . .

When the heart is filled by thoughts like these, the

sight of the starry sky in a clear night gives a pleasure

only felt by noble souls. Amid the universal silence of

nature, and the repose of the senses, the hidden faculty

of the immortal spirit speaks a language which has no

name, and throws out vague ideas -which may be felt

rather than described.”

In contrast to the almost mystical tone of those reflec-

tions, there stands out equally prominent the view that

a mechanical theory of the origin of the world is at

once scientifically correct and in harmony with religion.

How is it possildo to make a mechanical theory har-

monise with the theory of design, if the plans of supremo

wisdom are intrusted to raw matter, and the rule of pro-

vidence put in the hands of unassisted nature'? Is not

the allusion to design an admission that the order of the

universe has not been produced by the general laws of

matter'? To dissipate these scruples, let us recur to

what has been already adduced. Must not the ma-

chinery of every natural movement have a fundamental

tendency towards only those results which thoroughly
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accord with the plan of divine wisdom in all its ramifi-

cations ? How can this machinery have in its first stage

chaotic tendencies to dissipation, when all the properties

of matter from which these results proceed received their

vocation from the eternal idea of the divine mind, in

which everything must be in reciprocal interdependence

and adaptation ? . . . The more we learn of nature,

the better shall we perceive that the general constitutions

of things are not separate or alien one from another.

We shall be fully persuaded that they have intrinsic

affinities, by which they are inherently fitted to combine

in the construction of a perfect organisation; that the

action and reaction of the elements tend to produce the

beauty of the material and the advantage of the spiritual

world
;
and that in general the several natures constitute,

in the realm of eternal truths, so to speak, a harmonious

system, in which each is connected with the other. We
shall learn also that they derive this affinity from the

common origin, whence spring the whole of their essen-

tial characteristics.”

These considerations touch upon a feature of the essay

afterwards developed with greater detail “ There is a

God,” says' Kant, “ because nature, even in chaos, could

not proceed otherwise than with regularity and order.”

Nature and its laws are no distinct and independent

principles apart from God. It is only an “ idle philos-

ophy seeking to hide sluggardly ignorance under a mien

of devoutness ” that needs to call in the interference of

an extra-mundane God. “On the contrary, it is more

becoming and correct to argue thus : Nature, left to its

own general qualities, is rich in fruits which are always

fair and perfect. Not merely are they harmonious and
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excellent themselves, but they are adapted to every

order of being, to the nse of man, and to tlie glory of

God It is thus evident that the essential properties of.

matter must spring from one mind, the source and ground

of all beings : a mind, in wbicli they belong to a soli-

darity of plan. All that is in reciprocal relations of

harmony must be brought into unity in a single Being,

from which it all depends. There is therefore a Being of

all beings, an infinitemind and self-subsisting wisdom, from

which nature in the full range of all its forms and features

derives its origin, even as regards its very possibility.”

It remains to be added that Kant, in assigning to the

mechanical laws of nature the production of the existing

order of things, stops short at the enigma prt\sented l>y

the beginnings of life and organisation. I think,” lie

says, “ we may in a sense say without temerity : Give

me matter, and I wiU build a world out of it
j I will

show how a world comes to be evolved. . . . But can

we truly claim such a vantage-ground in speaking of the

least plant or insect ? Are we in a position to say :

Give me matter, and I wiU show you how a caterpillar

can he generated? Must we not here stop at the first

step, from our ignorance of the real inner constitution

of the object, and the intricate complexity whicli it

includes?” ISTor is this an isolated statement. ^‘The

structure of plants and animals exhibits an adaptation,

for which the universal and necessary laws of nature are

insufficient.” And the origin of animals and plants is

classed with the secrets of Providence, and the number

666, as one of the topics on which ingenuity and thought

are occasionally wasted.

Kant^s papers in 1756 on the causes of earthquakes,
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and especially on the phenomena of the Lisbon earth-

quake, contain little of importance. An earthquake

Kant regards as the, effect of fire in the subterraneous

caverns, where there are stores of explosive materials

ready to burst and shake the solid arches above. We
probably Icnow little more about these processes than

Kant—who, at any rate, has given a careful and ap-

parently a faithful resume of the antecedents, accom-

paniments, effects, &c., of the disastrous event.

Two Latin essays (‘De igne’ and ‘Monadologia Phy-

sica ’), written in the years 1755-56, can only be named.

After this time, Kant became more and more drawn

into the vortex of metaphysics. Put it may be con-

venient to add a short notice of his chief remaining

contributions to physical inquiry. In 1764 there visited

Konigsberg a wild man of the woods, who, dressed in

noma^iic costume, and accompanied by a lad of eight

years old, as also by a herd of cows, sheep, and goats,

drew the notice of the philosophers no less than the

unlearned. Reading the decrees of Providence from his

open Bible, he gained from the people the name of the

goat-prophet. Kant (who, like Hamann, was interested

in the phenomenon) wrote a short paper for Kanter’s

journaL He is most attracted by the little savage,

who, reared in the woods, has learned to brave cheerfully

all the hardships of the weather, shows no common

frankness in his face, and has none of the bashful awk-

wardness caused by bondage or compulsory lessons of

attention,—who, in short, seems to be a normal child

after the heart of an experimental moralist who might

refuse from equity to treat the views of Rousseau as

chimeras until ho had actually tested them,” Evidently
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the echoes of the ‘ Emile ’ (published two years before)

still rung in Kant^s head
\
and they had not quite died

away in 1771, as is shown by a still more curious paper

in the same journal. From this, a short notice of a

lecture by Moscati, an Italian professor, we quote the

beginning and end:

—

“ Once more we have the natural man, and on all-fours.

... Dr Moscati proves that the upright walk of man is

forced and unnatural : that, although he is so constructed as

to be able to support and move himself in that posture ;
yet

if he makes it a necessity and constant habit, he must look for-

ward to discomforts and diseases, which show beyond dispute

that he has been misled by reason and imitation to di^^erge

from the original animal arrangement. . . . However para-

doxical this proposition of the Italian doctor may seem, still,

in the hands of an anatomist so acute and philosophical, it

gains almost complete certainty. We thus see that nature’s

first care was to preserve man as an animal for himself and

his species, and to that end the posture most agreeable to his

internal structure, to the situation of the embryo, and its

preservation in danger, was the four-footed. We see also

that a germ of reason was implanted in him, by developing

which he adapts himself for society : and by means of reason

he assumes for his constant attitude the biped posture, as best

suited to that end. But while thus gaining infinitely in

advance of the animals, he must resign himself to incon-

veniences, which spring from having lifted his head sp

proudly above his old comrades.”

In three essays published between 1775 and 1788,

Kant deals with the question of races or hereditary

varieties in the human species. According to him, a

race is one of several offshoots derived from a single

species, by the special development under favouring

conditions of certain germs latent in the parent stock,
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which, once called into actual being, become a perman-

ent part of the nature of the specially circumstanced in-

dividuals, and pass by regular descent to their progeny.

In the human stock ho admits the existence of four dif-

ferent races or permanent types of the one species of

man—viz., a white race, a black race, a yellow or olive-

coloured race, and a Hunnish or Kidinuck race. The

Lust mentioned is found in the I'artars and in the abori-

gines of America
;
the third in Hindustan

;
the white

race in Europe and adjoining parts of Asia and Africa.

The several races, thus marked by their colour, have at

first a definite locality appropriated to them. Should

members of difierent races intermarry, the offspring is

a hybrid or half-breed, partaking equally of the charac-

ters of both parents. When members of the same race

(a^., Arab, Englishman, Finn, or other white) intermarry,

the offspring takes exclusively after one of the parents.

More important than the distinction between the

races, is the account Kant renders of their existence as

persistent types within the unity of the species. Here

ho insists on the contrast between Physiography, or the

mere classificatory description of natural phenomena,

and Physiogony, or the genealogical account of the pro-

cess by wliicli the present order of things was produced.

'V^niilo logical division, he reminds us, founds its classes

on similarities, natural division aims at constituting

families ami kinds. “ A natural hidory (in the literal

sense)—what we are at present almost wholly without

—would teach the changes of the earth’s form, and the •

alterations terrestrial creatures (plants and animals) have

undergone throtigh natural migrations, and trace the

divergences thus arising in the original type or funda-
*

p,—V H
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mental species. Probably it would reduce ninnbers of

wliat appear different species to races of one species,

and transform the present prolix system of descripti\*o

classification into an intelligible natural system.”

While admitting variation, Kant insists xipou its

limits. He lays down the biological maxim, that

“ throughout the organic world, amid all alterations in

individual creatures, their species remains fixed.” It is

a vulgar and shallow conception, in his eyes, to loolc

upon all distinctions in our species as due to one cause

—to chance or external circumstances. ^‘Once accept

a single case (tending -to show that human ingen-

uity can by external agency modify the character of

species, and make that modification hereditary in the

generative power), and we are as olfectually lost as

when we believe a single ghost-story or work of magic.”

Speaking of a hypothesis of spontaneous generation

{abiogeneais) of plants and animals from inorganic

matter, and the consanguinity thus asserted lietween

mosses and men, he exclaims :
“ I know a not altogetlior

unmanly fear,—the fear which shrinks from whatever

unsettles reason from her first principles, and opens the

gate for her to rove through boundless fancies.” The
absolute variability of species through endless gradations

under the influence of circumstances seems to him to un-

hinge the very portals of natural science, To him a race

is one thing and a species another:, the Darwinians main-

tain that no such rigid line of division can be drawn,

and that with time and chance all things are possible.

“The conception of an organism,” says Kant, “implies by
the mere word a material object in winch all the parts are

reciprocally related as means and ends, and this Ccan only ht*

thought as a system of final causes. The feasibihty of such
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a tiling can, at least for human understanding, only be ex-
plained on teleological grounds, not on grounds of physical
mechanism. The question of tlie prime source of all organi-
sation does not fall witliin the scope of physical science. If
it can be answered at all, it must bo by metaphysics. For
my part, I derive all organisation from organic beings

; and
the later forms of such natural objects I derive by laws of
gradual development from original capacities (one comes
across them often in transplanting plants) to be found in the
organisation of the parent stock. How this parent stock
itself came into existence, is a question totally beyond any
natural philosophy possible for man.”

A footnote in one of the luvst pages of his ‘ Anthro-
pology’ shows that Kant had faced the idea of the
evolution of man from a lower animal stage. Speaking
of the unfortunate results that might attend the new-
born infant’s cry, in the rude state when man was
largely at the mercy of \vild beasts, he adds : We
must assume, therefore, that in this primitive period the
loud crying of the infant was unknown, and that sub-
sequently there came a second period, when both par-

ents had reached the civilisation required for domestic
life. How nature brotight about such a development,
and by what causes it was aided, we know not. This
remark cames us a long way. It suggests the thought
whether this second period, on occasion of some great *

physical revolution, may not be followed by a third,

when an orang-outang or chimpanzee would develop
the organs which serve for walking, touching, speaking,
into the articulated structure of a human being, with a
central organ for the use of understanding, and gradually

advance under the training of society.”

Has Kant cautiously put the future instead of the
past, and hinted at what probably has been rather than
what may one day be %
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CHAPTEE IX.

ESSAYS IN METAPHYSICS.

Kant’s work as a philosoplier in the stricter sense may

be said to begin about bis tbirty-eighth year. Seven

years before that time, no doubt; bis essay on tbe Prin-

ciples of Metapbysic, issued as a specimen of bis capacity

to teach, bad indicated tbe future pliilosopber. In a

teclinical discussion be had weighed the claims of tbe

principles of' Contradiction and of Sufficient Eeason to

be criteria of truth and error, and contributed bis quota

to tbe dispute between Crusius and tbe Wollians. lie

bad himself added two principles of secondary nature

:

a “principle of succession,” affirming that change in

substances is only possible so far as they are connected

with others in reciprocal dependence
; and a “ principle

of coexistence,” affirming that tbe affinity or reciprocity

between substances necessarily presupposes a common

source or cause of this interconnection. Tliese am two

ideas winch remain landmarks in his speculation. Only

as years go on they cease to be presented as laws operat-

ive in things, and appear only as tbe logical consecpiences

of tbe laws which regulate the understanding. Yet
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they serve to indicate a Platonist mode of thought which

Kant never quite abandoned.

Apart from this early dissertation, however, the lirst

period of Kant’s philosophic fruitfulness begins with the

close of the Seven Years’ War, and extends to 1766. The
four essays published in the beginning of this period

are so closely connected in subject, that it seems doubt-

ful whether the order of publication entirely corresponds

with the order of composition. Most of them must have

been written in 1762. We know from Herder, who,

whilst teaching in a Kdnigsberg school, contrived to

attend Kant’s lectures from August 1762 to the close of

1764, that Kant was then keenly interested in Hume^
and Rousseau. The first lecture' to which Herder list-

ened discussed the question whether there are other

spirits than our souls. It criticised with easy irony,

and many amusing anecdotes, the superstitions of cobolds

and sprites, ghosts, magic, and haunted houses
;
shoAved

how a natural explanation of such phenomena was
always to be preferred ; and did not hesitate to suggest

that certain miracles might be accounted for on these

groiuids. In the coiu-se of their familiarity during these

years, Herder was initiated by Kant into the “Rous-
seauiana and Humiana,” and learned to correct the one

by the other, and both by his teacher. The nature of the

influence exerted by Rousseau has been already alluded

to ; that of Hume wdll -become evident as we go on.

We shall sec that in both cases the process w^'as sim-

ply the ferment caused by a seminal word thrown into

^ Suker’s tmislation of Hume’s ‘Enquiry concerning Human
Understanding ’ appeared in 1755, and Kant next year is found recom-
mending it to liis class. Apparently lie did not read Englisk.
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a mind well prepared to produce tlxo pure wine of

science.

If the current metaphysics of Germany h«ad twor

seriously affected Kant, the time was now past. Ijook-

ing hack upon his philosophical lessons from the vantage-

ground of some scientific experience, he was profoundly

impressed by their unreality and instability. For him,

as for his king, Frederick IL, Wolf was only a transition

stage, and was succeeded by the influence of Kewton,

Locke, and Voltaire. Yet both retained the love of

their youth; the veteran king in 1780 warmly rcc(un-

mended Wolfs logic to German schools and universi-

ties, long after the time when he had as enthusiiustically

asked the teachers to study “Loc.” It was in a spirit

akin to Locke and his followers that Kant spolco of

metaphysics as “a bottomless abyss, a gloomy ocean

with neither shore nor lighthouse,” and of i^hilosophical

discoveries as meteors whoso brilliancy gives no prom-

ise of durability.” But ho is aware how futile are the

hopes to mend these defects by imitating the procedure

' of the mathematicians, ‘‘It is tire business of philoso-

phy,” he says in the essay he sent in competition to tlm

Berlin Academy, “ to break up the confused ideas which

we find to hand, and to render them precise and definite.

It is the business of mathematics to put together and

compare given conceptions of magnitude—conceptions

which are clear and certain,—and then to see what can

be inferred from them.” While mathematics starts from

precise definitions of its elements, and constructs its ob-

jects, philosophy in its present stage can only hope to

discover its elements hy observation, abstraction, and

reffection. If mathematical method is synthetic or con-
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structivc, pluloRopliic motliod is aiialytic and tentative.

“ The genuine nietliod of metaphysics is at bottom iden-

tical with that which Hewtoii introduced into physical

science.”

It is the old warning of Bacon and Descartes and the

philosophic reformers :—^ve have no sound material for

building in philosophy, and our first cflbrts slioidd be

directed to securing vsome, however little. When the

philosophers strilvc upon the natural method of sound

reason
;
when they look first of all for what they surely

and unquestionably knoAv of the abstract conce])tion,

without as yet making any claim to give a full explana-

tion
;
when they only draw inferences from these certain

data, and when, on any change in the application of an

"

idea, they note whether the idea, though its symbol

remains tin*, same, may not have undergone a change

also,—tlum, though they may not bring so many dis-

coveries to market, those which they offer will bo war-

raxited sound.”

After noting the dangers peculiar to metaphysics from

the want of any immediate connection between word

and meaning, and from the tendency to treat the non-

perception of an attribute as proof of its non-existence,

Ivant jiroceeds to examine the principles of morals and

theology. In morals he finds the fundamental idea of

obligation involved in an obscurity Avhich affects the

whole system of ethics. The 1 ought ” means either a

problematical necessity (T ought to do A, if I wish to

obtain B), or 1 ought absolutely and witliout regard for

consequences. In the second case we have the true im-

perative of 3noral obligation. Positively this Imperative

may be expressed as, *‘Do the most perfect thing possible
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by tby means
;
” and negatively, Omit whatever luiulers

the greatest possible perfection attainable by thy niouna’*

But these formal rules are no sufficient guides to action.

They result in specific obligations only when certain

indemonstrable material principles are recognised as

exemplifying them. But how, the question rises, are we

to recognise the material priiiQiples of obligatioji ? . By

feeling or by reasoning ? All that can be stud is, that

though the material maxim or specific obligation may be

treated formally as a case of the general principle, still

no analysis can ever show the ground on which it is so

subsumed : we camiot, in short, tell why or how tlie

maxim leads to perfection.

In these remarks Kant is treating of the problems

which had exercised Hutcheson, Shaftesbury, and Hume

;

but at the same time, the position given to the idea of

obligation shows another current, which in time came to

be dominant in his mind. Passing to the philosophy of

religion, he distinguishes two departments of theology

of unequal evidence. The certainty which wo can hope

to attain of God as a moral governor and providence is

at best only approximate. But if by God we imderstand

the absolutely necessary Being, we have, he thinks,

knowledge which seems to promise more certainty than

most other philosophical truths. On this toi>ic he en-

larges in a special essay, the Onlj posdhJe ground for

demonstrating God’s existence.” Of the cogency of Iiis

argument he speaks with modesty. “ It is umpu'stion-

ably necessary,” are his closing words, “to >)e convinced
"

of God’s existence; but it is not quite so ‘ necessary to

demonstrate it.” All that he contends for is, that if

there be such a demonstration, it must follow the lines
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he down. There are four ways iu which it may ho

conceived that we can tlemonstrate the ])ciiig of God

:

two which may he styled a priori, and two a posteriori,

Tn the former, starting from the conception of possibility,

wo may either from the ground of possibilities argue to

the existence of God as cunsecpient (the ontological proof

of Anselm and Descartes); or from the possiliilities of

things as consequents, argue to the existence of God as

their ground.

The latter form of the a priori argument is tliat re-

commended by Kant as alone holding out hopes of a co-

gent proof. He ])egins by noticing the pecuharity of the

predication of existence. What is meant by saying that

something is or exists? Existence,” he remarks, ‘‘is

no predicate or determination of anything whatever, Imt

rather a predicate of the thought which we have about

it.” l>ut this inaccurate distinction does not cany us

far ; it only indicates that existence is a predication sid

(jeneris, and that as “ absolute i)osition ” it is to be dis-

tinguished from the “ ridative position ” or mere logical

relation expressed by the copula in a proposition. It

scarcely throws more light u])on the vexed ([uestion of

the relation of thought to reality, to say that it is the

special source of certain knowledge in exjierionce, medi-

ate or immediate, that entitles us to affirm existence,

—

unless some attempt is made to probe the conditions of

experience. Lut this Kant does not attempt. Any solu-

tion he suggests wouki be to the cffiect that existence

is given, and that thought only descrilios or classifies

it. Instead of trying to find how the actually existent

difiers from the merely possible, he contends that, if

there are possibilities in human thought, then, unless all
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possibility is to be made impossiblo (wbioli •would ho

impossible), there must bo an absoliiioly necessary FAist-

ence 'which renders these possibilities possible. b^urtlnM*

logical considerations show that this necessary Being

must be one, simple, unchangeable, and eternal
:
pos-

sessed of intellect and will: in one word, God. 'Thus,

after cutting the strings of his proof by the initial siatt*-

ment, that thoiight is one matter and existence another,

he treats the exhibition of the necessary correlation t»£

possible and actual, and of the inherent centralisation

which dominates thought, as ecpiivalcnt to a proof of

the real existence of a Deity. This is truly a dogmatic

slumber.’’

The a jioHtcriori form of the same argument prcst'iits

it under a more interesting aspect. Examining thu

properties of things known to us by experience, and

observing that, in order to be so constituted as they

must be to perform their combined functions, iliere is

needed a unity in diversity and a harmony in separation,

we are led to conclude the existence of a single principle

on which the feasibility of everything dei)ends. Alike

in geometry and in physics, Ivant shows how a single

property of space or a single law of nature is fertile in

innumerable results; which could not be, unless many
apparently independent agencies were really co-opemting

in general consilience to a common aim. Such mtenle-

pendence between what seem isolated forces is only pos-

sible, he thinks, on the assumption of a fundamental

unity of principle. But it would be a mistake to attri-

bute this consilience, as found in the geometrictil and

mechanical laws of nature, to the act of divine volition.

.U1 that it tends to show is, that ultimate unity of sub-
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stance is the necessary presupposition of that adapta-

tion to complex harmony by simple means which is

foiiiul on examination to characterise the objects of

geometry and mechanical science.

The case is idterod when we pass from inorganic

to organic nature. In the former, tlie harmony was duo

to the iu‘cessary consilience of primary elements in virtue

of general laws. In the latter, the adaptation of the

various parts in an organism, each of which has no

necessary suiiahility to the rest, is due to an artificial

coalition. The plant and animal arc contingent and

arbitrary units, and imply for their existence the exer-

cise of iutedligence and will,—in one word, design.

Kant’s ‘‘ improved method of natural theology ” is

thus a doubled larrelled argument. It infers not merely

a wise designer from the display of art in the adapta-

tions of organic objects, hut also a primal united source

of the very attributes of nature itself.

“ The contingent order in the parts of the world, so far as

it indicates as its source an act of will, can be of no use

towards proving that God created the matter of the universe.

Such is the art shown in the combination of the sentient

organs of animals with those for voluntary motion and vital

function, that the man must be wilfully blind who, when his

attention is directed to the point, fails to perceive the wise

Author of Nature who arranged so admirably tlie constitu-

ent matter of the animal body. But lie can go no fuither.

Whether this matter is eternal and self-subsisting, or has

been produced by the same Author, remains doubtful. W^e

come to a different conclusion when we remark that the

perfection of nature is not always artificial, but that rules

of great utility are sometimes linked together in necessary

unity, and that such an interconnection lies in the very pos-

sibilities of things. What shall we conclude from such an
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observation? Is tbis unity, this fruitful luunnouiousuess,

possible apart from dependence upon a wise Author The
prevalence of a regularity so wise and far-reaeliing Forbids

this. But as the unity in question has its foundations in

the very possibilities of things, there must be a wise Being,

apart from which all these natural objects are not possible,

and in which, as an all-embracing basis, the constituent

natures of endless natural objects enter into regular relations

of union,”

The “False Subtlety of Four Figures of Syllogism

is somewhat inept as a criticism of Aristotle, although it

may be valid as against the formal logic of Kant^s own
time. This logic, which Kant inherittul from the Wolf-

ians and Aristotelians, may have deserved the charge that

it “ treated the second, third, and fourth ligures of syl-

logism as inferences not requiring th(‘. interpolation of

other judgments;” but Aristotle was not open to the.

same accusation. Unfortunately Kant knew little of

Aristotle, except in the conventional form legitimated by
tradition. And he went on teaching the old doctrines

to his pupils, occasionally modifying them in d(*-tail, but

never fully confronting them with the new logic which
came to light in his ‘Criticism of a priorf Keiusoningd

The chief interest of the essay lies in its remarks on
judgment as the cognitive faculty of iimt order. An
act of judgment is not merely a distinguishing betwoim
two things : such physical distinguishing may be in-

ferred whenever a creature is seen to be impelled by
different impressions to dilforeut courses of action. But
when we have in addition a recognition of tlu^ distinc-

tion, this is logical judgment. It is a facidty fumla-

mental and peculiar to human beings, and implies a

power of making our impressions and feelings an object
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of our tlioughts—implies, iu sliort, consciousness or the

faculty of inner sense. Such self-consciousness is tho

basis of knowledge.^ As expressed, this faculty of logi-

cal judgment has two forms—Understanding (Versiand)

and Ecasoning (Venmufty These ai*c both acts or pro-

cesses of judgment — the former being immediate, the

latter mediate. Understanding, or the faculty of appre-

hension, helps to make our ideas distinct
;
Eeasoning or

Eatiocination, to make them complete. Understanding

is the power of seeing single conm^ctions, of discovering

the several features distinguishing an object
;
Eeasoning

is the power which combines these features together so

as to form a total. Psychologically, judgment is alike in

the single step of apprehension and in the combination

of these single stops
j
but epistemologically, in th^

relation to the method of science, Understanding r

Eeasoning can bo distinguished.

Tho * Attempt to Introduce the Conception of

tive Quantities into Philosophy’ exhibits a f

approach to Hume. There are, says Kant, tw*^

of opposition—logical and real. Logical oj)?"

found between two propositions which sev*

and deny a given attribute of a given su’’”

such a case tho two propositions cannot

less they are both imperfect statements ta7

quale ground. In real opposition, the tw

equally positive, and only distinguisho

negative wlien brought into relatioi

Thus, we have the two proposition.^/^

1 That relatioixs of thought (judgment

turn sensations into objective things—-t’

Pure Keason—is thus hinted iu 17i>2,
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.^100 from I>: A owes £100 to C. Taken separately,

we have no reason to speak of one of these as negative

more than the other. But when taken t('>gother, they

present a real opposition, and may bo conceivt'd as + and

- quantities which cancel each other. Thus, while in

logical opposition, the one member of the antitliesis is a

mere negation or absence : in real repugnance, t^vo posi-

tive groimds respectively cancel the result wdiich would

follow from the other. This idea Kant illustrates by

various cases. Thus, impenetrability may be treated as

negative attraction—that is, as genuine repulsion; ami

the occupation of space may be explainctl as thd re-

sultant from the opposition of these two forces. Plea-

sure and pain are really repugnant, whilst i)leasiiro has

s logical opposite in indifference. Pain, ?.r., is nega-

\ pleasure, or a positive agency cancelling the plea-

accruing from other sources. So vice is called

7-0 virtue, in the sense that it is a spring of fiction

hng against the moral law.

further course of the essay, Kant offers some

ms on the application of this idea of real

o the phenomena of change. ^SSomotliing

^^ses to exist
;
” but this is ordj paxi; of

e phrase of the essay, “Every vanishing

sing.’' Thus abstraction may be tenned

n

—

i.e., attexition fixed on something else

Conner object of consciousness.

' suppose we have explained the cessa-

Its of our mental activity, because wo
omissions. The more we examine
•confident judgments, the more we
")%v often we deceive ourselves by
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mere words, without tinderstancliiig the thing. When I

.have not a certain idea before me, and ha\e not had it at

all i^roviously, it. is no doiiht intelligible enongh to say I

omit to thinlc it—this word only moaning that as the ante-

cedent is absent, tlio conso(|nent is absent alst). But when
we ask ho-w an idea that ^vas in our minds a minute ago is

there no Itnigor, the same answer has no sense. The not-

being is now privation—tlie omission now means the undo-

ing of an activity which wiis in existence just before.”

It is often difficult to say if a given negation is a

more defect due to some absence of force, or a priva-

tion duo to the collision of t\vo positive springs of

action. In the mental world, inactivity of mind may
bo the resnltant of an ecpiilibriuin of forces

;
and the

forces may be gi^eate.r taken separately than in many
cases of active tlioiight—only they neutralise each otliin\

Aiid the same caution is necesvsary in our moral judg-

ments, whore, in the words of Burns,

—

What's done w^e partly may compute

;

But know not what's resisted.”

The conclusion of the essay is as follows^—

“ I very well understand liow’' a logical-

from its antecedent hy the law of ide'

the antecedent shows it to contain

composition is the antecedent of w^

sequent. . . , But how sometl

else, and not in virtue of the ho

like to see explained. . . . T
term the logical, the latter ih

to the real antecedent, and i

question presents itself in

understand^ that because s

logical consequent results
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antecedent. IMan is Mlible : liis fallibility is a consetinence

of bis finite nature
;

for if I analyse tbe conceptual of a

finite mind, I see that it implies fallibility. But tbe will

of God is tbe real reason for the existence of tbe world.

Now here, tbe divine ^yill is one thing ; tbe existing world

is something else. Yotgu’en tbe one, tbe other follows. . , .

Here analyse tbe conception of divine will as much as you
please, you ivill never find an existing world implicit in it

and following from it by the law of identity. I decline i(i

be put off with tbe words Cause and Effect, Force and Action
;

for if I begin by treating one thing as tbe cause of suinetbing

else, or invest it with tbe character of an effect, my thought

of it virtually includes tbe relation of real antecedent to con-

sequent. And that once done, it is easy to see bow tbe con-

sequent follows by tbe law of identity. ... Of opposition

I have a clear idea founded on tbe law of contradiction. I

can see bow, by asserting that God is infinite, I cancel tbe

predicate mortal, as contradictory to infinitude. But bow
the motion of one body is cancelled by tbe motion of another,

•ben tbe two are not contradictory, is a very different ques-

'11. If I presuppose impenetrability standing in real oppo-

m to each and every force that seeks to penetrate into the

Nqccupied by a body, I can understand bow tbe move-
^e cancelled

;
but in that case I have confronted one

'dtio^svdtb another. But suppose we attempt to

^^ition in general, and to give a clear con-

something exists, sometliiiig else is

Av more than I have already said—that

\irtue of tbe law of contradiction ?

Ve of our knowledge, particularly

Mtecedents and consequonls : I

results of my researches. My
\n between a red antecedent

created or anniliilated can

but only by a conception,

nalysis l)e reduced to sim-

still, after all, our know-
buites in simple and irre-
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duciWe conceptions of real antecedents, of which the relation

to their consequents can never he made perfectly clear.”

It may be well to set beside this passage some sen-

tences from Hume’s Essays (for Kant apparently was

acquainted only with the ‘Enquiry,’ and not with the

‘ Treatise on Human Kature ’) :

—

“All relations concerning matters of fact seem to he founded

on tire relation of cause and effect. ... I venture to affirm

as a general proposition which admits of no exception, that

tlie knowledge of this relation is not in any instance attained

hy reasoning apnori^ but arises entirely from experience. . . .

The mind can never possibly find the eflect in the siq^posed

cause by the most accurate scrutiny mid examination
;
for

the effect is totally different &om the cause, and consequently

can never be discovered in it. . . . It is confessed that the

utmost effort of human reason is to reduce the i)rinciples

productive of natural phenomena to a greater simplicity, and

to resolve the many particular effects into a few general ctiiises

hy means of reasonings from analogy, experience, and obser-

vation. But as to the causes of these general causes, we
should in vain attempt their discovery

; nor shall we ever

he able to satisfy ourselves hy any particular cxi*>lication of

them. . . . Elasticity, gravity, cohesion of parts, communi-

cation of motion hy impulse : these are probably the ulti-

mate causes and principles which we shall ever discover in

nature,”

The resemblance between the two writers is at this

point so close, that it compels us to consider Kant as

inffuenced by Hume—though it would he a mistake

to treat ,him as a careful student of his predecessor. In

Hume’s mind the question is clear. Convinced as he is

“ that all our distinct perceptions are distinct existences,”

and “that the mind never perceives any real connection

between distinct existences,” Hume is asking how the

p.—V.
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fact tliat we believe in such real and necessary" coiinec'

tion can be explained or accounted for. Xant has noi,

yet reached any such clear formulation of the issue. P>ui

gradually he is brought face to face with the contrast

between the real and the phenomenal world,—between

the world of true being, as the idealists call it, and the

world of change and becoming ;—the contrast between

the world assumed by formal logic, and the worltl which

the real sciences have to analyse. On the one hand,

we have a world of forms, orders, classes
;
on the other,

a world of forces, evolution, and natural Icinds. The

ordinary logic has no means for explaining, or indeed

taking account of, the nexus between real existences.

Two ideas are struggling for the mastery in his mind.

He still retains a hold of the idealist position—that all

the distinct existences we perceive are in the last resort

dependent on a fundamental unity theistically conceived.

But he is equally animated by the spirit of the experi-

mental sciences, which seem at least to proceed from the

parts to the whole—or rather from a given particular fact

to its connections and generalisations, to its anteccdonis,

consequents, and uniformities. Perhaps the best index

of his position at this period, between English empiri-

cism. and German rationalism, is seen in the remarks

accompanying his notice of lectures for 1765 :

—

'' Philosophy being,” he says, by its very nature the busi-
ness of manhood, no wonder difficulties are felt in adapting
it to the untrained faculties of the young. The youth, let

loose from school-instruction, had been in the habit of learn-
ing ; and so, he thinks, he will now learn philosophy. But
that cannot be

; he must now learn to philosophise. . .

The true method of philosophic teaching is zetetic

—

i.e., in-
quiring

; only with the fuller growth of reasoning does it in
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some instances become dogmatic

—

i.e,^ positive or decided.

The philosophical text-book, therefore, is not to be treated

as a standard for our judgments, but only as an occasion

for forming judgments about the author’s ideas—it may be,

against them The method of reflecting and drawing conclu-

sions for himself is the craft in which the pupil wants to

gain a mastery. . . . And hence it will be apparent how
unnatural it is for philosophy to be a professional study

(Brothinst) : its inmost character is violated when it has to

adapt itself to the caprices of demand and the law of fashion.”

After thus affinning philosophy to be nothing if not

free and critical, Kant proceeded to sketch the order

he proposed to adopt in his several courses for that

session. In the course on Metaphysics, the early lec-

tures would deal with experiential psychology, where,

avoiding all mention of soul, a reasoned account would

be given of the facts or phenomena of the mental life.

Going on next to the theory of living bodies (the biology

of the period), and thirdly to cosmology, or the theory of

the material world, he would come in the fourth place

to ontology, which expounds the general properties of

things, and includes rational psychology (where the idea

of soul or spirit is brought in), and would terminate

with rational theology. This arrangement—a compro-

mise between Lockian tendencies and the traditional

philosophy—has, according to Kant, the advantage of

reserving the hardest points to the last, and allowing the

hearers, who di’op off before then, to carry away some

definite results from their attendance. Tn logic, post-

poning to a later period the higher logic, which is a

criticism and a regulative of all philosophy, he would

treat mostly of common logic, which is a criticism and

a regulative of the healthy intellect, as it comes into
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contact -with crndeness and ignorance on the one band,

and with science and learning on tbe other. The Logic

course included also a brief digression into a criticism

of the Taste, or ^'Lsthetics. In ethics, altme, does Kant

make distinct reforenco to English thmkcrs.

Some time about 1760 Kant had, like the rest of the

world, been smitten with curiosity about the alleged

spiritualistic performances in which Swedenborg figured.

Though generally disposed to scepticism in the matter of

supernatural apparitions, he was somewhat staggered by

the show of circumstantiality in the Swedenborgian

visions. Kot content with getting friends to make

inquiries for him on the spot, he even vu'ote to the

seer himself, who, however, returned no reply. Eur

some time he either had not complete disbelief in the

stories, or at least ho declined to express it. In a letter

to Erl V. Knobloch, ,which, from internal and other

evidence, must have been mitten about 1763 (and not

in 1758 as Borowski puts it or in 1768 as a Sweden-

borgian wishes to date it), ho expresses no decided

opinion on the spiritualistic experiences. His interest,

indeed, was strong enough to make him spend seven

pounds on a copy of Swedenborg’s great work (published

years before, though Kant thought it was yet to come),

and to study the alleged visions as well as the theories

of the author. His investigations were talked about, and

the importunity of friends drew from him a.book,

—

* Dreams of a Visionary explained by Dreams of Meta-

l^hysics,’—in its mixture of sympathy and scorn, spiritual-

ism and materialism, the strangest of liis works.

It begins by noting the absence of any real answer to

such questions as, What is a spirit? How is spiritual
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presence detected? How is spirit related to matter?

Why a spirit and a body constitute a unity, and what

the forces are which, on the occurrence of certain dilapi-

dations, destroy this unity, are questions transcending

our intelligence. And yet that there is a class of im-

material natures to which the soul belongs seems highly

probable. The inconceivability of the relation between

body and spirit is, after all, due to the fact that our ideas

of external action are derived from experiences of bodily

pressure or impact. But there can be no pressure be-

tween body and spirit. May we not suppose that in

every substance, even in the simple elements of matter,

there is an internal agency, and t^iat it is with this in-

ternal agency, and not the outward, that the spirit was

directly in contact ? In these internal modifications the

soul would .thus come to perceive the condition of the

external universe wliich corresponds to them.

Setting aside, therefore, the outward dead matter, sub-

ject to mechanical laws, we may suppose, on the other

liand, an immaterial world consisting of beings subject

to what we may caU pneumatic laws. It will include

aU created minds, w^hether conjoined with matter or not,

the sensitive subjects in all kinds of animals, and all

other vital principles in nature. Between this imma-

terial world and the material any intercommunication

must be hold accidental or due to divine interference,

—

the former being a self-subsistciit, self-contained system.

In the present life, accordingly, ' the human soul has

relations with two worlds. As united with a body in

one person, it is percipient of the inward agency, and

indirectly of the external phenomena, of material nature.

As a member of the spint-wurld, it receives and trans-
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mits purely immaterial influences. “ This,’^ says Kant,

with a jeer, “is as good as proved, or might easily be

proved, if we were to go into detail, or, better still, will

yet be proved one day, I know not where or when.”

It is also probable that the spirits which are separate-

ly existent have no direct consciousness of the sense-

world, and though they are in commimication with

human spirits, the two kinds of spirit cannot convey

clearly to each other their peculiar ideas.

Such a hypothesis may perhaps receive a slight corro-

boration by inferences or conjectoes from observed facts.

How often does the focus towards which our efibrts con-

verge seem to lie outside us 1 Does not the sense of

dependence on others’ judgment betray the tacit feeling

of a universal intellect, in which all thinking beings are

at one ? When we consider how a secret force makes

us work for others’ welfare, and how the moral instincts

force us out of our selfish isolation, are we not led to

believe in a moral unity, and to see all particular wills

dependent on a universal will Dwelling on these con-

siderations, we can perhajjs neglect the strange divergen-

cies seen in the moral and physical conditions of man.

Eor, the corporeal world, we may say, prevents these

spiritual affinities appearing in their full distinctness.

Yet even here, the soul of man is a member of the imma-

terial world
:
present and future, life and death, make

one continuous whole in the order of spiritual nature.

But it may be asked, Why, if such a conmnmity

exists, is its appearance so rare ? To answer this objec-

tion, let us remember the radical uulikeness between

the ideas of the same person considered as man and as

spirit. The possibility of any communication between
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the pure spirit and its matter-clad kinsman depends on

establishing a connection between abstract spiritual

ideas, and cognate images which awake analogous

or symbolical conceptions of a sensuous kind. Such

associations are formed in persons of peculiar tempera-

ment. At certain times such seers are assailed by appa-

ritions, which, however, are not, as they suppose, spirit-

ual natures, but only an illusion of the imagination,

which substitutes its pictures for the real spiritual influ-

ences, imperceptible to the gross human soul. Thus
“ departed souls and pure spirits, though they can never

produce an impression upon our outward senses, or stand

in community with matter, can still act upon the soul of

man, which, like them, belongs to a great spirit-common-

wealth. For the ideas they excite in the soul clothe

themselves according to the law of fantasy in allied

imagery, and create outside the seer the apparition of

the objects to which they are appropriate.’’

In this “ fragment of esoteric philosophy ” we have a

“dream of a metaphysician”—a “fairy-tale from the

fool’s paradise of metaphysia” If we consult a “vulgar

philosopliy ” for a theory of ghosts, we get a different

style of explanation. It founds upon the
2
^ower by which

the senses seem to localise their objects, at the points

where the lines marking the direction of the impression

intersect. If we allow with Descartes that imaginative

ideas are attended by movements in the brain, we may
perhaps assume that in normal people the lines of such

movements meet within the brain, whilst in people

whose brains are by birth or accident perturbed, the

imaginary focus of the lines falls outside the brain, and

the creations of a disordered imagination are thus local-
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ised in outward space. Suck an explanation reduces

the spirit-seer from a kalf-dweller in another world to

the level of a candidate for the lunatic asylum
;
and in-

stead of sending the claimants of supernatural vision to

the stake, recommends them a dose of medicina

Yet Kant does not authoritatively decide in either

way. He thus concludes this part of his essay :

—

“ I do not pledge myself to deny truth to the hosts of

ghost-stories altogether ; and yet, what though curious is

common, reserve my scepticism iihout each separately, while

allowing them some credibility as a whole. The reader may
decide as he pleases

;
for my part, the preiionderance of

arguments for the first theory is great enough to keep me
a serious and undecided listener of all such marvellous

» tales. It is no doubt true that we can never claim to have

either by reasoning or observation exhausted any object of

the senses, were it even a drop of water, a gram of sand, or

anything simpler still, so boundless is the complexity even

in the smallest things which nature offers for investigation

to a limited intellect like that of man. But this does not

apply to the philosophic theory of spiritual beings. That
may be completed, if only negatively : we can discover, that

is, limits to our intelligence, and gain the conviction that the

phenomena an<l laws of j)hysical life are all we are permitted

to know. But as for the principle of life or spiritual nature
(which we do not know, but meri‘ly conjecture), it can never
be positively thought

;
there arc no data for such a concep-

tion in the whole range of onr perceptions. We may make
shift with negatives, so as to think something so utterly dif-

ferent from any object of sense : but the very possibility of
these negatives rests neither on experience nor inherences,

but on a fiction to which reason, when deprived of other
refuge, flies for aid. Pneumatology, therefore, may be termed
a theory of the necessary ignorance of mankind about a
supposed kind of beings

; and as such it may easily he up
to the level of its task. And so, one copious chapter of
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metaph.ysics, tlie wliole ([uestion of p;pints, I lay aside as

done with and settled, flenceforlli it concerns me not.”

The conclusion thus reached, that the si)here of know-

ledge is limited hy experience, remains fixed for Ivant.

The existence of sjnrits is a metaphysical hypothesis.

But whilst a scientific hypothesis takes only the funda-

mental forces already known, and combines them in

some mode (which must at least be possilile) to produce

the given phenomenon, a metaphysical hypothesis

assumes some new and fundamental relation between

causes and elfects. Such chimerical fictions are no ex-

planation, but merely devices to save labour.

As a commentary on the essay, we may add a few

words from a letter (April 8, 1766) to Mendelssohn, whom
the persiflage of metaphysics grieved :

‘‘ I can neither

divest myself of a slight attachment to this kind of stories,

nor can I help cherishing a conjecture that the arguments

for them are sound, though the absurdity of the stories

takes away all their value, and though chimeras and in-

conceivabilities mar the arguments. ... As regards the

stores of this kind of meta
2)hysical knowledge at present

in the market, it is neither fickleness nor fri^'olity, but

the lessons of prolongcil study, wliich make me hold it

the wisest course*, to stnii metaphysics of its dogmatic

garb, and to meet its pretended science with scepticism.

The use of this is no doubt negative merely, but it leads

the way to I’lositivc* gain
; for if tlie guilelessness of

hoaltliy ignorance needs only an organon in order to

reach trutli, the perverted intellect, with its sh(im

science, must first liave a cathartic.
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CHAPTEE X

THE PHILOSOPHICAL ENVIRONMENT OP KANT.

The record tracing Kaiit^s mental history np to the year

1770, has in the main a merely biographical interest.

With the publication of the ‘Criticism of Pure Eeason ^

the sago of Ivonigsberg emerges from his retirement, and

before the close of the eighteenth century comes to hold

the foremost place in European philosophy. A brief

glance at the problems which chiefly exercised his con-

temporaries will help to set Ivant^s own labours in a

clearer light.

]\rodern Europe has inherited its philosophy from

Greece and Judaaa. Medieval speculation in its main

stream carried along a turbid mass of dogmas, some

derived, through many and worthless intermediaries,

from the lessons of Plato and Aristotle
;
others due to

the hopes and aspirations, sometimes morbid, of oriental

seekers after God. Its pride had been to forge links

of argument binding earth to heaven, science to faith,

facts of sense to ideas of reason. The modern world,

as soon as it grew conscious, began to groan under this

burden of theory which dictated to human thought the

objects of belief and the limits of knowledge. Espcci-
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ally loud grew the complaint when the severance grew
more and more palpable between what the ecclesiastical

philosophy taught as logically compacted truth, and what
experience on every hand, from Columbus to Copernicus

and Galileo, showed to be natural fact. First came
Bacon and the ‘Novum Organum,' with the ejection of

scholastic logic,—the rejection of the claim of human
thought to control nature. Bacon's fundamental lesson

is to condemn the tendency of the human mind to regard

its habits of thought as laws of the universe, and to

insist upon the duty of seeking without preposses-

sion to learn the conditions on which the phenomena of

the physical world repose. As against the ideas of the

divine mind, by which he means the forms or objective

laws regulating the constitution of a thing and the

series of its phases, he subjects to criticism the so-called

idola of the human mind, its inherent or acquired,

universal or individual, scholarly or vulgar, tendencies

to see in the teachings of experience only an exempli-

fication of certain anticipations of its own. And this

protest against the importation of subjective ideas, of

principles of human convenience, such as adaptation

and simplicity—and this assertion of the “ form ” (the

aim of knowledge being thus defined as the discovery

of that law or principle in an object which governs

the order of its phenomena)—these, and some hints

on the methods of elimination available in scientific

inquiry, constitute I'acon's main contribution to phil-

osophy. They had the effect of bringing things to

the front, and putting thought out of view. The
only use left for thought was to direct experiment, to

collect and compare instances of a phenomenon with
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a view to eliciting its fundamental, generic, objective

cbaracteristics.

The suggestions offered by the example of llacoii were

followed out by Hobbes and by English philosophy in

its most characteristic and illustrious examples. The

first consequences of that example in Hobbes were the

adoption of what we may call an atomistic theory of

nature and morality. But the teaching of Hobbes was

not duly appreciated by the popular mind. It was

Locke who really laid the foundation of the way of

looking at the problems of life and mind which domin-

ated English philosophy for at least half a century, and

has not ceased to be an important factor in it at the

present day. During the whole of the eighteenth cen-

tury Locke and Hewton are the “great twin brethren”

of the European philosopliical firmament : and in their

name prophesy the prophets from the Ehone to the

Heva.

But Locke can only be understood by a reference to

Cartesianismu Descartes, like Bacon, made a protest

against scholasticism. But whereas Bacon sot on foot a

movement outside the boundaries of the school, which

grew and increased independently till it came back

strong enough to reconstitute idiilosophy, Descartes was

rather an internal reformer who sought to rcconstrxict

the irregular edifice of medievalism on a now principle.

That principle was the centrality and priority of thought.

A clear and distinct conception was made the certain

evidence of reality and truth : cogito^ ergo mw. Thus

the negative criterion, that confusion and indistinctness

indicate some error in our ideas, was at one turn trans-

lated into the positive canon that whatever we clearly
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and distinctly tliink is true. What Descartes no clouht

sought was to g(‘t rid of the eternal see-saw of argumen-

tation, and to found the ultimate objects of belief on
immediate or intuitive perception. We have, he says,

certain ideas,—notably the idea of God,—which are

unmistakable, and force themselves upon our thoughts

whether w^e mil or not : ideas which we do not volun-

tarily make, and wliich are the inevitable issue of our

mental constitution : luaice, argues Descartes, the objects

of these ideas exist independently of our thoughts, of

which they so obviously are tlie masters. It would not

be easy to determine how far these metaphysical pre-

sumptions are essential to Descartes; they certainly

came to be the very essence of Cartesianism. Innate

ideas—thoughts which, just because they were univer-

sally or geiuu'icaUy thought, W'ere treated as evidence of

a reality beyond the mind—came to be the recognised

creed of the Cartesian scliouL

Against that doctrine Locke contends negatively and
positively ; negatively, by showing that such generic

ideas are not vorilled as existing in aU men when we
appeal to experience

;
positively, by showing that all our

ideas can be traced either to sensations, or to reflection

upon wdiat takes place in the operation of our minds.

Locke was the iirst who distinctly set in the front of

philosophy the necessity “ to examine our own abilities,

and see what objects our understandings were or were

not fitted to deal with.” Bacon and Descartes had

raised the question of the method suitable for gaming

knowledge. Locke proposed the question as to the

limits of knowledge. And his answer in plain words

had been, that “ all our knowledge coi^sists in the view
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the mind has of its own ideas.” The charm which ho

exercised upon his age, however, resided in the ease and

simplicity with which the psychological history of our

ideas was written from the elementary constituents up to

the highest and most complicated conjunctions. The

normal individual, instead of receiving certain ideas

from a mysterious original constitution, found himself

gradually coming into possession of the whole of his

conceptions by a careful and intelligent attention to the

lessons which nature gave through his senses, and by

the combination of these data according to his own

free choice, giving unity or instituting relationsliip

between the data supphed to it. Metaphysics was

transformed into psychology. Instead of the old dis-

tinction between Mind and Matter, Thought and Ex-

tension, which had been cardinal for the Cartesians,

Locke set up a new distinction within the sphere of

consciousness, a psychological parallelism between an

inner and an outer sense (sensation and reflection) with

their respective ideas. -Grant a susceptibility to the

impressions of external sense (which does not seem to

be asking much), and it is apparently possible to show

how aU the distinctions of mind and matter, substance

and relations, cause and effect, morality and theology,

can be psychologically explained as natural products in

the development of reflection.

With Berkeley, who turns round to examine that

parallelism between inner and outer sense which Locke

had adopted with Cartesian confidence, a further step

in the direction of idealism is taken. ^ The Lockian

theory had been something of a compromise, with its

elements in unstable e(|uilibriuim It w^as possible for
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liis disciples to tlirow tlie main weight on external

sense, and treat abstract ideas and general conceptions

as faint and dim traces of tlie full - bodied and vivid

sensation. It was possible, on tlie otlier hand, to

emphasise the operation of inner sense. Loclcc had

shown that the secondary qualities of body (colour,

smeU, &c.) were conditioned by the human organism; but

he had held that the primary (mathematical) qualities

were in bodies as they were in the mind, and had still

accepted the view of substance as the unknown and

obscure something on which the qualities of body are

supported. Berkeley cut away these supports to realism.

He showed that distance and extension were functions

of the organism with its enviroimient, not less than

colour
;
that they are not less relative, though differently

relative, to the subject, than the secondary qualities.

As for the substances which Locke still acknowledged,

he maintained that these abstract general ideas were

metaphysical delusions. A thing, he taught, is a sum of

perceptions,—a collection of ideas which have no exist-

ence save in a mind perceiving them. Of these two
orders of being, therefore, minds or spirits and the ideas

or perceptions which exist in the mind, the universe is

made up. Spirit, or that which perceives, is the only

substance, or only thing truly self-existent. Ideas are

thus passive and inert: they can do nothing, or, in

strict language, be the cause of anything
;
and hence to

explain the origin and succession of ideas in our own
consciousness we must caU in something which is itself

no idea but a spirit, or “ incorporeal active substance,”

who is thus for us the Author of Hature, the cause of

our ideas. It is God who has arranged our ideas in
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certain order : in tliemselves they throw no light upon

each other : their causality and other connections are

only rules for their hchaviour to be learnt by observa-

tion. “ There is nothing necessary or essential in the

case, but it depends entirely on the will of the 'go^xuii-

ing Spirit.”

This attack on the causal principle'—this assertion

that there is no real causal connection between things,

but only a juxtaposition imposed by Superior Will,

and left open to our inspection—was resumed with

more vigour and on different ground by Hume. More

thoroughgoing than Locke, Hume distinguishes be-

tween the i7npTession,% or more forcible and violent per-

ceptions (sensations, passions, and emotions), as they

make their first appearance in the soul
; and the ideas^

or faint images of these impressions, which we use in

thinking and reasoning. He distinguishos, in short (and

the distinction is cardinal in Kant also), between “ f(*-cl-

ing” and “thinking.” It is with ideas founded upon

impressions, and with such ideas alone and their rela-

tions, that knowledge is concerned. ’Wlion he comes to

the ideas of Substance and Causality, and is oliliged to

answer the question as to what feeling or impression

they are founded on, he raises specially important

issues. Locke had allowed that there was something

substantial in Substance, though he pronounced it un-

knowable. Hume declared it to be only a “ colhjction

of simple ideas united by the imagination.” So far as

material substances were concerned, Lerkeley but

said the same. But the Bishop of (31oyne was tenderer

towards spiritual substance. Here Hume goes unhesi-

tatingly to work, “ They are the successive perceptions
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only tliat constitute tlie mind :
” the notion of our own

identity is due simply to the smooth and uninterruj)ted

progr(iSS hy which our thought on rejection is led along

from one past impression to another.

Yory slightly difierent is the treatment of the idea of

Causation hy Hume. It was this part of his pliilosophy

which formed the special point of contact between him
and Kant

;
and did so, because in the ‘ Essays ^ it occu-

pies a prominent position, whilst Substance is only dis-

cussed in the earlier ‘Treatise on Human Hature.' He
points out that we have no impression of Causality on

which our idea of it can be legitimately based; we can

no more perceive that one thing exerts power or acts

upon another, than we can perceive a substance as the

support of its attributes. “We never have any impres-

sion that contains any power or efficacy
;
we therefore

never have any idea of power.” “ The simple view of

any two objects or actions, liowever related, can never

give us any idea of power or of a connection betwixt

them
;

this idea arises from the repetition of their union :

the repetition neitluu’ discovers nor causes anything in

the objects, but has an influence only on the mind by

that customary transition it pro<luces
;
this customary

transition is therefore the same with the power and

necessity, which are consequently qualities of percep-

tions, not of objects, and are internally felt by the soul,

and not perceived externally in bodies.” “Thus,” says

Kant, by way of commentary, “ the conception of a cause

is fallacious and misleading, and, in the mildest way of

speaking, an illusion which may be so far excused, since

the custom (a subjective necessity) of perceiving certain

tilings or qualities of things associated with the existimee

p.—V. K
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of others either siimiltaneotisly or in succession, was

unawares taken for an objective necessity of assigning

such a connection to the things themselves.”

Kant had been originally trained under different phil-

osophical auspices. Germany had not broken with the

scholastic philosophy in the same decisive way as Prance

or England. The Lutheran Eeformation had not de-

throned Aristotle from his philosophic sway
;
and in the

universities *of Germany there still flourished a schol-

asticism slightly accommodated to modern needs, and

tinctured here and there by Cartesian ideas imported

from the schools of Holland. The old alliance between

philosophy and theology remained to appearance intact

;

and this theological tone had received fresh life from

the example and doctrine of Leibnitz The innovating

ideas of Descartes, passing through the alembics of

Christian theology and pagan pantheism, finally disap-

peared in a new and imposing system of abstract reason-

ing composed by Wolf and the Leibnitians. Scholastic

theology sprang up with renewed vigour. With un-

abated confidence these thinkers sought to exhibit the

order of nature as a reasoned order of ideas, following in

a logical chain. They sought to reach—and imagined

they had reached—a keynote by which all the harmo-

nious music of the universe should be written down

;

the all-embracing password which would open every

gate and barrier in nature; the mainspring of the

macliinery of the world, on which tlie whole series of its

movements depended. The power of mathematics had
taught them to hope for similar miracles in metaphysics.

With ingenuous faith in the power of reason to accomplish

whatever it felt necessary for its economy, they tried to
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show that everything has a good ground fur being what

it is and nothing else. At first, indeed, the absolute

necessity by which one tiling devolves from another was

confined to the range of abstract and ideal tmtln Hut

even in the occurrcnco of facts there was discovered a

guiding principle— the principle of Sufficient Eeason, or

Principle of the Pest. Thus, although an event is con-

tingent in the sense that it depends upon a combination

of forces, which, so far as we know, have nothing in

common, yet it is subject to a wider principle of adapta-

tion to an end and of progress to the best, and is ac-

cordingly to some extent governed by preconceived laws.

There are thus two keys by which philosophy unlocks

all mysteries. The Principle of Identity and Contra-

diction governs the consecutive trains of necessary truth

—such truths, for example, as those of geometry. The

Principle of Sufficient Eeason explains the order of con-

tingent events : they all converge towards the fulfilment

of a divine plan, and accord with the counsels of absolute

wisdom.

JSTo philosophy perilaps has held a stronger faith than

the Wolfian in the supremacy of reasoning, and none has

a better right to the name of Eationalisin. Kor should

it ever be forgotten that in tliis assertion of reasoning

as against fact of authority, tradition, and observation,

the Wolfians had got hold of a sound principle only

requiring limitation. And that principle is, that even

facts of observation, no less than facts imposed by

authority, must lie brought into a reasonable intercon-

nection before they can be anytliing more than objects

of amazement, doubt, or antipathy. Their error lay in

a failure to estimate exactly how far these powers of
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reasoning could go—a vagueness of tliought, vdiicli ap-

pears in the admission that side hy side with the reasoned

or abstract branch of the science, in which the whole of

its propositions appear as evolved by regular deduction

from a fertile first principle, there was also an empirical

science of the same name an empirical beside a

Qxdional psychology). And in this empirical science all

that reasoning had to do was to impose an external ar-

rangement upon the several data given ])y observation.

It was only natural in such a state of things to conjecture

that the show of geometrical demonstration was more

specious than efficacious, and that the real force of

argument lay in the processes of observation.

The suspicion that reasoning was trading on mere

credit, whilst observation and experiment really fur-

nished the capital and labour required, was probaldy

intensified by growing acquaintance with English phil-

osophy. Tlmough the ‘Acta Eruditoriim ’ of Leipsic,

German scholars became familiar with the experimental

method of inquiry which had its home in England, ami

the savants of the two countries co-operated in advanc-

ing the growth of natural knowledge. Of all the Eng-

lish philosophers, Locke had the greatest infiuence.

Even Wolf recognised his merits, and Wolfs opponents

were still more indebted to his suggestions. In Got-

tingen, Eeder, Meiners, and Tittel (all of them amongst
the opponents of Kant) were ardent popularisers of

Locke’s theories. And even where the discipleshij)

was less obtrusively presented, the same influence

betrayed itself in the keener prosecution of empirical,

and especially moral, psychology— the so-called “ in-

ductive study of the human mind,” A psychological
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epiclGmic visited Germany. Pope’s dictum, that ‘^the

proper study of mankind is man,” might have served as

motto to numerous Ijooks and bulky magazines. Analy-

sis and classitication of the human mind—accompanied,

sometimes, by morbid introspection of consciousness

—

culminated in the threefold division of mental faculties

into thought, feeling, and will, which was handed on

from J. N. Tetens (1736-1805) to Kant, and became the

occasion of the subdivision of his ‘ Criticism of Reasoning ’

into tlmee separate works. It is impossible to estimate

the amount of mischief which this doctrine of mental

faculties wrought in Kant’s system. His belief in their

reality is almost touching. Three superior faculties of

knowledge (understanding, judgment, and reasoning)

match the threefold range of mental activity in general,

and get complicated with the triple stages of perception

(in sense, imagination, and apperception). Each of

these faculties comes forward in his pages as an inde-

pendent agent with a sway of its own : they deal with

each other like sovereigns, conduct peace and war, and

form treaties by means of intermediate powers. The

Reasoning usurps the place of the Understanding
3
the

Judgment allies the Senses with the Intellect; the Imagi-

nation plays into the hands of the Understanding. Kor

is this metaphorical and dramatic eltect the worst. There

is also engendered a feeling that the whole question

before Kant is a psychological inquiry. And it takes

some trouble to got over these personifications of mental

action as psychological entities, and see that the real

question, only encumbered by this baggage of faculties,

is the more precise ascertainment of that objectivity or

truth of knowledge which is attainable by human beings.
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Kant discards the probleln of psychology as secondary,

and brings forward the prohleni of epistemoloijy—not

the nature of the soul, hut the constitutive and regulative

elements of human knowledge.

Another battle, besides that between rationalistic or

a priori methods and empirical or psychological inquiry,

divided the thinkers who wrote for the people. Ey

them abstract questions about the supreme conditions of

knowledge were replaced by arguments on the idtimate

powers wliich influence human life. Here we have the

antagonism between theists and materialists. On the

one hand stood the disciples of natural theology, who

fancied they saw a clear ladder of argument leading up

from nature to the God of nature, and from this world

to the world beyond the grave. Moses Mendelssolm,

the Jewish philosopher, may serve as a type of these

thinkers. The fundamental theses of theism are two

:

that there is possible, for natrual reasoning, a discovery

of a personal God, and a conviction of the personal

immortality of the soul. Mendelssohn argues for the

former in his ‘ Morgenstunden,’ for the latter in his

‘Phsedo.’ A noble heart, nourished on Jewish or on

Christian faith, coming in course of time to dissever its

ties with sectarian dogma, is anxious to give the sanc-

tion of natural logic to the hallowed ideas borrowed, at

least indirectly, from revelation. In pantheism it sees

a gulf of darkness scarcely less black than utter atheism

or materialism
;
and one can understand the horror with

which the prototype of “Kathan the Wise” heard the

suggestion,—only too well founded,—that his friend,

the great Lessing, had been dra-wn to sympathise in his

secret soul with the heresy of Bpinoza.
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As yet, however, Spinoziam-lay in the background as

a lUisuiKlerstood and neglected force. The true enemy

against which deism had to contend on the battle-fields

of philosophy was materialism. In its extremer form,

as presented by La Mcttrie, materialism was an exag-

gerated revival of the doctrines of Epicurus. It saw

in the universe and in man nothing but the action of

mechanical laws : it found no God in the world, and

held the human soul to be a more residt of organisation.

But there were probably many unable to adopt the creed

in its integrity. Yoltairo was an earnest and candid

theist; and Friedrich 11. ,
like his friend, accepted the

argument from design. “ The whole world,” says Fnod-

rich, “ demonstrates the existence of a supreme, conscious,

final cause : we have only to open our eyes to be con-

vinced of it” But the “Great King,” as Kant calls

him, had abandoned the belief in immortality
]
and to

those who appealed to everlasting rewards and penalties

as the sanctions of morality, he asserted virtue to be its

own reward.

There is a general siinilaiity, indeed, between the re-

ligious views of Friediich and of Kant, as there is between

both and Yoltaire in his calmer moods. To ecclesiasti-

cal Christianity, and the special doctrines of revelation,

their attitude is indifference—which only becomes ac-

tive hostility when they suspect an attempt to impose

belief by the force of the civil and social arm. “The

history of the Church,” says the king, in words which

might have been used by Kant, “ is the arena of priestly

ambition, intrigue, and selfishness : we find in it—not

God, but—profane misuse of the divine name, by which

the priests, objects as they are of popular reverence.
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cloak their own cruninal desires.” The rescript of June

1740, by which Friedrich heralded a reign of toleration

in religion—“Hier nius eiii jeder nach seiner

E'asson Selich \Fagon selig] werden ” (Everybody in my
kingdom must seek felicity after his o-wn fashion”)

—

was the fruit of indifference to sectarian dogma in one

who loved to call himself “the first servant of the State.”

But if they reject supernatural religion, Kant, Friedrich,

and Yoltaire with one voice affirm the moral grandeur

of Christianity, “Bid the whole Gospel,” said the aged

king, “ contain only this precept— ‘ What ye would that

men should do to you, do ye also to them likewise ^—it

must be owned that these few words contain the sum-

mary of all morality.”

Amid these contending schools of thought—between

the rationahsmg dogmatism of the theistio metaphysi-

cians and the sceptical doubts to wliich Hume had

reduced Locke’s account of the origin of our ideas

—

Kant takes up a position which he styles the “critical”

standpoint. As against the dogmatic school, he lays

bare the fallacies, the contradictions, the unreality of

its methods and principles. The soul of man, the

ongines , of the Cosmos, and the existence of God,

are shown to be all three inaccessible to the investiga-

tions of science. To this extent, therefore, he may
seem to be agreed mth Hume : so far, at least, he

had. been shaken out of his dogmatic slumbers by the

Scotch thinker. But on the other hand, his deep sense

of the moral ideas and of the law of duty seemed to

him to witness to the existence of a power superior to

necessity and chance— a rational principle controlling

and administering the variety of human desires, and
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acting as if, tliongli it appeared by its presence to be

felt in man, it were something belonging to another

sphere than the phenomenal or sense world that visible

man lived in. In short, it seemed as if, though we
could k)iOLO nothing about it, a supersensible reality

was at least discernible by moral faiili

;

or that moral

action reposed for its very existence on the conviction

that man was a citizen of an ideal world, and was

bound to conform his life according to that world’s

requirements. Turther, that the task so imposed on

man of living an ideal life was impracticable for a

sensuous being, unless he could look forward to eternity

as the time allotted for approximating to an unattain-

able ideal of holiness, and could also trust to a Power

able to make the realities of physical life conform to

and subserve the development of the ideal or intelligible

nature. And yet that all these thiiigs could never bo

matters of knowledge, but only the reaction of hath in

the soul, wliich compared the forces of sensuous appetite

with the exceeding breadth and height and depth of the

moral law.

8o much against the dogmatists and their pretended

science of metaphysics. As against Hume, Kant seeks

a mtioaale of tlie principles of science and of mathe-

matics. The result of Hume’s examination had made
their ohjectivo validity a problem. As for mathematics,

Hume (tliough Kant, ignorant of the ^ Treatise^,’ was

unaware of the fact) had iiiaintainod that our only real

idea of spaee or extension was an idea of visible or tan-

gible points distributed in a certain older : all the ex-

actitude of immaterial points and lines without breadth

was mental fiction. He had reduced mathematics to
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an experimental science, founded on approximations

and corroborated by exact measurement witli improved

instruments. We have abeady seen how he stopped

short at the subjective oiigin of the connection of cause

and ejffect. In both of these points, and in many others

therewith connected, Kant sought to complete and cor-

rect him. !Far from admitting that space, cause, sub-

stance, &c., first came into existence when reflection

supervened upon an original apprehension of single or

isolated objects,—that they resulted by measurement,

observation, and abstraction,—Kant maintained that the

very perception of single objects—that objectivity, as we

understand it,—is only possible on the assumption that

the mere sensation is arrested, related, and organised

by these and other primary conceptions. Ko doubt

if we knew things in themselves, independent of con-

sciousness, it would be beyond us ever to affirm con-

nection between them, except in our thoughts about

them. But as the only things we know are in the

mind (not in the brain), then correlation between them

is the normal condition of things
;

it is, in fact, by that

reciprocal correlation that they are members in the same

objective universe. Instead of unity between the indi-

vidual members of the universe being the last stage, it

is the very first—from the beginning—a priori Ex-

perience only exemplifies it in this and that instjince.

And the thinker, reflecting upon liis experience, comes

to discover that what he calls his mind is a native

faculty of forms, by which he is in a special manner

constituted or organised, and that aU his knowledge

presupposes the existence and operation of these forms.

Whatever variety may be introduced by sensation, how-
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evc'i' complex and peculiar the elementary constituents

which awake to consciousness, tliere are laws, forms,

relations, which arc always essential to make these ele-

ments paiiis of our world of experience. And the sys-

tematic analysis of this structural framework is what

Kant sought to accomplish. Locke had been the phy-

siologist of the human mind : he had expounded the

history of the normal processes in the mental life.

Hume had l)een one of those geographers of human

reason who were content to discover certain regions

which unquestionably lay beyond its boundaries. Kant,

as against Locke, claimed to be the anatomist who traced

the nature and interdependence of the organs by which

the acquisition of ideas was made feasible
;

and, as

against Hume, ho claimed to lay do^v^l on principle

the radius of the circle of human knowledge.

Two centuries and a half ]>efore his tune, Copernicus

(whose cell at Frauenburg (ui the Frisches Haff makes

him a neighbour of Kant) had restored to the sun that

central rank in our system from whicli traditional astro-

nomy had long ousted it. Kant looked upon himself as

a (.'opcrnicus of mind. Whereas the things we know

had erewhile been supposed to rest in independent sub-

sistence with minds here and there surveying them in

the revolutions of thought, he suggested that the generic

(or transcendental) consciousness of man was the central

sun of knowledge, by whose light and attractions the

elements of feeding wen*, raised into form and system.

Pie made human knowledge anthropocentric, with nor-

mal humanity at the centre.
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CHAPTEE XL

THE CONDITIONS OF KNOWLEDGE.

The philosopliy of Kant is, in all essentials, but with

disproportion of parts, contained in the one work— ‘ Tlie

Criticism of Pure Eeason.’ The two subsequent ‘Criti-

cisms ’—^that of the ‘ Practical Eeason ’ and that of the

‘Judgment^—are modelled, perhaps too closely, on its

lines, but introduce some modifications which throw a

reflected light upon the original work. The ‘ Criticism

of Pure Eeason ^ itself divides into a constructive and a

critical portion
; and it is especially with the topics of the

latter that the two subsequent criticisms are concerned.

For many purposes it is possible to restrict the study of

Kantian philosopliy to the first portion, dealing with the

analysis of knowledge or the theory of experience. For

some purposes it is convenient to read the philosophy of

Kant by the light of the first criticism alone. But the

true perspective of the system can scarcely be gained

unless we combine the insights derivable from the

points of view successively given by the three criticisms.

Preliminary to the ‘Criticism’ itself is the sketch

contained in the Dissertation of 1770. The ground-

work of the whole subsequent system is to be found
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here—tlie doctrine, namely, tliat space and time are

qualities or conditions of our sensuous apprehension,

and have no meaning for the objects of pure intellect.

But the chief corollary drawn from this doctrine is a

warning against assuming that a statement in which
conditions of time and space are introduced can ever

be hold to be a truth about things in themselves. Al-

most nothing is said of the action of intellect in the for-

mation of experience. The ‘Criticism’ itself appeared

in two editions, and there are considerable differences

between the two. But the claims (by Schopenliauer

and (')thGrs) of superiority for the earliest are exag-

gerated. Substantially the two editions vary but little.

Eeaders familiar vdth the first wore naturally disap-

pointed when they found one long passage—the “ De-

duction of the Categories ”—completely rearranged and

rewritten
;
a great excision made in the discussion of the

“ Soul ” and several modifications made in the doctrine

of substance and reality. In some cases the alterations

are improvements
; in others they only accentuate weak

points of the system. On the whole, it might be wished

that Kant had left the -work to stand in its original

form. But there is no foundation in such changes for

the charge that he sought to dissimulate or to retract his

views.

Unfortunately there are other and graver difficulties

in the way of an attempt to put ‘ Kant together. As he

has himself said in the chapter on the “Architectonics

of Pure Ecason :

” “ It is unfortunate that it is only after

we have for a long time, under the direction of an idea

lying concealed in us, collected our materials unsystem-

atically in the shape of pertinent pieces of knowledge,
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—ay, only after we have again and again contrived com-

binations of these pieces,—^tliat it becomes possible for

ns to discern the idea in clearer light, and to sketch

out a whole architectonically by aims of reason/’ In a

work so grand, multifarious, and suggestive, including

in one sweep all the branches of jDhilosojdiy, it needs

an eagle eye to follow his flight Kant is often so en-

grossed with the details of his argument that he has

eyes for nothing beyond ; his arguments have regard

to that point alone which he is immediately discussing.

It is easy, therefore, to represent him as inconsistent

with himself. There are some statements, for example,

which are hard to reconcile when the * Prolegomena to

every future Metaphysic ’ is compared with the * Criticism

of Pure Eeason.’ When we remember that his great

work was written in his fifty-seventh year, we can see

that with increasing old age it became more and more

difficult to keep in view all the complex issues of his

theme.

The same considerations may serve to condone the

style, both logical and literary, of the three works. A
correspondent of Goethe tells of a visit which Wldmer,

Kant’s college friend, paid to the old man in Kbnigs-

berg. Asked by the professor whether he found time

to look into his books, Wldmer replied that he did so

with much pleasure, were it not for the want of fingers

;

and when questioned as to the meaning of tliis excuse,

explained that there were so many clauses of stijAila-

tion and qualification in a Kantian sentence, that it

was impossible to find one’s way through the labyrinth,

unless by keeping a finger on each clause—which their

number rendered impracticable. But the complica-
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lion of literary style, thus somewhat apocryphally chroni-

cled, is not the worst fault in these works. The logical

arrangement of the ethical treatises (‘Foundation of the

Metaphysic of Ethic' and ‘ Criticism of Practical Peason')

is defective in the extreme. It seems often as if several

attempts to express the same thought had been put

down one after the other without any effort to fuse the-

several redactions into continuity. And in the ‘Criti-

cism of Judgment' the reiteration becomes especially

marked. A further difficulty is the technical noiuen-

clature with which the works bristle. Distinction after

distinction is made and invested with a name. Words

receive new significations. The terms transcendental,

a priori^ schematism, idea, categorical imperative, typic

of practical judgment, exercise a deterrent effect upon

tlie road(n\ Tliere is a great parade of logical subdivi-

sion, and yiit a great abruptness often to be felt in the

succession of paragraphs. It is only gradually and with

labour that one can shake off the feeling of drowsiness

induced by the multiplicity of currents which murmur

here and there over the rocky ground : only after several

attempts that one is able to grasp the general drift and

direction of the stream.

Kant's philosophy describes itself as trdmeendentah

im. The word causes a shudder, and suggests things

unutterable, Kot less terrible is the term <i But

in eitluir case a little courage carries the student safely

past thtis(»- lions in the way. He must fust of all dismiss

tlie popular associations that cling to the words, A
tnmseendental inquiry, then, is an inquiry not into things

in general, or any particular sort of things, but into the

conditions in the mental constitution which mak() us
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know or estimate tilings in the way we do. It seeks to

present the fundamental features of mental action which

are operative in generating the product known as the

world of knowledge. These fundamental features, dis-

covered by an analysis of mind regarded simply as the

organ of knowledge, are what Kant terms a ^priori.

Evidently they are no innate ideas. But they are pre-

suppositions without which knowledge is impossible.

Further, they have always a bearing towards experience,

and concrete knowledge of facts : they are always on the

outlook, as it were, for an a loosieriori^ in which alone

they are actually and, so to speak, tangibly embodied.

To sift out these conditions, to discover the element

logically antecedent to experience, and which renders

experience itself possible,—to find out the fundamental

spirit of imification which is the progenitor of all the

several unifications of sense-impressions which make up

our experience,—^this is the work of Kant’s criticism.

But as criticism it accomplishes the task in a partial waj^

The aim of the work, as a criticism, is to point out how
these conditions, inherent in the very act of knowing,

impose a limit upon its application. Only so far, there-

fore, as is needed in order to show the necessary restric-

tions of science does Kant enter upon the analysis of its

elementary laws. Yet he himself believed that he had

so far demarcated the main outlines of the a priori, that

only a little more labour, with the help of a metaphy-

sical text-book, was needed to expand the criticism into

a complete transcendental philosophy.

The process of knowledge is assigned by Kant, in the

first instance, to the action of two factors—the senses

and the understanding. By the former, it is said, ob-
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jeets are gimi iis
;
hy the latter they are thonglif. In

other wortls, the starting-point of knowledge is sensa-

tion : sensations are the data^ and the indispensable

data. In sensations we have knowledge, and the object

of knowledge, in their utterly rudimentary or embryonic

stage. SiicTi an entity exists in consciousness alone

:

sensations presuppose a sentient being. Whether, when
they are described as “ impressions,"' they do not involve

a reference to a cause outside us, is a further question,

pot the present we need only consider that the thing

with which wo start, if thing it can yet bo called, is

a s(msation. In sense all knowledge begins : without

such a starting-point there can be, at least for human
b(iings, no such product as knowledge. We are so con-

stitut(‘d, it may be said, that certain waves, as it were,

pass oviu' the surface of our repre.sentativo facidty : anil

these niodili(tations of mental state are the furthest

reality to which we can carry our knowledge back.

Tlie theory which expounds the character of the sense-

process, so far as it is a factor* in experience, is styled

])y Kant iramcendonfal msfJietics (oesthetics being used

in its literal acceptation, and not, as was and is com-

mon, to denote the doctrine of taste). It lays down
that Space and Time are the very osscnce and primary

condition of sense-perception. They are not so 3nueh

forms of sense
;

rather sense-perception, in its generic

subjective aspect, means those forms. Wliatever be

the special mat(*rial, so to speak, of the alFection of our

consciousness, the fact of sensuous consciousness gener-

ically implies *'timeing'’ and “spaceing;" or, in another

(and looser) phraseology, the process of translating an

organic impression into consciousness has always as per-

V. h
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manent features tlie correlation of its contents in space

and time. Thus time and space are the formal characters

of sense-perception; and as sensation is the beginning

and indispensable basis of knowledge, all our Tcnoioledge

is bound up with conditions of space and time. And
Kant’s contention is that space and time have no ex-

istence save as inseparable characteristics of human

consciousness, as a sentient consciousness—a conscious-

ness, ?. e., which finds itself modified in various ways,

and does not have knowledge except as modified
;
which

does not make its own objects, but receives them as raw

material to be fashioned—“ to receive a local habitation

and a name.”

The indispensable function of these forms in produc-

ing a knowledge of objects serves to Kant to explain

how pure mathematics can have an objective application

in experience. It is by the elaboration of this formal

element that mathematics is produced. And as the

formal element serves to constitute the very rudiments

of our conception of things, so whatever can be found

out by bringing this element into active development

will have an objective value. According to Kant, every

mathematical truth is a synthetical judgment—a judg-

ment, where the predicate adds something new to

the subject. Thus, he says, 7 + 5 = 12, is a synthetical

judgment. Of course Kant was not imaware that to a

person who fuUy understood what 7, 5, and 1 2 severally

are, the judgment is either analytical or more properly

the expression of an identity (its form being an equa-

tion), What he meant was, that as seven expresses a

synthesis of elements, so the addition of seven to five

implies a further stretch of the same act of conjunction,
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issuing in tlio proiliiction of the minilx'r twelve. The

conditions of iiumboving arc given in the ]ioinogont‘ons

forms (space and time), hut the unuihors have to h<^

7)ia(U by fixing and (ionjoining the elements.

Synthesis or unification, however, in any shape, can-

not strictly he said to lielong to s(miso. Spa(*e and

time atford the possil)i]ity of unity
;
they form tin*, warp

of experience, as it were, across whicli tlu' shuttle of

thouglit continually throws its woof and coiivstructs

the weh of objective knowledge. 'I'ln^y Iiave a poten-

tial infinitude, coextensive with all the exercises of

intellect in ns. And thus, though at each penu-'.ption

wo have only a limited space and time, still the forms

homogeneously accompany our every act, and serve as

the basis of conjunction bt‘.tween sensation and sensa-

tion. They are continuous wlioles : where one paiT

ends anotlier begins: there is no gaj). Tims these

forms, as the sensuous aspect of coiisciousnoss, av<‘. all-

embracing
;
nothing can possibly escape tluiir moslies or

lie beyond their grasp, .so far as our IcnowltHlge is con-

cerned. A world of tliree-dimensioncd space and one-

dimensioned time,—such is the one world of human

experience. There may ho, of course, worlds of four-

dimensioned space, but their existence is an everlasting

may-bo : we can never, as now constituted, come to

know thenu

On this theory there is much to say
;
perhaps two re-

marks may suffice. The first is, that to set the ideality

of time and space in the front of the doctiine is a gi*eat

stumbling-block. It may bo said tliat, as is evident

from the Dissertation of 1770, it was the point which

first struck Kant on examining tlio conditions of
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knowledge. But it has the defect of presenting as a

theory of sense what can hardly he understood without

treating sense as a partner of intellect. It is only by

the application of intellect that mathematical science

comes into existence. Space and time only afford ilio

possibility for a comprehensive co-ordination of sense-

elements : they are, as it were, the chemically prepared

plate of the photographer, on which the concentrated

rays of intellect, or rather the sunlight of experience

itself, draw out the implicit relations into distinct out-

lines of quantity, at once continuous and discrete. This

Kant himself shows
]
and it is almost beyond the power

of abstraction to look at the action of sense alone.

What he is anxious to insist on is, that there is in the

mind something which forms the homogeneous and uni-

versal factor of all perception
;
and secondly, that the

truths of the science which deals with that factor of

experience must have application to reality.

The second point is the contrast between this ideal-

ism and others more familiar to Englishmen. J. S.

MiU, for example, agrees ivith Kant in regarding sensa-

tions as the basis of scientific reality. “ Sensations or

other feelings being given,” he says, “ succession and

simultaneousness are the two conditions, to the alterna-

tive of which they are subjected by the nature of our

faculties
;
and no one has been able or needs expect to

analyse the matter any further.” He treats, in short,

succession and simultancousness as a priori forms of

sense-perception. But with Kant space holds from tho

first a position of parallel rank with time : the one is tho

form of outer, the other of inner sense. To psychologi-

cal idealists like MiU, space (or externality) is a latciT an<l
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derivative development, due to special acts of sense or

organic motion. To tlie transcendental idealism of Kant,

on tke contrary, space is a characteristic of sentient con-

sciousness no less original and primary than time. Every

state of feelijig is only part of consciousness because it

is either localised or timed. Hence Kant’s indignation

at being confused with the common herd of idealists.

To him an external, or at least a spatial, world, is as

much a primitive datum as the world of sequent sensa-

tions and feelings—botli, of course, existing in human

consciousness.

The action of ‘intellect or understanding comes in to

supplement that of sense. And that action is synthesis

or correlation. A mere sensation would be a mere

isolated reaction or occurrence in consciousness. It

would bo a mere instant of fooling
;
and though we may

vHuppose a hundred such instants, each is alone and

blindly sclf-centrccl Sentient life, if we keep the uni-

fying vehicle of consciousness out of view, would be a

mere series of pulses, each pulse being unaware of the

others. Tn Kant’s words, perceptions without concep-

tions are blind The spark of fire which runs along the

lino of sensations and sets them in a blaze j the string

which gathers the single beads into a necklace i the

glass which collects the beams of sentient life into one

focus,—^is what we call intellect. Synthetic unity is

the one function of thought—the one architectonic idea

which lays scnsc-})rick to sense-brick, and builds the

house of knowledge.

It is the business of the Tmnsoendeyital Analytic (or

metaphysics of inductive logic) to exhibit the special

forms in which tliis general intellectual act of synthesis
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or correlation is exercised, and to show how the work of

iiiiilication is accomplished, as it must he, under the

conditions of sense. Transcendental logic (as distin-

guished from formal or general logic, which expounds

the laws of thought applicable to all classes of olijects

whatsoever) expounds the nature of human thought

(ideal or mental organisation) so far as it is applied to

constitute a knowledge of things, and has accordingly to

show how mere or pure thought can ever enter into the

formation of objective fact. It thus falls into two parts :

the first—called the Analytic of Concejjtions-~-^i^ a classi-

ficatoiy statement of the ultimate fonns to which the

correlating force may be reduced; and the second

—

called the Analytic of Princiijles—exhibits these ele-

ments of unification in their sensuous and con (ireto

forms, as syntheses in the element of sense itself.

With the discovery of the several species or aspects

of the synthetic act, Kant docs not give himself niucli

trouble. His special aim lies in showing tliat to give

knowledge they must be incorporated with the sense-

forms. Impressed as he was with the general perfection

of logical science (not less than with the current psycho-

logical distinctions), and regarding judgment, as we have

seen (p. 124), as the cardinal operation of intellect,

he believed that the various modes which the logicians

had assigned to the unity of predicate with subject in a

proposition would be found to supply a classification of

the modes in which understanding unifies the uncon-

nected elements of sense. Thus, at any rate, the trouble

of a laborious analysis was saved. Logicians have

established a conventional classification of judgments

into judgments of Quantity, Quality, Belation, and
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Modality. That is to say, in the first class of judgments

the point emphasised is the numerical extent to which

the pri‘.dicate is applicable to the subject
;
in the second,

whether it belongs to it in any way or not at all
;
in the

third, whether the assertion is made oil-hand or with a

condition and an option
; in the fourth, whether the

proposition is asserted, merely suggested, or authorita-

tively imposed. The distinctions in themselves are of

dubious value,—often untenable. Tut Kant accepts

them gratefully, and even goes on, by introducing modi-

lications into the current theory, to get an array of

twelve fonns of jxidgnient—each primary form being

strained to supply throe sub-species.

Precisely in the same forms as judgment combines its

terms, doc*.s thought combine the elements of sense into

a conccj)tion of an object. Thus the abstract forms

under which this synthesis takers place, the twelve

species of intellectual relation or unification, are the

twelve Categories (as Kant calls thean, by a misuse

of an Aristotelian term) of the following list:

—

Quuutity Quality. Bolaiion Modality.

1. Unity. 4. Ilenlity. 7. Substance and 10. Possibility

—

2. Plurality. 5. Negation. Accident. Impossibility.

3. Totality. 6. Limitation. 8. Cause and Bf- 11. Existence

—

feet. Non-existence.

9. Action and 12. Necessity—

Reaction. Contingency.

But what right have these forms, vso plainly mental,

to hocomo a part of the objective worlds How can

mere modes of mental action transmute the flux of sen-

sation into permanent and ohjectivo conceptions? The

2/w«Megal cxliibition of the grounds for the claims

made on behalf of these foniis to be treated as formative
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elements in real knowledge, is known in the Kantian

terminology as the Deduction of the Gat&jories» It is

one of the hardest parts of the hook, diliering con-

siderably in the two editions of the ‘ Critiqxio : ’ yet

elsewhere it is described as comparatively unimportant.

We may simplify the consideration of the Deduction

if wo remember that it is no jiroof in the logical sense

of the term. Like every so-callcd “ transcendental

argument, it simply aims at showing that these ciitc-

gories are presupposed in the very existence of cxj^en-

ence : that our ordinary knowledge involves elements

which, upon an exhaustive analysis, would be found to

bo identical with the categories. We have lierc, as with

the forms of sense, only to show that this braiich of the

a priori the radical ty^jos of intellectual synthesis)

is another condition without which experience would be

impossible.

If we tiu'n to exporienco and consider what ha])peiis

when we perceive an object, we find that it presupposes

acts of synthesis at several -stages. First of all, wo
must run over the several points in the object, and com-

bine them in the one act by which we apprehend it.

Kext^ if we are to form a real unity out of these various

points, we must be able to retain and reproduce the

preceding, and combine them in imagination witli those

which follow. Thirdly, we must have a name, express-

ing a conception, at hand, by wliich wo recognise in the

aggregation correspondence with a given type or rule.

It is clearly the conception as embodied in a word wliich

governs our imagination in the reduction of the various

data of sense to a unity. Tlie name servos as a lulc

or law to guide the synthesis of imagination, and thus
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ultimately tells iis wliat our observation is to embnicc.

To these throe aspects of unification, Kant gives the

names respectively of sytithesis of aj)2jrehension in seme^

of reproduction in imaghiallun^ and of recognition in iht

concept.

Something like tliis takes place in the process, not of

jierceiving (/.c., knowing) some particular object, but of

perceiving an object at all. In order to rise from a mere
sensation to a perception of objective existence, there

must also be a synthesis—and, indeed, a triple synthesis.

Here, however, wo look not at mental facidties as they

work in experience, but in their underlying generic or

transcendental conditions. Those generic conditions

which create unity in mise—^tho forms of space and

time—have been already discussed. But the second

faculty, the iwagtnafion^ has also a transcendental

aspect. This ‘‘blind but imlispcnsable function of the

soul,” regarded as a generic and fundamental feature of

mind, produces totals out of the elementary forms of

souse : ])uilds up geometrical figures, creates number out

of units, and establishes links between the various

points of time. Such an operation is the very secret

art of mind: always weaving its web, producing new
conjunctions, and not merely reproducing conjunctions

already made. But this dynamical unification canies us

back to a statical unity, the “ standing and abiding ego ”

—in other words, to the third and primary synthesis,

the “original synthetic unity of appei'ception,” or “tran-

scendental unity of apperception.” Under those alarming

names lies concealed the vulgar fact that intelligence

means to have or to exert a consciousness which is one

and the same basis for all conscious states. Appercep-
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tiun is a 'vvord used to signify that when a new percep-

tion or new fact is acquired, it is not merely added to,

but is fused into harmony with, the already existing

furniture of mind. And the original or tfanscendenial

appercGiition is simply mind or consciousness gcnerically

regarded as such a process of grouping and unifying

the group. Thus the final ground wliich serves to unify

the elements occurring in sense-perception is the unity

of consciousness,—and that not a passive receptacle, but

an active reference of one element to another, and the

further unification of the particulars by a synthetic act.

The I think ” which silently accompanies and animates

each state of conscious life, confronts every fresh item

of experience which we gather with the accumulatetl

store of past knowledge.

The “Deduction of the categories’’ thus consists in

showing that experience presupposes a formal unity of

consciousness, and that the categories express the

special rules under which this generic unity presents

itself to guide transcendental imagination. Thus when

we ask, Wliat gives objectivity to our sensations 1

what translates sensations into objects ^ the answer

is, Correlation in one or other of those aspects known
as categories. “Thoroughgoing and synthetic unity

of perceptions is precisely what constitutes the form

of experience.” On these regular lines, known us

the categories, the various and unconnected modifica-

tions of consciousness form into permanent groups.

Uut the categories are essentially forms or functions of

human thought
;
and thus the lines on which sensations

settle down into unities, orders, sequences, identities,

ai’o imposed from the intellect. Tlie natural world,
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which wc know—and as we know it—is founded on

scnsa-tioais, and regulated ])y general laws or principles

derived from Iminan intellect. Thus Kant supplements

the doctrine of ]\Iill—^that “ a body is a set of sensations,

or rather of possibilities of sensation, joined together

according to a fixed law,” by adding that the funda-

nieiital law is a mental fact no less than the sensation,

—that connection is but another word for mind.

Kant began his investigation by assuming a thorough

wseparation between the senses and the intellect. Grad-

ually, however, he has been driven to relax the rigour of

his antithesis, and seek some common gromid for faculties

so heterog(}neous. How can pure thought and pure sense

be brouglit into contact % The problem is solved by the

introduction of the transcendental schema. The sense

and the intellect meet in the faculty of judgment. Such,

at least, is Kant’s way of putting the metamorphosis. In

reality he simply reverts from the pure understanding to

the imagination or pictorial inteEect. Our real thinking

in science and experience is always ]uctorial—it is tinged

with imagination : not abstract thought, but thought

coloured by the laws of sense. As cognitive beings,

our essential character is to be a sensuous intellect, or

an intellectual sense. Our intellect is partly passive

and partly active
3
and it is only in the ground where

both aspects meet, that knowledge, strictly so called, is

feasible.

The pure or abstract categories have their home i]>

logic—in the field of judgment. There the power of

synthesis is seen in its abstract and disembodied purity,

and the copula or synthetic tic can be disentangled by

abstraction, guided to some extent by the indications
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of language. But in real thouglit, applied to objects

of sense, the abstract relation is always presented suini-

sensuously. Instead of the categories, we get the sche-

mata—the figurations in which the categories actually

l^lay their part in constructing experience, or the shapes

in which sensations issue from the subjectivity of feel-

ing, and appear in nature as articulate structures.

Thus, as the generic activity of cognitive thought is

that of relating the data of sensation, it must furtlier bo

noted that all relations in human consciousness (as organ

of knowledge) are coloured by a peculiar vehicle : this

vehicle is time. In knowledge, therefore, the abstract

relations of human thought are always invested with a

garment of time. Wo can only correlate sensations so

far as we have space and time available to give the

mental act a substantial and discernible reality. ‘‘A

secret art in the depths of the human soul ” translates

the intangible conception into a schema—a sort of gen-

eralised image, a universal which is withal sensuous:

not so much a picture itself, as a general formula or

recipe for drawing pictures. Thought, in short, works

under conditions of tune. The schemata are the work-

ing principles to which the categories, and the supremo

category, “ I think,” supply the secret power. Thus, if

we apply quantity to phenomena, wo use the schema of

number, and number is the active generation in time

of unit after unit. Similarly the category of reality is

replaced by the degree (also measured by number) in

which sensation intensively fills time. Substance is re-

placed by the schema of the persistent in time; and

cause and effect are respectively equivalent to regular

antecedent and regular consequent.
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The schemata, then, are the true scientific categories.

They arc, in Kant’s words, “ the true and only con-

ditions for securing to the categories a hearing upon

objects—of giving them, in short, import and meaning.”

Leave out the sensuous condition, which is the pheno-

menal envelope of the category, and it shrivels into a

mere logical form without objective reality— a mere

function by which thought correlates two conceptions

in a proposition. Substance, unless when sensually pre-

sented as what persists in change, can only mean a

possible subject for a logical judgment. Eeality, if

it is to have phenomenal or scientific value, must de-

note the degree of intensity with which any sensation

occupies consciousness. Universality and necessity, for

our human experience, resolve themselves into what is

at all times and all places foiuid—quod semper^ quod

uhique. Thus the significance of the categories for

scientific knowledge comes from the senses, which, while

they tie down the intellect to a sensuous form, at the

same time clothe it in reality.

But it is not n^erely in the form of time that the

categories are realised : even the forms of time and

space themselves are but fictions of the mind, ghostly

schemata, unless as they look forward to an emboiliment

in actual experience with actual sensations. It is be-

cause they are destined to be tlie laws of a natural world

that our a qyriori elements of sense and thought possess

objectivity. Their objectivity lies in their consensus as

constituents of the whole of experience.

Following the clue given by the categories, Kant

expounds the metaphysical principles of science under

four heads; but the order thus obttiined is somewhat
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strained and formal, wliile the names by which they arc

designated are open to a charge of pedantry. First

come under two groups the principles by which mathe-

matics holds a governing place in the body of science.

The axioms of porcej^tion unite in the general princiidc

that an object of perception can only be apj)rchendcd by

the conjunction of parts to parts
^

that it is always

recognisable as an aggregate or extensive magnitude.

The antici2KLtiOHS of sensation, in the second place, are

based upon the view that every sensation, or conscious

state considered as an amount of feeling, though it has

no parts out of parts, has nevertheless intensive mag-

nitude or degree. In otlier words, the quantity and

quality which we find in science are alike based upon

mathematical elements,—in the one case, elements which

can be placed side by side as mere juxtapositions
;
in the

other, elements whicli appear as degrees of quahty. But

every object of perception and sensation, physical or

psycliical, has a numerable constitution. Heat, e.y.,

conforms to the anticipation of sensation—the sun to

the axiom of perception.

The third class of scientific principles, the analogies

of exjgeHence, carries us from mathematical to physical

or dynamical science,—^from the consideration of the

internal structure of objects as either sums or multiples

of simple elements, to the consideration of their order

and relations in the complexity of actual existence.

These principles are termed analogies by reference to

the relations of thought that of antecedent and

consequent in the hypothetical judgment). As the

logical antecedent to the logical consequent, so analogi-

cally in our experience does the physical cause stand
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to the physical oifeci But it is only an analogy and

not an identity; they are like, hut by no means the

same. The general description of the function of these

analogies is, that all phenomena, in the matter of their

existence, stand, and cannot but stand, under rules

which govern their relations to one another in a unity

of time.” These rules of order in time, considered as a

unity, which govern expericuice of the actual world, are

discussed under the three relationships of substance

and attribute, cause and effect, action and reaction.

And first of Substance. When we speak of substance,

we mean only wliat pci'sists or abides in time, and we
contrast the permanent with the changes of its phases.

But the substance is not a separate tiling over and above

its modes or manifestations. It is simply that change

or alteration cannot be understood except in reference to

something piirmaneiit. It is easy, then, to say that

substance is a fiction of thought : Kant’s reply to that

charge is, that to treat successive sensations as having

one source common to them (what we must constantly

do in our experience), implies as a ground of its possi-

bility an identity or persistency in the consciousness

which serves as the common vehicle of the successive

feelings. Unless thought supplied this persistent, per-

manent background, it would be impossible for us to

realise the relations in time known as succession and

simultaneity.

In Causality, which is the second of these analogies,

we advance from the point of view that all alteration is

relative to a permanent, to the further rule that every

event, every change which has come into being, is

connected witli, or follows after, another event. The
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sequence of sensations may of course be a mere accident

in our way of perception. But if the succession of the

two phenomena in consciousness is treated not as a mere

chance in my way of apprehending them, but as a suc-

cession of the phenomena themselves,—if the succession

in short is objective, not subjective merely, there must

be something in the antecedent which regulates the suc-

cession of the consequent. To regard any event as an

objective occurrence, we must always presume that it is

preceded by something on which it regularly follows.

Such, then, is the principle of causality : every event

has its cause, something on which it follows by rule and

law. And its justification is, that without it objective

reality is inconceivable : that experience (which is an

accepted fact) depends on a fixity in the order of tim^.

Thus temporal sequence and antecedence as fixed by

rules is the aspect under wliich the logical relation of

ground and consequent appears in science.

Wliat the second analogy does for succession in time,

the third does for simultaneity. Objective simultaneity

or coexistence of things is only conceivable on the as-

sumption that these things (the permanent substrata,

which we must employ to construct our experiential

image of the world) are in thoroughgoing community

—

act and react upon each other. Our only ground for

treating any two phenomena as really simultaneous is,

that the one is connected with and dependent upon the

other
;
that A is the cause of B’s manifestations, and B

the cause of A’s. Thus the world of experience, with

its things possessing different powers and qualities, its

regular sequences and coexistences, requires us to admit

an intellectual law by which the serial sensations are
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groiip('.(l and unified "by rofercnco to permanent canses,

each phase of phenomena treated as unconditionally de-

pendent on something in the anterior phase, and all the

elements coexisting in one phase or aspect as in recipro-

cal intordepondence,

The postulates of experiential thought, which are

the fourth and last class of synthetical principles, explain

the use of the terms possible, actual, and necessary, in the

scientific and realistic field. In that sense nothing is pos-

sible except what conforms to the formal conditions of

experience as expressed in the combination of perceptive

and intellectual constituents. Only that is actual which

is either directly or mediately in connection with the

material element of experience—that is, with sensation.

And livstly, an existence is said to be necessary in the

seuvso that everything which occurs is regarded as do-

t{*i‘min(‘,d by a cause whieh preceded it, and on which it

must follow. Such is the restricted application of the

three modal terms in the field of real knowledge.

Under these four heads Kant marks off the bound-

aries of human, experience. He has first laid down the

pure or abstract a priori of the senses and the under-

standing : the formal elements of union contributed from

either source—viz., the time and space forms of percep-

tion and the categories or foinis of conception. He has,

secondly, showr the mixed or concrete a priori in the

four classes of scientific principles. It is thus apparent

that, as space and time are only realised as forms of

experience by the action of thought, so the categories

cannot be defined without condescending to conditions

of sense. The two factors in knowledge respectively

rc'-striet and modify each other. "Within the range of

V,—V. M
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expoTionco tlic senses impose tlieir Hmilation upon tlie

wide but vacant forms of pure thought, and any employ-

ment of thought apart from its modification by sense is

declared to be illegitimate. We only know quantity

in the sensible shape of number, and causality in the

sensible shape of sequence. But though thus restricted

within the province of knowledge, the categories remain

claiming to extend their influence beyond the range of

the senses. It is true that the perceptive powers by

which wo come into contact with reality are limited to

the senses
;
we have no higher or intellectual intuition,

and therefore there can be strictly for us no noumena—
no objects of spiritual vision. Yet noiimena, in a nega-

tive sense, we may still admit. We may still allow,

that is, that though our knowledge is confined to phe-

nomena (sensations), there are conceptions Jree to us of

purely intellectual forms, and that there may be indica-

tions in other parts of our nature of something tran-

scending the sense-world, and, though causal, not subject

to conditions of time.
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CHAPTEE XIL

THE UNKNOWABLE.

Positive scionc*-o—the classified record of the measure-

ments and correlations of the phenomena of sense—do(‘s

not satisfy the aspirations of human nature. As we have

traced the constituent conditions of knowledge, wo have

se,(»n its limits. At the outset, there is sonu‘thing given,

not made—a material On one side of our nature we

are rticeptive : wo arc so organised that certain waves, as

it were, pass over our roprosontativo faculty
;
wo awake

to certain modifications of consciousness. Tlioso sensa-

tions are for Kant the primitive datum for reality and

objectivity of experience. To the popular view, they

are duo to the action of nial things which we know to

ho outside us, and which by means of our I'lodily organ-

ism produce in us certain feelings : our consciousness

oirly mirrors an external reality. Kant, on the contrary,

lieliovcd himself to have shown that the so-called exter-

nal world was a product of sensations as, for tlie human

mind, shaped and grasped by generic capacities of sense-

perception and organising links of thought. Sltill, there-

fore, the ([uestion remainc<l as to this world suspended

in the mid-air of consciousness, How are these “appear-
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ances ” to be accounted for ? What is tbe cause of our

sensations ? Tor Kant, clearly, tbe question was not

within scientific competence. “ Things in themselves/’

existing independently of consciousness, were for con-

sciousness nothing. A material world which “ causes
”

impressions on the thmking subject, and a thinking sub-

ject itself wliich exerts or “causes” acts of thought, were

both put out of court. To get at them would require us

to step out of consciousness at both ends, and to rise by

some new power of knowledge above the very conditions

on which our knowledge depends.

And yet Kant’s successors tried to get behind the cur-

tain which, as he had said, was the picture. With Her-

bart, they explained the appearances within conscious-

ness as due to realities outside of consciousness— per-

manent objective points which were decipherable from

the somewhat distorted or displaced images of their rela-

tions in consciousness. With Fichte and Schelhng, on

the other hand, they said that the modifications of con-

sciousness which we invest with externality are really

produced by mental agency—an agency which, before

we awake to mundane and divided consciousness, has

externalised the products formed by imagination before

the rise of conscious life. Kant himself hardly discusses

the question from these points of view.

Eut another road leads to the same tramcendent ques-

tions— transcendent because they treat the forms of

human thought not merely as logically antecedent to

the products of experience, but because they apply these

forms to problems where experience wants da,ta. The

power of thought in creating knowledge is limited to the

conjunction of sense-material under the conditions of
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sensG-perccptioii. But in itsulf tliouglit is not so n£ir-

rowed; it is conjunction and imiiication in the most

universal and unlimited extent. Besides its real, it has

an ideal function : in Kant’s phraseology, besides Under-

standing there is Eeasoning; besides conceptions

there are ideas (Idem), All the forms of thought (tlic

categories) are functions or aspects of one fundamental

miity of consciousness; all the details of experience

stand in mutual interconnection on the held of the

“ transcendental apperception.” But this totality which

is thus the implicit basis of all experience is never actu-

ally present; what, we actually have at any given mo-

ment is some one special synthesis, or large group of

such syntheses, beyond which we feel that wo can still

go in thought. It is this power of thought which always

tends beyond any given synthesis of phenomena, and,

however far it may go, knows no rest short of absolute

completeness, which is termed Reasoning, Plere is an

ideal side of thought which is always unsatishod by the

largest synthesis of materials, which caii never actpiiosce

in any amount or extension of so-called realities of

knowledge. It is the inability to rest in finite, condi-

tioned data; the craving for a reason which gives a

reason without requiring one—for a starting-point which

is not itscK a consequence upon sometliing that has gone

before—for absolute spontaneity, necessity, originality,

and finality.

Such a tendency is reasoning when left to its own

prompting, unclicckcd by the bridle of verification in

experience. Kow reasoning, according to the logicians,

falls into three syllogistic forms—categorical, hypotheti-

cal, and disjunctive : according as the process traces
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phenoinenal attributes back to tlicir ultimate substance,

subsequent states to their antecedent conditions, and the

separate members of a class up to their fundamental

source. Kant, in like manner, asserts that intellect,

when thus carrying the fragmentary and detailed results

of human experience to their rational issues in a postu-

lated totality, gives rise to three distinct Ideas. These

three ideas are the Soul, as the supersensible substance

from which the phenomena of consciousness are deriv-

ative manifestations
;
the World, as idtimate totality of

external phenomena ;
and God, as unity and final spring

of all the diversities of existence.

The ideas, strictly as ideal, have a legitimate and a

necessary place in human thought. They express the

unlimited obligation which thought feels laid upon itself

to unify the details of observation
;
they indicate an an-

ticipated and postulated convergence between the various

lines indicated by observation, even though observation

may show that the convergence will never visibly be

reached
;
or they are standards and model types towards

which experience may, and indeed must, if she is true

to the cause of truth, conceive herself bound to approxi-

mate. Such is the function of ideas, as regulative
; they

govern and dhect the action of intellect in the effort to

systematise and centralise knowledge. Our thought is

thus guided by its own threefold maxims of homogene-

ity, specification, and continuity
j
the first of which en-

joins the unlimited reduction of special laws and forms

to more general, the second demands indefinite libei‘ty to

mark out distinctions, and the third insists upon gradual

and unbroken passage from species to species. Even the

more concrete forms of the ideas have their use. The
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idea of a supronio intelligciice, as regulative of the iiui-

verse, serves as a clue to suggest the discovery of new
relationships in the olijects of nature. The idea of a

soul serves to supply a prmciple of unity for our study

of the incntal plu^nomcna; and the idea of tlio world

serves to keep before us the way in which natural phe-

nomena are always indicating an increasing unity and

interdependence.

But the ideas naturally sink into another place in

human knowledge. Iiustead of stimulating research,

they become, as Kant once puts it, a cushion for the

lazy intellect. Instead of being the ever-unattainablt‘.

goids of investigation, they play a part in founding the

edifice of science. Ceasing to bo regulative of rescarcli,

they come to be comiltutive of a pretended knowledge.

Instead, for example, of using the conception of a divine

intelligi‘-nco as a hint to look for adaptation in nature,

we seek explanation of facts from the inscrutable decrees

of divine wisdom. But “ the appeal to supernatural in-

fluences is the refuge of a sluggardly philosophy.^’

Kant has spent what may seem to the modern reader

a disproportionate amount of energy in examining the

processes by which the intellect has come to persuade

itself that in these ideas it has foimd objects of a higher

order than sonsc-cxpcrience can show. Ho has traced

with unsparing rigour the various forms of self-deception

by which a priori reasoning plumes itself on having

gained a fulcrum outside the sphere of experience, and

discovered tlie true dependence of all phenomena in their

vicissitudes from their uncaused source. As usual with

him, tile procedure is designated by names borrowed

from the nomenclature of the logiciana In general, it
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goes under the title DkiU&tio—a to-and-fro of arguments,

like the battle of Sheriff-muir, whore

“ There’s some say that wo wan,

Some say that they wan,

Some say that nane wan at a’, man.”

A few 'words must briefly indicate the nature of this

(in the strictest sense) ‘ Criticism of Pure Eeasoiiing.’

Eational Psychology, with which he begins his trial

of the pretenders to scientific sovereignty, the pseudo-

kings of metaphysics, is an exposition of the Cartesian

c>ogito ergo sum (consciousness evinces a personal Ego).

Its argument for the soul, Ivant styles a paralogism.

Pounding on the fact that every exercise of conscious-

ness rests upon a fundamental “I tliink,” or logical

unity, it translates this into the phrase that I ani the

permanent subject of all my conscious states, and there-

fore, it is inferred, the substance of wliich mental

phenomena are phases. The virtual or logical unity of

consciousness is translated into a real sulistratum of

mental life. But the unity of incntal life is not iden-

tical with a unit (a simple substance), which is the

source of that life ; consciousness as unification is not

the same as one simple, persistent monad, numerically

identical at the various periods of its existence, and

known by introspection with an intuitive certainty far

superior to the, inferential character of our knowledge

of the world outside. It is a false idealism, according

to Kant, wEich assumes us to have direct contfict with

the basis of mental reality, whilst for external reality

we are restricted to dubious inference. Transcendental

idealism shows, on tlic contrary, that matter and mind
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aiv aUk(' rctil iis ])]iL*nouu*2Ki uxliiLiiud on ilic lield of

wi‘Usuoits con.soiousnoss : uliko Leyoud our kiiowlodgc,

wluni hoyoiul tluii field. The very category of sub-

stance suggests niaterialit}' : it aneans persistency in

tiiiu* ; and mental phenomena are rather known as suc-

cessiv(‘ and tvansicnit. The only link which holds thorn

tog(‘ilu‘r is the tlireud of cons(*i(msness
;
and the con-

tinuance of th.'it thread we dare not assert scientifically

to be ])ossible in conditions (of a future life) unknown

tt) ns,

Th(’ reasoning vhitdi s(n*ksto fix the cosmological con-

ception of the wiu'Id as a whoh', in order to get a basis

for general physical science, leads to what Kant calls

tlui wherti every thesis by which intellect

sju'aks as if it kn(‘W wherenjum tlu*. foundations of the

universe an* fashiomnl, and who laid the measures tliercof,

is met hy an antithesis. This “antithetic,” inlrerent

in any atte.mpt t(» deliue tlie (‘lemeuis and Ix'ghmings of

Oh* whoh‘- of exporieiiee, is (‘xpounded under four lieads.

Tluu'e are the. two antinomies of speculative mathematics
;

between ihi* asstirtiou that the world has a beginning in

spat'o an<l limits in tiim*, and tlie doctrine that it has

none; }«‘twe{'u the statement that there are real un-

tu>m])ound<'d (dements in nature, and th(^ statement that

a])solute simplicity of monads is a fiction. As for such

disputes about infinite or filnie divisibility and exten-

sion, both sides are e<pially in the wrong,—as their au-

tjigonisLs make <dear. The third antinomy is in a difler-

enl }K>sition; and with it wc conic njum the true crisis,

the very waitu'slied in Kantia,n thought, from which

tin* streams descend towards opposite valleys. This

aniinoiuy li(*s between freedom and necessity. While
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the thesis maintaiiis that everything occurs in conformity

to the rule of physical causality (which lays down that

every event has its antecedent), the antithesis asserts

that there is such a thing as absolute spontaneity, a

power of making an entirely fresh and oiiginal com-

mencement. Kant meets the dispute by referring to his

doctrine that the things of which we speak in physical

science (in nature) arc phenomena, and not things in

themselves. To such by the very constitution of con-

sciousness the law of causation inevitably and without

any exception (such as human actions) applies. Tut

if there be, as there may perhaps turn out to be soine

reason for holding, realities not included in the pheno-

menal order, then to these supersensibles there is no-

thing to prevent us applying the view of freedcun—that

here, at any rate, there is uncaused and original power

of commencement. As to the fourth antinomy, it turns

upon the question whether wo can think in the world

anjijliing absolutely necessary, or must regard everything

as contingent upon something else. Evidently, it is

only a slightly altered form of the third : and the re-

marks by wliich Kant solves the antithesis of the one

are applicable to the other. In other words, the idea of

a self-existent and necessary being cannot find a place in

the realm of experience and of science
;
but at the same

time there is nothing to prevent it coming in with the

establishment, by other moans, of a supersensible world.

The third idea of pure reasoning is God. Eounding

on the conception of an absolutely necessary being, it

invests this conception with elements gathered froju the

whole universe, whence all that is imperfect or contra-

dictory has been eliminated, and thus creates the idea
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of li Doing of absolute perfection and liiglicst reality.

Uniting into one liarmonious image wliat lius been col-

Uicted from tlie various pliemnnena, 'where it exists dis-

triliutivcdy and in part, we form what Kant calls the

Ideal of Pure Eeasoning,” a mere imagined unity of all

that is good and great
;
and then, having attributed to

our idtad a substantial existence, we take the further

st(‘}) of personifying it, an<l call it God. The arguments

by which it is attempted to prove the real existence of

this ideal are of two species. There arc, first, the argu-

ments of the deist, who takes the abstract and strictly

rational ground of arguing that a Being who is endowed

with all riialitios must, by the very force of terms, exist,

else he would want the reality of existence
;
and that as

tlu'rii must somewhere be an absolutely necessary being,

tliat being must be a fountain of all reality. But

man,” says Kant, ‘Gs no more likely to increase his

knowltMlgti by mere notions, than a merchant to increase

his pro[u»rty, win) tri(‘s to better Ids condition by allix-

ing a few noughts to the balance of his account.” As

for the arguiumits of the theist, who takes the ground of

experieiK’-e and refers to the (widence of iiitelligent adap-

tation ill nature, though they must always be spoken of

respec.tfully as the ol<h‘st and most naturid attitude of

the honest mind, they neither prove an absolutely in-

iiuite and omnipotent giwmnor, nor a creator, as distinct

from an architect of the world Kant, in short, as he

did in 17b;>, holds tliat the ontological or abstract meta-

physical proof is the only rigorous one, and even it he

rejt‘ets.

Thus closing his review of the dogmas of the meta-

physicians, Kant may seem to say in substance, like
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Smollett’s “ Sufficient Examiner,” “ A fig for reason
;
T

laugh at reason
:
give me ocular demonstration.” And

one thinks of the parallel which Heme drew hotween

the philosopher and Eobespierre. “First we find in

both,” says Heine, “ the same inexorable, cutting, pro-

saic, sober integrity. Hext we find in both the s.'inie

talent of mistrust, only that the one exercises it against

thoughts, and calls it criticism, while the other applies

it against men, and entitles it republican virtue. In

both, however, there shows itself in the highest degree

the type of petty tradesman : nature had intended them

to weigh out tea and sugar, but destiny decreed that

they should weigh other things; and for the one it

placed a king, for the other a God, on the scale. ... In

truth, had the citizens of Konigsberg divined the full

meaning of this subversive, world-bruising thought, they

would have felt before that man a far more gruesome

awe than before an executioner,—an executioner who
puts only men to death; but the good people saw in

him nothing but a professor of philosophy, and when hcj

strolled past at the appointed hour, they ga^'C him a

courteous salute, and, it may be, set their watches ])y

him,”

Hut this impression of Kant’s work is misleading.

Here, as before (p. 120), his point is, that though it is

unquestionably necessary to be convinced of God’s exist-

ence, it is not so necessary to demonstrate it. Going
even further than ho did then, he shows that all such

demonstrations are scientifically impossible and worth-

less. On the great questions of metaphysics,—Immor-
tality, Freedom, God,—scientific knowledge is hopeless.

Hut this position cuts two ways. If we cannot prove
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that the soul is immaterial and immortal, that there is

a power of absolute coimnencement in the real world,

that there is a God, no more can we disprove these

theses. The canons of scientific evidence justify us

neither in accepting nor denying the ideas on which

morality and religion repose. “ Both parties to the dis-

pute beat the air
;
they worry their o'wn shadow

;
for

they pass beyond nature to a region where their dog-

matic grips find notliing to lay hold of. They fight at

their ease
;
the shadows whicli they hew in pieces grow

together again in a moment, like the heroes in Wal-

halla, to rejoice anew in bloodless battles.” Metaphy-

sics, if this be so, can no longer claim to be the founda-

tion-stone of religion and morality. But if she cannot

be the Atlas who bears tlie moral heaven, she can fur-

nish a magic defence. Around the ideas of religion she

throws the bulwark of invisibility
;
and the sword of the

sceptic and the battering-ram of the materialist fall harm-

less on vacuity.
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CHAPTEE XTII.

ilOSTHETIC IDEAS.

The analytic method of inquiry has its losses as well as

its gains. Kant had begun by isolating theory from

action ; he had treated man as an exclusively cogiiitive

being. Even in examining the scientific side of hiunan

nature, he had drawn sharp lines between sense and

intellect, and between understanding and reasoning.

Without ignoring the common origin of the various

faculties, he had left their radical unity to appear as an

undesigned and remarkable coincidence. The faculties

of the human mind, according to his phraseology, were

three in number : a faculty of cognition
;
one of appe-

tite
;
and a fooling of pleasure and pain—which, some-

what unsymnietrically, he placed under the dominion

of principles suppKed by understanding, reasoning, and

judgment. Amid the crowd of faculties with separate

principles, issuing, again somewhat unsymmetrically, in

the three domains of nature, morality, and art, the

unity of human nature is apt to disappear.

The gulf between theoretical and practical reasoning

in Kant’s philosophy— (the contrast between which,

stamped on the ' Criticism of Pure Eeason ’ with a pro-
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niincncc whicli should keep ii. from being missed, is

carried out into greater detail in the subsequent Criti-

cisms)—is a palpable anomaly which has led to opposing

estimates of his work And yet it should be remem-

bered that every philosophical system must bear in some

measure the imprint of its author’s individuality. Now,

in Kant’s character, two features stand out especially

luminous. The first and most radical is his str('>ng faith

in moral order, his conviction of the royal law of duty.

Perhaps it first took root in his mind under the infiu-

ences of his early Christian training
;
but it grew and

strengthened, even when all enhancement from religious

sanction had ceased to affect him. The second feature

in his character was his scientific interest, his love of

knowledge, his devotion to verified truth. In this

latter capacity he had written the ‘Criticism of Pure

Reasoning,’ and liberated his soul from the incubus ot a

pretended science of the supernaturaL Yet the super-

natural was not eradicated from his thoughts
;
and his

two remaining Criticisms are devoted to an examination

of the evidence which moral law and artistic ideas fur-

nish of its presence and operation in human life.

The ‘ Criticism of the Power of Judgment ’ is a work

full of many tautologies, reverting again and again to

tlie same difficulties, stopping short in its analysis at the

very point when truth seems in sight, and yet full of

deep suggestions on its own peculiar topic, and throw-

ing many luminous rays oii the dark places of his general

course of thought. It deals with two topics, somewhat

casually bound together,—(/^) a Theory of Taste
]
and

{})) an Examination of the value of Teleology in Pliysical

Science and in Moral Theology. In the first part, we
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bution to natural objects of Beauty or Sublimity. Sug-

gested to some extent by Burke’s ‘ Inquiry into the

Origin of our Ideas on the Sublime and Beautiful ’ (1756),

and by Baumgarten’s ‘.^thetica’ (1750-58), and inhu-

enced by Lessing and Mendelssohn, this analysis may

be said to have laid the foundation for Germany of the

pliilosophical study of ^Esthetics, and the Philosophy

of Art. Kant indeed goes but a little way : he barely

touches the complicated questions of Art criticism
;
but

by his distinction between the Beautiful and the Pleas-

ant, and by his exposition of artistic genius, he raised

the msthetic problem to its proper level The second

part of the Criticism, dealing with the idea of Design,

serves to connect his theoretical and moral philosophy.

It acquires special significance as suggesting the idea of

an intellect, for which universal conceptions would not

be mere abstractions connected but externally with the

particulars, but would be a governing principle for the

relations and constitution of the parts.

Nominally the work is a Criticism of the Judgment

:

more strictly, of the Reflective Judgment. By that

qualification, Kant meant to exclude from discussions

the judgments (such as are examined in the Logic books)

which describe or analyse what a thing is, or state what

class it belongs to. The reflective jud^nent, instead of

stating what a thing is, or what qualities it has as an

objective thing, rather looks at the relation between the

mental reproduction of the object and the general con-

stitution of the human mind, particularly of the human

powers of apprehension and comprehension. The predi-

cate of such a judgment does not indicate a quality in
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tliG thing, but primarily a relation between the act of

apprehending it and the general conditions of human
thought; though secondarily the epithet is transfen*ed

to the object which gives rise to the subjective con-

ditions. - Generally speaking, it may be said that on

any occasion when the phenomena of the external world,

either as they merely are apprehended by the senses, or

as they are comprehended by the intellect, show them-

selves in harmony with our subjective mental organisa-

tion, the feeling of the unsought harmony is accompanied

with a tlirill of pleasure, whilst a felt disproportion

causes pain. The theory of the “judgment” may there-

fore be said to deal with the causes of the pleasure and

pain occasionally associated with the exercise of the

powers which are ordinarily engaged in the service of

knowledge; Such pleasures as are found in the height-

ened consciousness of mental life and harmony to which

certain objects by their very presence awake the faculties

of sensuous imagination and intellect, must be con-

sidered to depend on a dilFerent law from the pleasures

connected with the gratification of appetite, as well as

from those accompanying a willing conformity to the

moral law.

Such a consciousness of spontaneous co-operation and

natural adaptation of our mental powers is what justi-

fies us in applying to the objects which occasion it the

epithets beautiful or sublime. -.We pronounce an object {

to be beautiful, in the strictest sense of that term, when,
^

as imagination freely groups its forms and outlines, the
'

combinations, thus evoked as it were in play, exhibit an

unsought symmetry, as if some intelligence had guided

the moulding hand of fantasy. Thus, beauty in its

P.—V. N
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purest phase excludes all influence from tlio sensuous or

sj^mbolic charms of colour,—all that excites emotion or

desire,—all even that suggests a use, function, or meaning

in the object which can claim the epithet. The mei’o

form of the object, in the unexpected and unaccountable

sympathy by which, as imagination combines its ele-

ments, it almost leaps, forward to harmonise -with the

requirements of understanding, is what primarily con-

stitutes beauty.

An object, again, is styled sublime^ when the percep-

tion of it stimulates the imagination to grasp in one

single picture the mass of details, and imagination falls

short of the task
;
or when the feeling of its overwhelm-

ing power, as compared with our physical weakness,

suggests immediatoly, by way of counterpoise, the

thought that there is in us somewhat which all the

efforts of physical force arc powerless to subdue. In

both cases (Kant distinguishes them as tlui mathematical

and the d}mamical sublime) the strange pleasure which
we take in what is too great for imagination to a])prc-

hend as a unity, or too powerful for the unchecked

buoyancy of flesh and blood to feci at ease in its pres-

ence, is due to the revelation that we have a higher

vocation and a nobler humanity, which commands the

imagination by a vague idea, and keeps us tranquil

amid the grandeurs of nature. Thus, by the very

check given to imagination (which is the supreme grade

of our sensuous faculty), we are opportunely reminded
that wo have a power of thought, or an ideal (rational)

nature, which sensuous knowledge can never come up
to, and which physical constraints or sensuous terrors,

can never overpower. It must be added, however, that
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for that reason the sense of suhliniity presupposes, even

more than the sense of beauty, a susceptibility to ideas,

and implies a culture of the moral sentiments. It can

only be felt by noble minds.

Alike with the beautiful and the sublime, the judg-

ment claims universal assent, not as a right which it can

enforce by argument and objective data, but as an expect-

ation of adherence from all whose judgment is not pervert-

ed by fashion or dulled by passion. The ground of that

expectation must be found,—if wo refer to our analysis

of beauty as an unsought proportion between imagination

and understanding, and of sublimity as the suggesrive-

ness by wliich a baffled sensibility pointed us to an

invincible reason,—^found in the assumption that the

conditions of mind, which by their relation produce the

said feelings, are identical in all human beings. It is,

in short, the postulate of a common sense, or normal

average taste, on which our claim for the universal and

necessary acceptance of our esthetic dicta is based.

And this normal taste is not a fact, but an idea The

old objections of Ghacun d son (jout^ and De gudlhiLS

non disputandum est^ make it clear enough that aesthetic

disputes cannot be settled like a scientific discussion.

“Mature was found beautiful,” says Kant, ‘‘when it

looked at the same time as if it were Art
;
and Art can

only be called beautiful, if we are conscious that it is

Art, and it yet appears to us as if it were Kature.” The

words hint, but scarcely express, the rtdation between

the beauty of Kature and the beauty of Art. Kant,

while contending that an interest in the beauties of Art

is no evidence of an attachment to moral goodness, de-

clares that it is always a sign of inward loveliness
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{aclione 8eele) to take an habitual and immediate interest

in the beautiful forms of I^Tature. But the reason of

the distinction is not germane to tlio matter
;
for the

superiority of the taste for natural beauty is merely

founded on the circumstance that, by showing itself

where there is no admixture of social and other ex-

traneous interests, it displays more unequivocally the

susceptibility to beauty for its own sake. And we

may therefore, as Kant seems to imply, consult the

analysis of the conditions of art-production to throw

some light on the beauty of Kature. Whereas Taste,

or the' faculty of esthetic criticism, only contains part

of the secret; Genius, or the faculty of aasthetic pro-

duction, gives the true key. Art realises the lieauty

of Kature.

Wliat produces beauty in Kature may perhaps be

a mystery. In Genius, which is a human analogue to

the secret power of Nature, the conditions of the pro-

cess are brought into
,
somewhat clearer light. The

characteristics of genius are originality, so that it is no

mere result of the application of rules,—exemplarity, so

that its products serve to indicate a rule for others to

carry out,

—

unconsciousness in its methods, so that it

seems like inspiration, and suggests more than natural

gifts. In other words, genius, though a personal and

purely individual power, yet exhibits a universal law,

not as a mere rule of understanding which others can

copy, but as a living type out of which kindred spirits

severally read the appropriate guidance for themselves,

and yet understanding cannot explain the rationale of

the process. Thus, though genius produces what taste

can only estimate and criticise, they both ultimately
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tlirow us back to sometliiug inexplicable or inexpressible

by the understanding.

What genius docs is to exhibit oistlietk ideas. We
have seen that beauty issues when an object so stim-

ulates the imagination that the sportive grouping of

the sensuous elements is felt to be in agreement with

the rules which an intellectual synthesis would have

imposed. But for ordinary people it is only on especial

occasions and with certain objects that they are able to

observe this unprompted and unforced action whereby

the sense elements spontaneously assume the order pre-

scribed by intellect. There are many things which to

the ordinary taste are not beautiful ; and yet in many

cases the artist representing them can make them beau-

tiful,—can elicit from them a beauty which did not

seem to be in them. Everything, says Kant, short of

what is nauseous, may be made beautiful ])y artistic

rendering. The genius of Art frees the object from the

hampering and distracting circumstances wliich hang

around in what is called real life,—that is to say, frees it

from association with opinions, wishes, laws, and other

conventionaliti(is, and lets us see it as an object wrought

by nature, expressing by the unsuborned consilience of

its parts and features a truth typical and universal

It does, in short, perfectly and over a wide range, what

ordinary perception does in a few instances.

‘ Hitherto we have noted only the imdesigned coinci-

dence by which constructive imagination freely produces

a result which judgment finds in harmony with the

laws of understanding—those very laws which prescribe

the modes of reducing the diversity of sense into unity.

But the power of genius to exhibit cesthetic ideas carries
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us a step further. In depicting its object, the genius of

art has an important function in translating the concep-

tions of intellect into sensuous pictures, ^vhich, without

effort, and as if it were naturally, meet with and recog-

nise themselves in the intellectual conceptions. Ihit a

work of art must always do more than this. The pecu-

liar touch of genius is seen in the residual features,

which refuse to he reduced to a hard and dry concept,

—

in the additional material to which one cannot attach a

finite, single meaning, and which the formal intellect hy

its prosaic renderings can never adequately exhaust.

Even a simple song, much more a sonata of Eecthovon,

a line of poetry, a picture—all have their power and

heauty in the illimitahle expansion which they give to

the imagination, in* the suggestion of a meaning deeper

than the thought which can he formulated in words.

Such collateral or residual images, which, after the defi-

nite conception has been msthetically or scuivsuously ren-

dered, still prolong their echoes endlessly through the

sounding corridors of the mind, are what Kant calls the

exhibition of cestlietlo ideas. Ideas, because they tend

to infinitude
;
esthetic, because they find their peculiar

expression in a sensuous image.

It is this (from the point of view of the hard intel-

lect) superfluity in description which gives evidence of

“ Geist” and shows that the reproduction of reality

in portraitoe is more than a mere pedant could effect'

It is Geist in the artist which reproduces life in the

object, which presents the something over and above

the mere conformity of elements to a' rule superimposed ;

that something being the life and freedom which spon-

taneously accomplishes all that rules re([uire, yet at the
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same time boars the promise of an ampler realisation,

—

ampler, because it springs from a source to wbicli binit

is unknown. Genius, tlierefore, by the aid of art, steps

in to pick up what the understanding throws away as

unimportant for science. It shows that there is more

in nature than nature as phenomenally construed ade-

(piately represents; more also in the human faculties

than is quite accounted for by the distinction between

sense, undemtanding, and reason. It shows, on the one

hand, that the sense and the understanding are in fun-

damental harmony
;
that the latter, abstractly considered,

is only the grim skeleton of that articulate and living

system which imagination in her sensuous materials is

spontaneously weaving
;
and that both rest on a reason

which manifests itself to the cesthetic eye in the products

of sense, and gives the scientific understanding a prob-

lem of expounding the connotation of these products,

—a problem to which it is for over unequal. On the

other hand, we are equally throAvn back upon the super-

sensible nature. hTature, in short, to the icsthetic eye,

is not a collection of points of sensation bound together

by laws of order given by the agency of thought
;
rather

the object speaks of a life behind it, of a ^‘supersensible

substratum in the thing which is at no great distance

from the “supersensible substratum of humanity.’^

Thus in the beautiful no less than in the sublime, in

the beauty of art as well as the beauty of nature, the

act of judgment forces us to have recourse to the “un-

defined idea of the supersensible,” in order to explain the

mysterious sympathy between our powers of knowledge

and the nature of their objects. But there is one point

still to be noticed. To feel the infiuences of beauty and
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sublimity, to enjoy fully the beauties alike of nature and

of art, there are some preparations requisite. The eflbrt

and excitement of passion, and the restlessness of know-

ledge, must alike bo laid to rest. In either case we

should have a problem to accomplish,—something to

resist and to overcome. But to create or to appreciate

beauty, all must be peace and harmony. In other

words, what art gives, and what it teaches us to find in

the objects of nature, is the spontaneous lawgiving by

which, without sense of restraint, and without feeling of

obligation, the sensuously imaginative being blossoms

out into endless symmetries, and builds up the fairy

realm of fantasy, in which all works together for good,

and yet no lawgiver is to be seen.

But, to Kant, this freedom from appetite or passion,

and from the divorce between sense and intellect, tended

to present itself under one special form : and that was

the consciousness that we are subject to a law imposed

by our oAvn higher nature, in virtue of identifying our-

selves with which we are raised above the sensible drags

of appetite and ignorance. Hence his view that the

right training for the purification of Taste is to develop

ethical ideas and cultivate the moral feelings. Taste is

at bottom a power of judgment wliich detects the em-

bodiment of moral ideas in sensuous shapes. The Beau-

tiful is the symbol of the morally good.
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CHAPTEE XIY.

THE PROBLEMS OP ETHICS.

The terms Art and Practical have each a stricter and a

looser application. In the use of the word Art, which

we have jnst been considering, it is employed to denote

a mode of production which contains a certain personal

residuum not amenable to rule or reducible to formulae.

In the looser sense, it is applied to any application of

knowledge to practical purposes, and simply denotes the

production of an object according to roles or precepts.

Similarly, the term Practical, in its wider sense, denotes

the mode of laying down a theory, in which the theo-

retical principles are translated into precepts declaring

that, if a certain result is desired, a certain means must be

adopted In the narrower sense of the term Practical, it

denotes something sui generis—viz., a law or direction

which is not a mere corollary from some theoretical pro-

position, but is an entirely original and unconditioned

command which appeals to no external considerations or

ulterior consequences to justify or explain it, but claims

unqualified, and, what is more, willing obedience. The

command in question is that of the Moral Law,

Man is, in one aspect, a member of creation, a link in
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the great chain of nature. As such he presents himself

with peculiar characters—some uniquCj others shared by

several objects in nature. Under the latter head comes

the fact that he is an organised being. Amongst the

objects of nature, there are some exliibiting features

which compel us to regard them as in a strict and pecu-

liar way totals, mth members in mutual interdepend-

ence, and all contributing to constitute the whole. In

the case of these bodies, -which we term organisms, in-

stead of looking at the whole as a mere aggregation of

the parts, we have to look upon the idea of the whole as

prior to the parts, and determinative of their form and

their relations to each other. In this way only, and

from such an assumed standpoint, can we understand

that solidarity which pervades the several eleinenls of

the structure. At first, indeed, it is a view suggested only

by one and another of the products of nature, and even

in these only by certain of their features, whilst others

might apparently be due to accident rather than to de-

signed harmony with the idea. But logic constrains us

to universalise our hypothesis : we extend it—^fii'st, so

as to subordinate every part in the organised being to

the government of the idea which is supposed to under-

lie it; and, secondly, to include the whole range of

natural phenomena. Thus grows up a teleological, as

distinct from a mechanical conception of nature. We
cannot, however, be too careful in restricting the teleo-

logical conception to our human point of view, the

necessities of our human intellect. We can safely say

no more than that for our intellect, constituted as it

is, the conception of an organised body is impossible

unless by the help of an idea of design. The concep-
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tion, in sliort, ia an auxiliary liypotliosis where the laws

of physical mechaniain fail; it is a device of the judg-

ment by which it seeks to explain the peculiar aggrega-

tion of parts known as an organism. Lut tliongh “it

is perfectly certain that wo can ne\^er gain siiihcient

actpiaintance with, much less explain, the inner possi-

bility of organised beings by merely mechauical laws of

nature,—so certaui that we may boldly say it is absurd

for human beings even to entertain such a project, or to

hope that some day there may perhaps arise a iTewton

capable of making plain to us even the generation of a

more blade of grass by laws of nature which design has

not planned” (cf. p. 110),—still it must be remem-

bered that the necossitation of the conception by the

conditu)ns of our intelligence gives us no warrant to

affirm that there is a double ^causality (mechanical as

well as teleological) in nature.

The peculiar circumstance in our mental constitution

whicdi forces us to adopt the teleological point of view

may be said to })o the contingency of the relation be-

tween a universal and its particulars. The union be-

tween them is neither intimate nor apparently necessary.

The particulars which are supplied by what we may
cjrll sense are submitted to the grasp of a conception

which gives them unity. There must, no doubt, be

something in the particular elements which predisposes

them, if we may so put it, to the form of synthesis in

which they are unified. Ilut when we look at the uni-

versal, it is clearly impossible, from any inspection of it,

to say how many particulars it will contain. Given the

generic conception of a rose, for example, it is beyond

the human powers to predict under how many varieties
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of individual form that genus may be exemplified. Tlie

abstract universal affords no key to the diversity in the

particular and concrete perceptions said to be contained

under it. It is for that reason that, in order to explain

to ourselves the constitution and aiTangement of any

number of particulars, we can only do so by representing

the idea of the whole as governing the i^rocess. Such

an idea of the whole governing the form and order of

the parts is what is termed a Final Cause.

But the very device which we adopt suggests the

thought of an intellect other than ours, in which that

accidentality in the correspondence of the particular

features in nature to our faculty of universals would be

no longer found. It might, so far as the abstract imder-

standing is concerned, be possible that there should have

been in experience no opportunity for the exercise of

our faculty of universals
;

it might have been that every

single thing should have been absolutely unique, and

that no sequence should ever occur twice in the same

way. But, if the universal of human thought has met

a response in the individuals of nature, it seems as if

the universal had been there already. In this way, the

idea of an intellectus archetypus is brought forward,

—

an intellect, that is, which sees the universal in the par-

ticular. The world which we perceive—the phenom-

enal world, as we construct it out of given sensations

thought under different rules or relations— would be

represented as resting upon a supersensible substratum,

in which the separation between concept (rule) and per-

cept (instance) is replaced l^y a concrete or synthetic uni-

versal which specialises itself in a variety of forms.

Adopting the standpoint afforded by such an idea of
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a ivason in naturo, we look upon the existing

of organ iseil beings as based upon an original or^JttMa

idea, wlia^h employs the mechanism of nature to produce

new f(»nns and viuy the original type (cf. p. 114). "We

may frt>m the same point of view regard man as the last

link in the course of such orgiuiic evolution, and treat

him as the closing purpose of the organic process of

nature. But in doing so we must not imagine that ex-

perience Avill h(‘ur us out, and shoAV how all the order and

production in nature have reference to the aims of man.

AIL tliat can safely be held is that, constituted as wo are,

it is inevitablt^ for us to look upon everything in the

worhl as subordinated to that end: we must, however

AV('- may resist the tendency, take up the anthropocentric

position. "Man contains the key of the whole situation,

^‘illustrates all the inferior grades, explains each back

step in thi‘ circl^i.” But, AVhat can man make out of a

nature which is thus put at his disposal? What is the

ultcuior Jiirn, the final purpose of man himself in the

order of nature ? It cannot be 1nippiness : for not merely

is the iilea of a condition of being in which man's in-

stincts rec(‘,ivc their full satisfaction a vague and change-

able one, hut it could never he realised, for his nature is

not of a kind ever likely to acquiesce in possession and

enjoynumt. As a cultural being, indeed, man is bound

to pursue happiness
;
such is the law of his sensuous

nature, anil to that end all his energies must be subordi-

nat(‘. Yet all the Avhile happiness is beyond the power

of nature to give. The. most that nature can do for man

is to give him a ]>reparatiou for piufoniiing higher work,

(.hvilisation is, in one word, what man can giit through

tho agencies of nature
;
and civilisation, which detaches
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a man from tlie limitations of kind, and confers on liim,

as a rational being, tlie supreme gift of versatility or tlie

capacity for any aims be pleases, lias two aspects.

The first aspect of civilisation is the acquisition of

capacities, accomplishments and aptitudes to perform

whatever work choice or circumstance may render desir-

able. What purpose he ought to carry out remains yet

to be seen. Such development of accomplishments can

only be secured by means of the inequality of classes

;

by a division of the world into, on one hand, the classes

that labour—on the other, the classes that have leisure

and room for intellectual aims. Amid the great and in-

creasing evils which thus arise for the leisured no less

than for the labouring class, there is wrought out, at the

cost of individuals though to the gain of the species, the

complete development of all the capacities which are

latent in the human being. The aim of nature (which,

however, is often not the aim of the individual men) is

accomplished by the antagonism between men in the

social state,—their emulation and competition, their

unsociable sociability.” “ Man wishes concord, but

nature knows bettor what is good for his species
;
she

wishes discord.” Hut progress by competitive rivalry is

only feasible under one condition, and that is, that the

barbarities of the struggle for existence have been curbed

by the establisliment of a civil order, where the collective

power of the community checks any attempt to violate

individual honest liberty. But a single state is inade-

quate to this task
;
the true condition for the full and

free realisation in social competition of all that lies within

the promise of human nature is the formation of a cos-

mopolitan union of states,—a federation of the world.
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sliort of stich a (‘(nubinaiion can be tbe guaran-

tee of a niaiiy-suled civilisation.^ But, in tbe absence

of sucb a vSGCiuity for everlasting peace without, war

still remains as one spring more for promoting tbe highest

evolution of the latent cai)acities of humanity.

The second part of civilisation is the discipline of the

passions, without which no accomplishments avail. It

frees from the despotism of the passions, which, though

well contrived in reference to the animal side of man,

are like chains drawing us in certain narrow and fixed'

grooves, and embarrassing the free sway of reason. The

aim of civilisation, negatively, is thus to free man from

his sensual limitations,—to make him feel himself, as ho

ought to be, tinily universal, superior to the sense-world

of which on his animal side he forms a portion.

Thus there is a truth at the bottom of the popular

conviction that, without man, tlie world would be pur-

pc^seless. It is not, however, to afford scope for his in-

tellectual powers, or to consult his pleasure, that the world

exists. Unless there be something in man which has a

substantive value of its own, sometliing of intrinsic worth,

there is nothing to make knowledge valuable, nothing

to ennoble the quest for pleasure. That something lies,

no doubt, in the human desire—^but not in that desire

1 These views, expoimded lu the * Ideas for a Universal History

from a Cosmopolitan Point of View,’ and in the essay, “Zum Ewigen

Prieden,” were communicated to A. Comte in a French tianslation of

the former by a yomig German Iriend, Gustav von Eichthal. Though

they were the only works of Kant wliich Comte seems to have known,

they qualified him, in a letter of December 10, 1824, to describe the

(Tcrman philosopher as ‘*le metaphysicien le plus rapproch^ de la

philosophic positive,” and to claim for himself no more than the

credit ‘'d’avoir systennsi et arret6 la conception ebauch^e par Kant.”

—See Littrc, ^ Comte/ p. 153.
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so far as it is tied to natural conditions, aiul governed

by sensual instincts
\
not in so far as desire receives its

gratification, and thus borrows its motive - power, from

without : there is a higher desire which is governed by

an internal idea, by the idea of a universe of action pos-

sible by its own means, by the view of each exertion of

desire as a case of an ideal wiU, and therefore subject to

a universal law. The chief end of man (and thus of the

universe) has for its subjective condition that form of

desire in which there is a habitual controlling conscious-

ness of membership in an ideal community of rational

beings. “A good will is that by which alone man’s

existence can have an absolute value; and in relation

to it the existence of the world can have an ulti-

mate purpose.” “There is nothing in the whole world,

ay, or even anything possible to be conceived out of the

world, which could be without qualification held to be

good, except a good will alone.”

The place due to reasoning in morals is a vexed ques-

tion of the ethical schools. According to the Hedonistic

theory, its function is to construct, from time to time, a

teleological system of the world, in which the living

individual who reasons is always at the head, so that

the value of everything is estimated by its contribution

to the sentient welfare of the single self. In such a

system there are as many chief ends as there are human
beings to form such a conception; and in each, how-

ever the aim may vary in its matter, it retains the same

formal identity under the title happiness. Every human
being, to himself the chief end, is to every other a

means. To be reasonable in this theory is to be prudent

;

and the aim of a moral theory (in the hedonistic sensej
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is to lay down counsels of prudence, hypothetical im-

peratives^ or rules, which are binding upon those (and

they are all mankind) who "find 'happiness desirable.

The so-called Utilitarian theory of morals, starting

from this hedonistic basis, may be said to universalise

it. The merit of action is by the utilitarian represented

as its tendency (in the most unlimited sense) to promote

the greatest happiness of the generality. The function

of reasoning in such a theory is to keep alive the per-

ception that the individual is only a member of a com-

munity of mankind, and to trace out how this condition

aifects every act and wish of the individual. For such

a purpose it employs the machinery of rewards and pun-

ishments, and society is organised in such a way that

there is stereotyped in the consciousness of the indi-

vidual a habit of estimating every action by its results

upon the whole community to which he belongs. A
corporate or tribal conscience is thus, if not created, cer-

tainly made an unmistakable and even preponderant

motive amid the other desires of every human being so

situated. Uy the help of these steadying influences

from without there grows up an idea of a totality, or

community, to which all his actions, whether they have

or have not yet come under the regulation of specific

laws, must be relative; of a system which gives the

formative, shaping, controlling touch to his wishes and

inclination. Identified at first with some visi])le organi-

sation on eartli, the conception presents itself as the

idealised form of that institution
;
and gradually the con-

viction arises that the true universal of humanity cannot

be envisaged under any particular limited form, but must

always remain an idea—a citizenship which is in heaven.

p.—^v. o
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Thus, as Mill says, “the ultimate sanction of all

morality is a subjective feeling in our own nuiul.”

“Morality,” ho continues, “rests upon the social feelings

of mankind, on that desire to be in unity with our fellow-

creatures, which is so natural and habitual to man, that

except in some unusual circumstances, or by an effort of

voluntary abstraction, he never conceives himself other-

wise than as a member of a body.” It thus appears that,

according to the exponents of utilitarianism, the only

source from which moral actions can flow, as effects

from cause, is a sense of solidarity with humanity, a

perception that we are not our own individual selves,

but that we share in an ampler life, and belong to a

world which only exists in thought,—a perception vivid

“ in proportion to the sensitiveness and thoughtful-

ness of the character.” Wlien asked, therefore, why I

should be moral, I can reply by assigning no external

reason. The unity of humanity, past, present, and to

come, may be a fact or a delusion : it certainly cannot

be verified by any analysis
j

it is either perceived or

not, and the clearness of the perception cannot be in-

creased by logical arguments.

All moral obligation, therefore, is a categoiiccd im-

peratwe. It is possible, no doubt, to render a reason

for complying with any particular law of morality by

referring to its consequences
;
but clearly the ultimate,

the moral sanction itself, refuses to be accounted

for in like manner. To ask why we ought to obey the

moral law is absurd, because any explanation would only

destroy the morality of the law. “We cannot compre-

hend the practical unconditioned necessity of the moral

imperative
;
we can only comprehend its incomprehen-
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sibility.” But that unaccountability has important con-

setpTcnces. As imperative it seems to be a stranger and

an outsider
\

as moral, it must be within us. The recog-

nition of the authority of moral law is known as the

sense of Duty; and in duty there is set before us a

necessitation,—we feel that we are obliged to act in such

and such a manner. And this sense of subjection to

law, of limitation—^this presentation of the moral idea

as an imperative, and of the realisation of that idea as

duty—is the peculiarity, according to Kant, of morality

as human.

In other words, the “ ought ” of morality,—the deter-

mination of human desires and actions by something

which is and is not ourselves,—is only possible on the

assumption of a radical rift in human nature
;
an antith-

esis between a sensuous self and an intelligible self

—

a phenomenon and a noumenon. Man is undoubtedly

a member of the natural world : even his intellectual

capacities may up to a certain extent be said to have

their province in nature. But man, if he is to be a

moral being, must so far look upon himself as a member

of an inttdligible or spiritual world. He must “erect

himself above himself.” The moral law speaks to the

soul. Man as a sensuous, appetitive being, hears the

command, which he may disregard or may obey. But

his obedience has two forms or degrees. It may be a

mere conformity in external act to what the law ro-

fpiires—mere IcgdUty

:

and it even may happen that it

is obeyed, so to say, by chance, because a certain natu-

ral impulse or liking has led us to do by its instigation

whafc the law would have commanded. But the true

form of obedience is not obedience, in the strict sense,
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at all; rather the soul willingly adopts the dictate of

the moral law as a maxim of its own.

It is only when the agent takes up this position as

himself at one with the law,—as virtually a lawgiver,

—

that the wiU is moral. Morality then implies that the

will of the agent itself gives the law : that the will is

autonomous. And yet, man as a natural being has

not this autonomy of will
;
he has, on the contrary, a

will governed by sensuous objects of desire. His auton-

omous will is an ideal will : by it he conceives himself

as on the platform of a world where reason niles su-

preme, whilst at the same time he cannot, as human, free

himself from the consciousness that the ideal will is a

law restricting and controlling the desires of the natural

man. It is only the mystic who can fancy himself al-

ready a member of that invisible kingdom : the honest

man must always remember that the intelligible world is

at best the object of a reasonable faith.

So, too, with Fy'eedom, which is only another name

for autonomy of will. Freedom, like aiitonomy, is no

quality of the natural will It is only in the power of

adopting the moral law as a maxim governing our will,

and adopting it so intimately, that the maxim is thought

as the very utterance of our own higher selves, that we
are free,—^in other words, have a real causative origin-

ality,— a power of absolutely commencing a series of

events. Freedom, therefore, is revealed by the moral

law. When a statement unconditionally commanding

action is accepted by the will as its own utterance

;

when the “ thou shalt ” of the law becomes the ** I will
”

of the agent,—then in this high region, where the sub-

jective volition is identified ^vith. the objective law, we
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have a “ synthetical judgment a priori ” which is prac-

tical, or governs conduct. But such a judgment cannot

he proved by an appeal to experience. We can see if

the action is conformable; we cannot see the heart.

We can argue at best by the light of the maxim, “Every

tree shall be known by its fruits.”

The freedom and autonomy of the will, therefore,

form the standpoint on which morality is made possible.

They describe the qualities of that transcendent will

whose voice is the moral law, and which the human

soul by reason recognises as her own. They imply,

therefore, behind the phenomenal human being a nou-

menal reality—a will which can will what it ought. In

that “ intelligible substratum ” man is free
;
and this

fact—the great ^^faehtm of pure reasoning”—this ori-

ginal and unconditioned imperative to act so and not

otherwise—is something, as Kant insists, quite beyond

all himian intelligence; and the trouble employed in

seeking for a solution of the question how this can be is

wasted. Apart from such transcendeiital freedom, the

theories which explain freedom of the will to a determi-

nation by inward and not outward motives, succeed in

giving man only the “ freedom of the roasting-jack,

which for that matter, when once it has been wound up,

performs its movements spontaneously.”

The moral will and reasoning—for the term good or

moral belongs to outward acts only in a secondary way,

as presumably proceeding from such a will—is con-

trasted with the selfish will and reasoning of hedonism

by the conception in which it seeks to realise itself.

That conc(‘ption is found in an idea of all rational beings

as a spiritual commonwealth in which, in the very truth,
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all the citizens are free and equal. Each individual (no

longer a solitary autocrat, as hedonism teaches, subordi-

nating all others as means to himself as end) is a mem-

ber (in thought) of a federation of all rational beings
\ a

federation where indeed his commands have legislative

force, but only because his individual %\ull is the very

utterance of an indwelling law. Thus man, by this

figure, represents himself as legislative,—not as supreme

overlord, but as a free citizen in the spiritual world : if he

legislates, he is at the same time subject to the legislation.

And even if in such spiritual world there be a Sovereign,

His will is only the central unity of imiversal law itself.

Descending from these high latitudes of nietaphysic,

and attempting to apply the metaphysic to human ethics,

when we ask how we are to recognise this adoption of

the universal will by ourselves we got but unsatisfactory

replies. "VVe can never present the idea of moral good-

ness—the absolutely good will—in a concrete instance

in nature. Hor indeed do we properly require so much.

Morahty lies not in the particular things which we will,

but in the way in which we will
j
not in the matmal

but in the fomi of volition. At least the form is the

essential consideration, and governs the matter, as a

condition precedes what depends on it for its correctness.

The moral law will bo made evident in the form of

volition. Coming in contact with the appetites or pro-

pensities which arise in the phenomenal life of man, the

practical reason or moral idea as a law of conduct limits

and restricts their operation. Its essential force is re-

strictiveness of the senses : in its purity the moral law

only tells us that in every act we must remember that

' we are subjects of universal law.
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Its representation can be partly made intelligible by

finding a type for tlie moral law in the world of expe-

rience. By the light of such “ typic of the practical

judgment ’’ we can sec whether or not oiix will is good.

The type is found in an aspect of natural pheiioniena,

—

the uniformity and regularity which characterise them.

^Ve liave therefore to ask ourselves if the action we in-

tend, supposing it were to occur by the laws of a nature

of whicli wo ourselves were part, could fairly be treated

by us as a thing we could honestly ^vill. Here we have

a formal criterion by which to test our maxims of con-

duct. Hever act except you can also will your prin-

ciple of action into the rank of universal law
;
” or, Act

as if the principle by which you act were by your wiU

to be made a universal law of nature; ” or, “ The principle

on which you act must be capable of adapting itself to a

possible universal legislation.” But it should be remem-

bered that this quality of right action is only selected as

a formal or extrinsic mark by which to recognise it.

The typic assimilates the inexplicable operation of the

moral law on the single will to the analogous features of

a physical uniformity, but does not therefore explain

the mystery. And it is only a negative test after all,

in harmony with the precept, “ Do as you would he done

to,” and with Clarke’s principle that “Wliatever I judge

reasonable or unreasonable for another to do to me, that

by the same I declare reasonable or unreasonable that I

in the like case should do for him.”

On this preliminary condition of adaptability for

general legislation all morality is based. But from a

merely formal principle it is impossible without the help

of other considerations to descend to particular and ma-
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terial maxims of conduct. Tlie moral law, as Kant ex-

pounds it, declares only the sine qua non of morality

;

it presumes us to have elsewhere become acquainted

with the conditions of human life, the nature of indi-

vidual man, and the relations subsisting between man

and man, or man and woman. Given these facts of

natural science, it steps in with its high ideal of respect

for the universal But if we ask for explanation of

particular right and wrong, and for guidance in particu-

lar duty, the Categorical Imperative is more likely to

give heat than light
;
or if it be a light, it is rather the

beacon on the hill-top than the lamp to iUuminate the

domestic chamber (cf. p. 119).

With this preliminary condition, however, the moral

law combines a more positive precept, and obliges every

responsible being to seek to the height of his power to

promote the welfare of the world, including his own.

Thus instead of Epicureanism, which treats virtue only

as a means of happiness, and instead of Stoicism,

which declares that the consciousness of virtue is

enough for happiness, Kant, laying prime stress on

conformity to moral law as the requisite ground without

which happiness cannot be the final aim of a rational

being, goes on practically to insist that the furtherance

of the supreme good of humanity is the object of moral

action. He is here in complete accord with humani-

tarian or universalistic Utilitarianism. But in stepping

on this ground he is involved in difficulties— in the

dialectic of pure practical reai/oning. The command to

pursue the supreme good, of all human beings require

us to do what can never be certainly achieved in the

conditions of the physical world It bids us realise the
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iiiinuto in the finite. To make siicli realisation possible,

it would seem as if we ourselves must be freed from the

limitations by wbicli our sensuous nature thwarts and

misleads the will, and as if wo must have some ground

for believing that the course of the physical universe is

governed by tlio principles of moral law.

If our action, then, is laid under a law obliging

us to work always for the good of the world, we

must assume the existence of a being who guides the

world in the interest of morality. Not that Kant says

for a moment that it is as necessary to accept the being

of a God as to recognise the obligation of moral law.

That law commands fomially and without promises
;

it

commands us, bo the issue of our efforts what it may, to

will sincerely and earnestly the promotion of Happiness

—the chief good which nature has set before men—in

acconlance, however, with the rights of universality.

But wlum we consider that we and the whole range of

nature are powerless to secure the success of our aims,

tluire rises up the need to assume, by an act of moral faith,

the existence of a moral Author and Governor of the

universe. ( )therwise, with no prospect of victory in the

struggle, and with the paralysing sense of a possible

failure in tlxo (uxd, tlio human will would often be fain

to vsurreuder, and fold the feeble hands in despair.

Hiiiiilar motives ai)peared to Kant to demand a moral

faith in the inmxortality of the soul. The will which

seeks to I'ciilise the chief good in the world must, if it

is perfectly to achieve its end, bo itself in complete har-

mony with the moral law. But as a human will, im-

mersed in natural egoism and subject to the laws of

sensuous ixulividual life, man can never in tlxis world
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exhibit such conformity. If the indivicliialj therefore,

is to be identified with the universal, if the single self

must be visibly made an adequate representative of the

moral law, it can only be under the image of a never-

ending approximation to an ideal perfection throughout

eternity. The image, indeed, fails to convey the idea.

“Blessed are the pure in heart,” said the Preacher on

the Mount, “ for they shall see God.” But such is not

the vision which Kant found revealed in the moral

law. Like the lawgiver of ancient Israel, he came to

proclaim the law in the wilderness, and his view of the

land flowing with milk and honey was only from the

lonely heights of Pisgah. The stern mandates of the

scientific reason always rested upon him. “ Theoretical

reasoning,” he says, “is right when, following only its

own interests, it holds, like the Canonic of Epicurus,

that everything must be thrown away as mere specula-

tive dreams which cannot accredit its objective reality

by palpable instances capable of being exhibited in ex-

perience.” The understanding—the faculty of rules—is

too powerful a presence in his mode of thought. Hero

and there, as in his aesthetic criticisms, there are

glimpses vouchsafed to him of something within us and

without us which proclaims the infinity in the finite and

the universality in the individual. But the glimpses

are distrusted under the prevailing sense that all is but

an effect of the hiunan
,
position,—the inherent limita-

tion of the^Tiuman view. The great ideal realities of

life were acknowledged only as ideas which human con-

sciousness required in order to regulate, round off, and
unify the theory of nature and the requirements of

desire. Their clearest epiidiaiiy was seen in the precept
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of the moral la\y. But, even in his view of duty and

morality, Kant, as Sclnller said, always retained, like

Luther, something of the monk.

Kant left behind no system^ but he threw out sugges-

tions of matcliless fertility, and marked out with the in-

stinct of genius the true form of philosophic problems.

His philosophy is not, indeed, disconnected or seK-con-

tradictory, but its foundations are not sufficiently deep.

At every step he carries us beyond his own Hues, and

hints at a systematic unity which might carry us over

the breaks in his thought. These hints were followed

out with various success by the succeeding systems of

Fichte, Schelling, and HegeL They were his children,

though he disowned them, and though they, like

Schopenhauer, and with more reason and courtesy, spoke

hardly of their father. The JSTeo-Kantians, who have

rent their master’s mantle, and find his scientific logic

adequate to the requirements of physiological psychology,

arc less legitimate disciples. But in many ways Kant is

honoured. Kant-philology even is better than the half-

ignorant worship of a few Kantian phrases. For those

who have learned Kant, many questions have ceased to

trouble : many arc bright with a light unknown before :

and others are at least placed in a fair way for further

solution.
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